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perhaps surprisingly, that the worst-case MIIW effects of turbulence occur during clear air

under conditions of high temperature and humidity.
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ABSTRACT

This report describes work done on Contract DAAG29-81-K-

0173, *An Investigation of Millimeter Wave Propagation in the

Atmoshere: Measurement Program,O conducted by the Georgia Tech

Research Institute during the period September 1981 through May

1987. The objective of this program was to measure the effects

of atmospheric turbulence on the propagation of millimeter wave

radiation, with emphasis on inclement weather effects. Five

separate measurement sessions were conducted at a site near

Urbana, Illinois, and these measurements were made jointly with

personnel from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration, who furnished meteorological instrumentation and

information on experiment design. Personnel from the Atmospheric

Sciences Laboratory at White Sands Missile Range also contributed

to this program.

Measurements were made at frequencies near 118, 142, 173,

and 230 GHz to cover all of the major atmospheric features in the

millimeter wave spectral range, and were made during clear air,

rain, fog, and snow. The equipment comprised a small step-van

transmitter truck and an array of four receivers, pumped by a

common local oscillator, mounted in a semi-trailer. This

arrangement provided the means for measuring fluctuat'6ps in-b

both intensity and phase of the MMW signal.

It is concluded in this report that atmospheric turbulence

has a marginal effect on the performance of Army MMW systems.

For example, a system with a tracking accuracy of 100

microradians might have its accuracy degraded by 15-20% by

turbulence. It is also concluded, perhaps surprisingly, that the

worst-case MMW effects of turbulence occur during clear air under

conditions of high temperature and humidity.
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FINAL REPORT ON ARO MMW TURBULENCE PROJECT

1. Introduction

This document is the final report on Contract DAAG29-81-K-

0173, *Study of Millimeter-Wave Propagation in the Atmosphere", a

program supported by the U. S. Army Research Office and conducted
jointly by the Georgia Tech Research Institute (GTRI) and the

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), supported

by separate grants. The major responsibility of Georgia Tech

during this program was to design and construct hardware for

measuring the effects of atmospheric turbulence on millimeter 0

wave (MMW) propagation, at several different wavelengths of

current and potential interest to the Army, under a variety of

weather conditions. NOAA's responsibility was to design the

experiment, provide meteorological instrumentation support, and
analyze the data, although Georgia Tech has also participated to

some extent in this latter activity. The frequencies chosen for

this experiment were 116, 118, 143, 173, and 230 GHz, and

measurements were made under conditions of clear air, rain, fog,

and snow; although time and circumstances did not permit the

acquisition of data at all of these frequencies under all of

these atmospheric conditions.

The frequencies listed above were chosen to lie on or near

prominent atmospheric transmission features in the MMW bands,

namely the broad window near 95 GHz, the 118 GHz oxygen

absorption, the 140 GHz window, the 183 GHz water vapor .
absorption, and the 230 GHz window. Frequencies near absorption

lines were chosen to assess the observation of Soviet workers of

damping of turbulence-induced fluctuations on these lines.

Damping has not yet been observed, but not all of the data are

analyzed to the extent necessary to make this assessment.

The experiment was conducted at a site near Flatville,
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Illinois, chosen for its exceptional flatness and Ofetchn which
is the distance to large man-made or terrain features measured
transversely to the propagation path. Flatness and fetch are

necessary to ensure that the atmospheric features are not
disturbed by objects near the path; otherwise, it would be
necessary to use several meteorological instrumentation stations

to adequately characterize the atmosphere.

1.1 General Atmospheric Effects on Millimeter Wave Systems

The atmosphere has traditionally been a paradox when
regarded from the point of view of the millimeter wave CMMW)
system designer. on the one hand, MMW systems are considered as
solutions to the problems inherent in optical and near infrared
systems due to poor weather, especially fog, because such systems
retain at least a part of the resolution capability of the
shorter wavelengths while having the ability to penetrate the
turbid atmosphere. on the other hand, the ability of millimeter
wavelengths to penetrate rain, fog, and snow is not as good as
that of microwaves, and many workers in the field consider these
longer wavelengths to be superior both because of this better
tramsmission and because of the highly-developed state of
component technology at these longer wavelengths. It thus

appears that the choice of MMW technology represents a compromise
between the higher resolution of the optical systems and the

better weather penetration and advanced componentry of
microwaves. In summary, one would always choose the shorter
wavelengths if the weather were always good, and one would choose
the longer wavelengths if the resolution were good enough, and
there would be no applications for millimeter waves, if these
were the only criteria. Unfortunately, the weather is not always
clear enough for optical systems, and microwaves do not always
provide sufficient resolution, so that the potential niche for

2
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millimeter waves is fairly wide, and has not as yet been filled

by operational systems.

The major atmospheric effect on the performance of MMW

systems is attenuation, but other effects such as forward- and

back-scattering, atmospheric ducting, and of course atmospheric

turbulence are also of some importance. With regard to

attenuation, MMW radiation shows excellent capability for

penetrating fog and generally good transmission through snow, but

is no better than the visible/near IR wavelengths in penetrating

rain, depending of course to some extent on the frequencies

chosen. Atmospheric ducting is not considered a serious problem

for M4W systems because it is generally a long range phenomenon,

and most tactical MMW systems are designed for the shorter

ranges. Ducting has been observed at 35 GHz by workers at Bell

Laboratories [11, but the propagation path lengths studied were

several tens of kilometers in length.

The effects of atmospheric turbulence on MMW systems are the

same as those which occur in the optical wavelength spectrum,
except that they are generally less severe at the longer

wavelengths. These effects are power (intensity) fluctuations,
phase shifts which give rise to angle-of-arrival fluctuations,
depolarization, frequency shift, and thermal blooming. These

latter three effects are thought to be negligible for MMW

systems.

The balance of this introductory section summarizes the
effects of atmospheric turbulence on MMW systems. Section 2

treats the theories of 1MW turbulence including a brief reference
to the Soviet theory, but emphasizing the theory of Hill, et al.
(2]; and qualitatively assesses the agreement between these

theories and experiment. Section 3 discusses the results of

measurements of turbulence effects made during the series of
experiments conducted at the site near Flatville, Illinois.

3
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These results represent perhaps the most carefully made and

carefully instrumented measurements of this type ever made.
Section 4 gives some conclusions and compares the results of the

measurements described above to available theory, and the
agreement is found to be generally good. The report concludes
with a bibliography of publications by Georgia Tech authors
supported by this program and published during its course.

1.2 Summary of the Effects of Atmospheric Turbulence on MMW
Systems

Scintillation of electromagnetic energy traversing the

turbulent atmosphere is caused by refractive index
inhomogeneities in the propagation path that cause phase shifts,
giving rise to selective reinforcement or degradation of the
energy across the wavefront. These refractive index
inhomogeneities are caused by varying optical densities in the
path, which are in turn caused by variations in temperature and
absolute humidity in cells of various sizes within the path.
These cells are called scales, and the smallest cell that has
effect on propagation is called the inner scale and the largest
is called the outer scale. The resulting energy distribution of
electromagnetic radiation within the beam is log normal [3], and
is characterized by a variance OE2 that is a function of the
degree of atmospheric turbulence. The distribution of phase
shifts between any two points in the wavefront is normal, and its
variance is taken to be a 2.  Intensity fluctuations in the
propagated signal cause rapid fades in signal, which may cause
problems if large enough, but which probably are too small to be
of consequence. Perhaps the major potential problem caused by
atmospheric turbulence is angle-of-arrival fluctuations, which
are related to phase shifts by the relation e = 8/kr, where Sis
angle-of-arrival, Ois phase shift, k is wavenumber 21r/X , and r

4
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is the separation between points in the wavefront. These

fluctuations cause a potential target to be detected at an angle

different from its actual angle, and thus give rise to aimpoint
wander and decreased accuracy. Depolarization, frequency shift,

and thermal blooming are other turbulence effects that can

sometimes be observed at optical wavelengths, but whose effects

may be shown to be negligible at MMW.

Most of the original work on atmospheric turbulence was done

in the Soviet Union by Chernov [4] and Tatarski 3], and in this

country by Clifford 151. These workers treated optical

fluctuations and neglected the effects of absorption on the

fluctuation intensity. This approach has worked well for optical

wavelengths, as attested by the large number of turbulence

measurements which show good agreement with theory. More

recently, several other Soviet workers have examined the problem

of millimeter and submillimeter wave fluctuations; which requires

that absorption by atmospheric constituents, mainly water vapor,

be considered. This approach was apparently first taken by

Izyumov [6,7,8] who solved the wave equation using a complex

index of refraction to account for absorption, and thus obtained

expressions for amplitude and phase fluctuations valid for MMW

propagation. This work was further refined by Gurvich [9] and

later by Armand, et al. [10]. Recent work on MMW atmospheric

turbulence theory in this country has been done by Hill, et al.

[2] who used the existing optical solutions for the turbulence

equations and accounted for the absorption by water vapor. They

derived a new index of refraction structure parameter Cn2 by

considering the effects of absorption and using this result in

the optical solutions. This approach will be discussed in later

sections of this report.
To summarize this section, it appears that the effects of

atmospheric turbulence on the performance of MMW systems are

5
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probably small - almost negligible. It will be seen that
intensity fluctuations are about 1-2 dB and angle-of-arrival

fluctuations are about 300 microradians peak-to-peak under worst-

case conditions. Automatic gain control circuitry should easily

take care of this level of intensity change, while the 50
microradian standard deviation of angle fluctuations should be

almost negligible for a system with a tracking accuracy of 100
microradians standard deviation. These conclusions are based on
the measurements made at Flatville, and may not necessarily hold
for extreme climatic conditions, such as those encountered in the

tropics. It will also be seen that the worst case for
atmospheric fluctuations occurs in clear, hot, humid weather, and

not in rain or snow as one might expect. The smallest

fluctuations in both intensity and phase occur during a dense
fog.

Although the measurements described in this report were made
at wavelengths that may not be of immediate interest to designers
of Army systems, it will be shown that the results scale in a
very predictable way, and may therefore be used with confidence
at almost any frequency in the MMW range. The appropriate
scaling law is predicted by theory and confirmed by experiment,
as will be shown later in the report.

6



2. Millimeter-Wave Turbulence Theories

2.1 Soviet Theories

The Soviets were the first to study the problems of

millimeter-wave propagation through turbulence, just as they were
first to study optical propagation, and they have made important
contributions in both areas. This section gives a very brief
sketch of the approach taken by the Soviets in developing this
M4W theory, and attempts to detail its shortcomings, if any. The
treatment is necessarily brief; for a more detailed analysis, the
interested reader should see the paper by Armand (101 and the

references cited therein.

2.1.1 General Approach

In general, the method used by workers in the Soviet Union
for solving the problems of determining the magnitudes of the
amplitude and phase variations of an electromagnetic wave
propagating through the turbulent atmosphere consists of solving
the scalar wave equation by using a complex index of refraction
and thus arriving at the autocorrelation functions RX and R of
the fluctuations of amplitude and phase. The scalar wave

equation

V2 u + k2 N2 u - 0 (2-1)

is solved under the conditions

n - no + U
(2-2)

m - mo +v

where u is the wave function, k is wave number, and N is the

7



index of refraction. To account for index fluctuations, the form
of this index is taken to be that of equations (2-2), where n and
m are the real and imaginary parts of the refractive index, no
and mo are the mean values of these parts, and u and v are the

fluctuating parts which give rise to fluctuations in intensity

and phase of the propagated MMW signal.
Equation (2-1) is solved by the method of smooth

perturbations which is discussed in detail in Tatarski [3]. As

mentioned above, the results of solving this equation are the
autocorrelation functions RX and N of the fluctuations of the

amplitude and phase of the propagated signal. The R and N are
functions of the spectra of the real and imaginary parts of the
refractive index *. and *V and their cross-correlation *uV which

are in turn related in a complicated but straightforward way to
the spectra of the temperature and humidity fluctuations. These
can be derived from deterministic atmospheric parameters, if an

appropriate form for the spectral distributions of the
temperature and humidity are assumed. Such a distribution is the

von Karman distribution [9], which satisfies the necessary
condition of obeying the Kolmogorov f-5/ 3 law [3], where f is
fluctuation frequency, for the range of atmospheric scale sizes

between the inner and outer scales.

2.1.2 Determination of the Magnitude of Intensity Fluctuations
The log amplitude variance of the intensity fluctuations is

related to the autocorrelation function R (a,L) by the equation

[9) x

a2  - R (0,L), (2-3)
x X

where a is correlation distance and L is transmission path
length. Substitutions are made for the spectral distributions in

8
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RI and a tractable expression for a2 results, although it isxnecessary to evaluate the integrals numerically. This variance

is a function of the atmospheric temperature and humidity
structure parameters CT2 and C02, respectively, the spectra of
these fluctuations, and the cross-correlation of the spectra. A
possible shortcoming of this theory is evident here, because this
expression for log amplitude variance is not a function of the

cross-correlation of the temperature and humidity structure
parameters C , which will be seen later to be an important
parameter; however, this expression for log amplitude variance
gives reasonably good agreement with theory.

2.1.3 Determination of the Magnitude of Angle-of-Arrival

Fluctuations

The angle-of-arrival of an electromagnetic wave propagating

through the atmosphere at any point may be defined as the angle
between the normal to the wavefront and the line-of-sight to the
transmitter at that point. Fluctuations in angle-of-arrival are

caused by refractive index inhomogeneities that cause phase
shifts resulting in constructive and destructive 3 ence
across the wavefront which in turn cause the localized e of
the wavefront normal to change relative to the line-of- '-t to
the transmitter. It should be noted that the angle-of-arrt.. l
for a wavefront may not be well defined, because it will change
in accordance with its correlation function, sometimes over very

small distances. This parameter also changes rapidly with time,
with a spectral density similar to that of the fluctuations in
intensity.

The parameter which determines the angle-of-arrival is the

phase as shown in Figure 2-1, which shows two receivers separated
by a distance a, which is assumed to be small enough that the
wavefront angle does not change appreciably if measured at each

9
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Receiver
a sine

Wavefront

a0

Figure 2-1. Angle-of-Arrival Geometry.
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receiver. The phase difference of the signal between the two

points is then

B " 21/Xa sin ef kae, (2-4)

since e is small. Using this equation, the angle-of-arrival can
be determined if the phase difference is known. More

particularly, the variance of the angle fluctuations can be
determined from the variance of the phase fluctuations, since
both are statistical quantities.

The variance of the phase fluctuations may be determined in
the same way as the variance of the log amplitude fluctuations K

was derived, by calculating the phase autocorrelation function

for zero spacing:

a2  = R (OIL). (2-5)

Note that the concept of phase is not meaningful unless it is

specified over some distance or time; i.e., phase is a relative

parameter. The result of determining the phase autocorrelation

function for zero spacing must therefore be regarded as the
variance of phase fluctuations when measured as a function of

time. This parameter is calculated in much the same way as the

log amplitude variance, i.e. by numerical integration of the
correlation integrals as discussed in Reference 110]; in fact,

the integrals are the same except for sign changes. In spite of

the fact that the derivation of Armand, et al. apparently does
not adequately treat the cross-correlation between the

temperature and humidity structure parameters, calculations using

,AN 7%,



these results give plausible agreement with experiment.

2.2 The Theory of Hill, Clifford, and Lawrence
In this country, the group at the National oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA in Boulder, Colorado, including
Hill,, Clifford, and Lawrence (2], has taken the lead in

developing theories appropriate for the propagation of MMW
radiation through the turbulent atmosphere. Perhaps a more

accurate way of assessing their work is to state that they have
adapted the earlier theories of optical propagation to MMW
propagation by modifying the index of refraction structure
parameter Cn 2 to include the effects of fluctuations in humidity,

characterized by the humidity structure parameter cO~ 2 in addition
to those of the temperature structure parameter CT 2 and their
cross-correlation C TO This approach gives perhaps a more
satisfying result than that obtained by the Soviets, despite the
fact that the Soviet result is based more nearly on first
principles, because the NOAA work has an explicit dependence on
the cross-cor relation term. The treatment of this approach is
necessarily brief, but again the interested reader may find more
detail in the original paper of Hill, et al. (2] or in the paper
by McMillan, et al. (11].

Hill, Clifford, and Lawrence [2] Llave derived an expression
for the log amplitude variance of the fluctuations of
electromagnetic radiation propagating through the turbulent
atmosphere which holds for microwave through optical frequencies

and maintains the proper dependence on CT 2 CO 2, and C TO. This
equation comprises separate contributions from the real and
imaginary parts and from the cross-correlation of these parts, as
follows:
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a 2- o + y + a (2-6) N R I 0 1R' 26

where R, I, and IR refer to the real, imaginary, and cross- 'S

correlation contributions, respectively. For spherical wave
propagation, the real part of a  is given by

xN
CP 0.1240 7 6 0" 6 1- 2.73 ( . /fk7,]

(2-7)

1 
2  2CO 2 T

I <T>2  <AQ2 Q2 +2AQAT <T><Q>/

where k is the wave number 2 IT/ , <T> is the mean value of
temperature, <Q> is the mean value of absolute humidity, and L
is the outer scale dimension. The dimensionless parameters AT
and k are functions of the refractivity of the atmosphere, which

is in turn a function of the absolute temperature, humidity, and
pressure of the atmosphere. Details of the determination of
values for AT and AQ are given in References [2] and [11].

Fortunately, the contributions of the parameters 0 12 and 0 IR
are considered negligible because they contain a parameter B,
which is a function of the atmospheric absorption coefficient.
In the low-frequency window regions which are of interest to this
study, this parameter is considered negligible, as is borne out
by calculations displayed graphically in References [21 and (121.

2
To complete the derivation of 0 X , it is necessary to

devise a value for the cross-correlation term in Equation (2-7).
lopHill, et al. suggest that an order-of-magnitude estimate for C

is

=TQ (c.2  cT2 1/2 (2-8)<T> <Q> - ] <Q>2 <"T>Y i

%S.
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assuming a correlation coefficient of +1. That this assumption

is valid is borne out by numerous experiments conducted at

Flatville, IL, which will be described in some detail later.

During the daytime, especially on clear, sunny days when the sun

is warming the ground, temperature and humidity fluctuations were

observed to have a correlation coefficient of unity, and in the

morning and evening, when the earth is warmer than the air, the
correlation coefficient is -1. The transition between these two

states occurs in the morning and evening over a time span of a

very few minutes. It is therefore valid to take the correlation

coefficient in Equation (2-9) to be exactly +1.

since a a R2 the log amplitude variance for MMW .

propagation in the window regions is given by Equation (2-7). By

comparison of this equation to similar expressions derived for

propagation in the optical portion of the spectrum, one may

conclude that Cn2 for MMW propagation in the window regions is

given by the portion of Equation (2-7) enclosed in large
parentheses. In addition, Tatarski (3] has shown that the

variance of the angle-of-arrival fluctuations of a spherical wave

is given approximately by

aA2 - 0.54 LCn 2 r-1/ 3, (2-9)

where oA is measured in radians, and where r may be interpreted

as the spacing between antennas in an array or the width of a

large antenna. Note that Equation (2-9) predicts, perhaps

surprisingly, that the magnitude of angle-of-arrival fluctuations

is independent of frequency.

Equations (2-7) and (2-9) contain essentially all that needs

to be known, in fairly simple form, to calculate the effects of

turbulence on MMW propagation, provided the structure parameters

14
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of temperature and humidity, together with basic information

about temperature, humidity, and atmospheric pressure are known.

In later sections the results of calculations using these

expressions will be compared to experimental results obtained.

p

p
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3. Results of Measurements of Turbulence Effects at Millimeter-

Wave Frequencies

3.1 Results Obtained at Burlington, Vermont

The Snow-One measurement effort was conducted at Fort Ethan

Allen near Burlington, Vermont during the winter of 1981-82.

This series of tests was concerned with the measurement of

propagation through snow and other types of winter weather by

several different wavelengths, including 35, 94, 140, and 217

GHz, and with measurements of such phenomena as snow backscatter.
Meteorological support for these tests did not include turbulence

instrumentation, and on the day that turbulence measurements were

made, essentially all of the met instrumentation had been damaged

by a storm on the night before. These handicaps did not preclude

the acquisition of some data which turned out to be among the

most important obtained to date, because they verify the scaling

laws relative to frequency and range. The Burlington tests were

unique in this regard, because they provided the means to make

simultaneous measurements at four different frequencies and two

different ranges.

The measurements of turbulence fluctuations at the

wavelengths mentioned above were made by D.G. Bauerle of the U.S.

Army Ballistic Research Laboratory at Aberdeen Proving Ground,

MD, and the data were analyzed by G.R. Ochs of NOAA. Figure 3-1

is a diagram of the experiment, in which radiation from four

radar transmitters at each of the above frequencies is propagated

simultaneously down range to reflect from corner reflectors at

two different ranges. This experiment was originally designed to

measure absolute atmospheric attenuation by comparing the returns

from the two corner cubes at known ranges. The signal is

perturbed by the atmosphere in both directions and finally

collected by a receiver, detected, and output to four strip-chart
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Figure 3-2. Log amplitude variance for MMW propagation in

turbulence as a function of frequency and range,showing that the scaling relations are valid.
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recorders. The resulting data were then analyzed to determine
the log amplitude variance as a function of both frequency and
range. The results of this analysis are shown in Figure 3-2.

The log amplitude variance was first plotted as a function of

frequency for the long (610m) path, and the best straight line
was drawn through the points. This line was found to have a

slope essentially equal to the k7 1 6 slope predicted by theory.
This line was then moved downward by a factor of 12.7, which
corresponds to (L2 /L1 ) 1 1 / 6 , and a line parallel to the first was
drawn. The log amplitude variance data from the shorter C152m)
path was then plotted, with the result shown in the figure.

These results show that the frequency scaling law v7 / 6 is very
well verified for the longer range and less well verified for the
shorter range, although the agreement with theory of the short-
range measurements is quite good when compared to other

measurements of this type, which typically have quite a bit of
scatter. The range scaling law (L2 /L.1 ) 1 1 / 6 is also fairly well
verified. The poorer agreement obtained for the shorter range
may be due in part to the fact that the corner cubes were in the
near field of the antennas, at least for the higher frequencies.

These results are significant because they show that the

large number of measurements made at the Flatville, IL site at
frequencies in the range 116-230 GHz may be scaled to frequencies

of greater interest to the Army in the near term, notably 94 GHz.

Although the Burlington results were obtained with essentially no

met support, they are still very important for this reason. As
far as is known, no other measurements of turbulence phenomena
have been made at more than one frequency at a time or at more
than one range. Fortunately, the fairly unique measurement

system developed by the Ballistic Research Laboratory wasM
available at the proper time to make these measurements.
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3.2 Experiments Conducted at Flatville, Illinois

3.2.1 Description of Experiments
Since the summer of 1983, Georgia Tech, NOAA, and the U.S. r

Army Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory (ASL), with Army Research
Office (ARO) support, have been engaged in a program whose
purpose is to measure the effects of atmospheric turbulence on

the propagation of millimeter waves [12,13]. Five different
measurement sessions have been conducted, and observations have
been made in clear air, rain, fog, and snow at frequencies of
116, 118, 142, 173, and 230 GHz, so that results have been
obtained on or near all atmospheric features of interest in this
range, including the 118 GHz oxygen line, the 140 GHz window, the
183 GHz water vapor line, and the 230 GHz window. These
measurements have been made over a 1.4 km path at a site near
Flatville, Illinois, chosen for its exceptional flatness. Figure
3-3 is a diagram of the layout of the experiment site and Figure
3-4 is a photograph of the propagation path looking from
transmitter toward receiver. In making measurements of this
type, it is important that the path and surrounding terrain be
flat, homogeneous, and free of trees or other obstructions, to -
avoid perturbation of the atmospheric fields. The following
paragraphs discuss the equipment used to make these measurements,
and the next section presents some results obtained under each of
the types of atmospheric conditions under which measurements were
made.

3.2.1.1 Transmitter Subsystem

Phase-locked reflex klystron oscillators were used as both
transmitters and receiver local oscillators in this experiment,
with the exception of the 230 GHz system which used a phase-
locked cw extended interaction oscillator as transmitter [14,15].
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Figure 3-4. Photograph of the propagation range at Flatville,

viewed looking South. The receiver trailer is in

the foreground, and some of the ASL met

instrumentation can be seen to the left.
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Phase-locking of the sources is necessary in this experiment for
three reasons: (1) it improves amplitude stability of the source
so that the transmitter power variations are less than the
smallest atmospherically induced fluctuations, (2) it narrows the
bandwidth and therefore improves the detection signal-to-noise
ratio, (3) phase-locking aids in system calibration because the
receiver second intermediate frequency (IF) output is a very

stable sine wave. Figure 3-5 is a block diagram of the
transmitter and Figure 3-6 is a photograph of the 230 GHz EIO
transmitter showing the horn antenna and phase-lock mixer. The

primary antenna, fed by the horn antenna shown in Figure 3-6, was
an offset paraboloid with an elliptical shape, resulting in an
elliptical beam pattern with long axis horizontal. This
arrangement gives a beam shape which roughly conforms to the
extent of the horizontally distributed receiver array.

The transmitter was housed in a small step-van truck, and
was mounted on a steel pedestal which was, in turn, mounted to a
concrete pad in the ground, thus mechanically isolating the

transmitter from the truck suspension. The truck was supported
off its wheels and fixed to the ground with screw anchors. A

high-density polyethylene transmission window was placed in the
rear door, and this window was protected by a plywood and canvas

awning. Figure 3-7 is a photograph of this transmitter truck.

3.2.1.2 Receiver Subsystem
The receiver comprises four apertures with individual

mixers and with separations varying from 1.4 to 10 meters, so
that a wide range of atmospheric scale sizes can be considered in
the determination of the millimeter wave mutual coherence
function. Local oscillator (LO) power was distributed to the
mixers via a low-loss optical beam waveguide system [16].

Figure 3-8 is a diagram of the beam waveguide system, and Figure
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Figure 3-5. Block diagram of the transmitter subsystem showing

phase-lock loop.
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Figure 36 Phtgahof the 230 GHz extended interaction

oscillator source used in Session 5. C
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Figure 3-7. Photograph of transmitter truck. This truck was
placed on a mound of earth so that transmitter and
receiver were at the same height.
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3-9 is a photograph of this system. The receivers used double

conversion, and RF signal combining and detection were done at
the second IF, where signals were combined from the six possible

combinations of antennas to give the proper phase relationships
for determination of the mutual coherence function. These
signals were stored on magnetic tape along with signals from the
meteorological instruments by the data acquisition computer.

The receiver mixers were cross-guide X2 harmonic types so
that the LO frequency was nominally one-half the signal
frequency. The signals were mixed with the second harmonic of
the LO to give four 930 MHz f irst IF signals, which were
amplified by low noise amplifiers and transmitted over cable to
the signal combiner, where they were further downconverted to the

second IF of 30 MHz for signal combining. This frequency was

chosen because of the good choice of phase shifters, attenuators,

and other devices available in this commonly used band. Figure

3-10 is a block diagram of the receiver subsystem.

The receiver antennas were high-density polyethylene lenses
fed by corrugated horns. Steering of the received signals was
accomplished by gimbaled mirrors. The receiver windows were also
made of high-density polyethylene, and the four windows were
protected from the accumulation of rain and snow by canvas and
metal awnings. The four receivers and the optical beam waveguide
system were mounted to an I-beam, which served as an optical
bench. This I-beam was, in turn, fixed to two steel pedestals
resting on concrete slabs in the ground. The entire receiver
subsystem was housed in a semi-trailer, which was insulated,
heated, and air conditioned for all-weather operation. Figure 3-
11 is a photograph of the receiver trailer.

A fifth receiver aperture, located below the second aperture

from the right as the trailer is viewed from the side on which
the apertures are located, was also used for some measurements.
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Figure 3-9. Photograph of the interior of the receiver trailer

showing beam waveguide lenses. The local
oscillator is at the far end of the beam and one of
the receiver lenses can be seen near the top of the

picture.
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Figure 3-11. Photograph of the receiver trailer showing

steel/concrete I-beam supports and aperture

awnings.
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The vertical spacing of this aperture (number 5) from aperture 2

was chosen to equal the horizontal spacing between apertures 1

and 2. This fifth receiver antenna was rarely used, and almost

all of the meaningful measurements obtained at Flatville were

made with the horizontal array of four antennas discussed in the

paragraph above.

3.2.1.3 Signal Combiner

If signals from a pair of antennas are combined vectorially

and the resulting power is measured by a receiver, the power

measured will be [111:

,= VI, j -I\g,12 + 21 IlV 21 p(r) cos[a, - P(r)]

(3-1)

where V1 and V 2 are the individual antenna signals and P (r)

and 8(r) are the factors of the mutual coherence function, which

is a measure of the effects of the atmosphere on propagation of

the signal. The term (n is a deliberately introduced phase shift

which is stepwise variable over the range 0, 90, 180, and 270

degrees. If this phase shift is varied over this range, the four

signals V0 , V 90 , V1 8 0 , and V 2 7 0 will be generated, and it is

possible to solve for 8and P in terms of them as follows:

a(r) = tan
- 1 I

IV012  IVIS 12  (3-2)

(1 1 IS"O 1) 2 - (1%,9 01- -)\ 27 1 )-

161 V11
2  1 12
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These combinations of signals are generated from raw data in the

signal combiner, which operates at 30 MHz as mentioned above.

Figure 3-12 is a block diagram of the signal combining subsystem

of the turbulence instrumentation. Only two channels are shown

for clarity; the actual system has six such channels,

corresponding to the six possible antenna spacings, and the

actual combining was done in a slightly different way, although

the concept is the same.

3.2.1.4 Meteorological Instrumentation

Although the meteorological instrumentation subsystem was

the responsibility of the group from NOAA, it will be briefly 1

described here for completeness. During the times in which -

millimeter wave data were being acquired, simultaneous

measurements of pertinent meteorological parameters were made.

These parameters included temperature, humidity, 3-dimensional

wind velocity, temperature and humidity structure parameters,

optical index of refraction structure parameters, and particle

size spectra. These variables were measured at the same height

as the MMW propagation path at two different stations placed

downwind from the path. These meteorological variables serve to

relate the MMW results measured to those obtained from the

turbulence theory. Figure 3-3 shows how the stations which

collected these met data were situated relative to the

propagation path and the prevailing wind, and Figure 3-13 is a

photograph of one of these met stations. A total of 39 channels

of met data were transmitted over fiber-optic links to the

receiver trailer, where they were stored on magnetic tape in time

coincidence with the 28 channels of MMW data.
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3.2.1.5 Data Collection/Processing Subsystem

The data collection system consisted of three
microcomputers operating in parallel, a hard disk, a video
monitor, printer, and a magnetic tape system. The 28 MMW signals

from the signal combiner discussed above were fed into a bank of
signal conditioners, multiplexed to an analog-to-digital (A/D)

converter and stored on tape along with the 39 channels of met
data. The met data were partially processed and A/D converted by

field computers located at the two met stations. The main
function of the computer is thus seen to be data accumulation and
storage, but it also performed a variety of other functions which

monitored the performances of both the MMW and met systems.
Among other tasks, the computer performed on-line calculations

of Qand $, output met data to chart recorders for monitoring, and

greatly aided in calibrating the 1MW system. Although off-line
data processing is normally the province of larger and faster

computers, the data collection computer has also performed this

function in a limited way, mostly for quick-look calculations on

small amounts of data.

3.2.2 Results

Although detailed analysis of the MMW turbulence data is

still under way, and may continue for some time, some very
interesting and useful results are available. Intensity
fluctuations range from near zero in a heavy fog to about 50% of

the nominal amplitude peak-to-peak on a hot, humid summer day.
Fluctuations in rain and snow fall somewhere between these two
extremes. Phase fluctuations range out to + on a hot, humid
summer day, corresponding to an angle-of-arrival of 200
microradians peak-to-peak. It appears that the log amplitude

variance of the amplitude fluctuations increases with frequency
as v7/6, as predicted by theory. The distribution of intensity
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fluctuations appears to be log normal, and that of phase

fluctuations is normal, also predicted by theory. It also has

been verified that water vapor in the atmosphere has a strong
effect, causing MM1W index of refraction structure parameters to
be several orders of magnitude larger than those in the visible
spectrum. The next few subsections separately present results
obtained in clear air, rain, snow, and fog. Some of the figures
in these sections are the result of data processing by NOAA, and
were furnished by NOAA to Georgia Tech.

3.2.2.1 Clear Air Results
As was mentioned earlier, turbulence fluctuations are larger

in clear air than for any other atmospheric condition. It is

also true that the theory of turbulence in clear air is much more

mature than for other conditions, which is fortunate because the
effects of turbulence in turbid weather are more difficult to
explain, and if turbid weather effects were dominant, the
necessity for explaining them would become more urgent. Figure

3-14 shows intensity fluctuations measured at 142 GHz on a hot,
humid summer day, and Figure 3-15 is a copy of a chart recorder
trace which shows the corre-ponding phase fluctuations. Figure

3-16 shows intensity fluctuations measured at 173 GHz under the
same types of conditions. These fluctuations are perhaps the e

largest observed during the Flatville series of measurements.%
Table 3-I summarizes the atmospheric conditions under which these
173 G~z measurements were made. Figure 3-17 gives the

probability distribution of the 173 GHz fluctuations, and shows
that the log-normal distribution, predicted by the(,y, is a
better fit to the data than the normal distribution. Figure 3-18

shows the probability distribution of the 173 GHz phase
fluctuations, which are normally distributed, in accordance with
theory. Figure 3-19 shows measured values of the phase structure
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Table 3- I

Summary of Metoerological Parameters

Corresponding to Figures 3-16 and 3-18.

Average Values
"1

Humidity 19 g/m 3

Temperature 320C
Wind speed 5.3 m/s

Wind ang'- 100
Pressur 993 mb %

Solar flux 94% of full sun
Wind stress -0.14 (m s)2

Humidity flux 0.1 (g/m )/s
Temperature flux 0.03*C m/s
Stability -0.03

Square Roots of Variances

Humidity 0.72 g/m3

Temperature 0.350C
Wind speed 1.2 m/s
Wind angle 1I1
Streamwise wind component 1.1 m/s
Cross-stream wind component 1.0 m/s
Vertical wind component 0.54 m/s

Structure Parameters

C from optical scintillometers 2 x 10 1 3 m-2 / 3

n
CT2 from optical C2 0.030C 2 m 2 / 3

2 2 -2/3C T from resistance wires 0.03*C m

C 2 from Lyman-a hygrometers 0.2 (g/m 3) 2 m-2/3
q

C from resistance wires and 0.0750C (g/m3) m - 2/3

Lyman-a hygrometers

C n2 for radio frequencies 
5.9 x 10- 12 m-2/3 '
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corresponding to Figure 3-16. Note that the log

normal distribution is a better fit to the data.
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antenna pair with 10 m spacing, corresponding to

Figures 3-16 and 3-17.
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function for several different values of Cn2 at 173 GHz, and

Figure 3-20 shows the corresponding values of the mutual

coherence function. It is expected that many more results at the

other frequencies will become available in the near future as

more data tapes are processed and processing algorithms are

perfected.

3.2.2.2 Results Obtained in Rain

In the course of the Flatville series of measurements, rain

proved to be the only atmospheric effect which caused the

propagation link to be essentially totally lost. This result is

in accordance with Mie scattering theory, which predicts that

attenuation due to rain is essentially constant for a given rain

rate for wavelengths ranging from several millimeters to the

infrared portion of the spectrum. One of the most interesting

results obtained in rain is shown in Figure 3-21, which shows the

signal received at 173 GHz as a function of time during a heavy

rainstorm. The rain rate during this storm was 60 mm/hr at

times, and Figure 3-21 shows that the signals from the

transmitter are not detectable at these times. Figure 3-22 is a

copy of a chart recorder trace from a weighing bucket rain gauge

corresponding to the data of Figure 3-21. For this instrument,

the rain rate is proportional to the slope of the trace.

Some rain results were also obtained at 230 GHz. Figure 3-

23 shows rain rate as measured by an optical rain gauge, and
p.

Figure 3-24 shows the corresponding amplitude probability

distribution function. Note that the distribution is much

narrower than the corresponding distribution in clear air shown

in Figure 3-17. Note also that there are several peaks in the

distribution, each apparently corresponding to a time of

generally constant rain rate occuring during the data run. The

number of peaks in the distribution and the number of regions of
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constant rain rate may not correlate perfectly because the rain

gauge propagation path did not coincide with the MMW path. Note
also that the PDF of Figure 3-24 is apparently truncated. Figure

3-25 shows the corresponding phase PDF. This distribution
appears to be Gaussian although the rain rate changed
significantly during the time that this distribution was
measured. Figures 3-26 and 3-27 show the spectra of intensity
and phase fluctuations respectively, corresponding to the rain
results discussed above. The different spectra shown in each

figure correspond to different methods of averaging the results.
The solid line spectrum in each case was obtained by dividing the
data into up to 20 segments, taking the Fourier transform of each
and averaging the results. The dashed line spectrum was obtained
by considering the entire data run, or a reasonably stationary

part of it, and taking the Fourier transform. As a result of
these methods of deriving the spectra, the solid curve may be
considered to be more valid for the higher frequencies (2 - 50
Hz), and the dashed curve more valid for the range up to 2 Hz.
The large contribution of low frequency phenomena to the spectra
results at least partially from instrumental drift, but in
several instances, low frequency changes were seen which
corresponded to this low-frequency spectral content.

I. ,

3.2.2.3 Fog Results
The smallest fluctuations in both amplitude and phase

measured at Flatville occurred in fog. Apparently the air is
very calm and the atmosphere is very stable in terms of changes
in temperature and humidity. Figure 3-28 is a copy of a recorder
trace of signals received in a heavy fog, showing the extreme
quietness of the fluctuations. At the time of these
measurements, the visibility was estimated to be about 100 m, but
no method of quantitatively determining the visibility was
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available. Despite this poor visibility, the MMW signals were
received with little apparent degradation of signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR)' compared to the clear-air case.

3.2.2.4 Results Obtained in Snow

Several snow events were observed at Flatville, and
measurements were obtained at 116, 142 and 230 GHz. A typical

snowstorm would deposit perhaps 30 cm of snow in 6-8 hours, and
would be accompanied by winds up to 25 m/s. Near the ends of the
storms observed at Flatville, it was not possible to

differentiate between falling snow and ground blizzards caused by

the high winds. Despite these seemingly violent atmospheric

conditions, the MMW signals were propagated with little

apparent attenuation, since the SNR was always adequate, and the
fluctuations in amplitude and phase were much smaller than those
observed in clear air. Figure 3-29 is a copy of a recorder trace

of signals received at 116 GHz during a heavy snow, and Figures
3-30 and 3-31 show the spectra of power and phase fluctuations,
respectively. It is perhaps surprising that during snowstorms,

when large particles were in the air and were being violently
agitated by high winds, the intensity and phase fluctuation
levels would be smaller than those observed during clear-air
conditions.

3.2.2.5 Summary of Results Obtained

The largest fluctuations in both intensity and phase

occurred in clear air under conditions of high temperature and
humidity, and the smallest occurred in fog. other weather

conditions caused effects that were intermediate between these
extremes with regard to fluctuations, but rain causes the

greatest problems in MMW propagation because of its severe
attenuation. Of all atmospheric conditions observed at
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Flatville, rain was the only one that completely shut down the

atmospheric transmission link, and this near total attenuation

occurred only once while measurements were being made, as shown

in Figure 3-21. At other times during rain events, the signals

were observed to fluctuate slowly in correlation with rain rates

observed with other instrumentation [171. Figure 3-32 shows the

variance of phase fluctuations measured in clear air and snow at

several different frequencies, indicating again that the largest

variations occur in clear air. Table 3-II lists typical standard

deviations of amplitude and phase fluctuations measured in clear

air, rain, snow, and fog. Figure 3-32 and Table 3-II may be

considered a summary of the results of the measurements made at

Flatville.

In any atmospheric measurement program the bottom line

question of whether or not the atmosphere affects system

performance must be asked. On the basis of the preliminary

results obtained thus far, it must be concluded that the effects

are probably not very serious. Intensity fluctuations affect

signal detection probability, but only at near maximum ranges

where detection may be marginal in any case. Angle-of-arrival

fluctuations cause angular errors, but this effect is most severe

in clear weather where sighting methods other than MMW could be

used. Nevertheless, the results obtained during this series of

measurements must be considered by the MMW system designer for

each individual system, because degradation of performance caused

by turbulence may be considerable in some specific applications.
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Table 3- 1

TYPICAL FLUCTUATION LEVELS IN
MILLIMETER WAVE PROPAGATION

STANDARD DEVIATIONS

ANGLE OF

INTENSITY ARRIVAL
CONDITION (PER CENT) ( i red)

3UMMER DAYTIME
CLEAR AIR 7.4 34

SNOW
-NEAR START 1.$ 4.0
-BLIZZARD 2.4 6.4
-GROUND

BLIZZARD 1.4 4.4

WINTER RAIN 1.0 3.8

WINTER FOG 0.2 1.1

Resod on 2O-eo~ood 0lle0 of date;

I.e., 000 date ploite.
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4. Conclusions

As mentioned earlier, the agreement between measured and

calculated turbulence results seems to be rather good regardless

of which theory one uses to describe these phenomena. It has

been said that the state of clear-air optical turbulence theory

is good enough for all Army applications, and it is suggested

here that the same conclusion may be tentatively reached for MMW

turbulence theory, with the possible exception of poor-weather

turbulence. Optical system performance in poor weather is less

of an issue than KNW performance, for obvious reasons, but the

theory for optical propagation in poor weather is in need of some

attention. The reasons for these gaps in poor-weather theory are

obvious; the conditions are highly variable and the calculations

are almost intractable. It is of some comfort to realize that

the worst conditions of turbulence by far for MMW applications

are foind in clear weather, so that turbid weather turbulence is

not of great concern. The remainder of this section assesses the

state of agreement between theory and experiment obtained using

the results obtained at rlatville.

The rlatville series of measurements provide essentially all

of the basis for the assessment of the state of agreement between

theory and experiment available, since this series of

measurements was very carefully instrumented. The majority of

the rlatville results referred to herein are given in Section 3.

To complement these comparisons of theory and experiment, Figure

4-1 1131 shows how the log intensity variance as determined froyr
2actual measured data compares to that calculated from Cn

determined from the meteorological instrumentation. In

determining Cn 2 , the quantity in parentheses in Equation (2-7) is

used, with the cross-correlation term given by Equation (2-8).
2These measurements were made at 173 GHz, and the values of C"n %

for each of the six data runs made on that particular day in July
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1983 are given in the table which is part of the figure. This

figure shows that the predictions of theory for the log amplitude

variance are always slightly higher than the measured values.

The conditions shown in this figure represent the worst

encountered during the Flatville series of measurements, and the
value Cn2 - 5.9 X 10-12 m-21 3 is the largest value of this

parameter measured at Flatville, regardless of conditions. This

value is considered useful for making calculations of worst-case

effects, although larger effects might be observed at other

places in the world. It is certainly possible that Cn2 could be "p

larger under tropical conditions or for an over-water path, but
the use of this value gives a good indication of the performance

of Army MMW systems under conditions of high atmospheric
turbulence. Fluctuations observed at night were generally at

least an order of magnitude smaller; evenings were used for
calibration of the NMW equipment because the atmosphere was very

quiet.

It was indicated above that a possible shortcoming of the

results obtained to date on NMW turbulence effects is that they

are perhaps limited by the range of climatic conditions observed

at Flatville. For example, it was found that the combination of

heat and humidity cause the greatest perturbations of NMW signals

propagated through the atmosphere. Although very hot and humid

during the summer, the conditions at Flatville do not approach

those at some locations in the tropics or on paths over water.

To assess the effects of turbulence on MMW propagation under
these conditions, it has been suggested (18] that a MMW Cn

measuring instrument, similar in principle to those developed at

NOAA for the measurement of optical C n 2 , be designed and built.

Such a system could be deployed anywhere in the world and would

operate unattended, gathering valuable data on the statistical

occurrences of extremes of MMW Cn2 With two receivers as shownshow
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in Figure 4-2, measurements of relative phase shift and crosswind
velocity could also be obtained. After building one such
instrument, others could probably be built at fairly low cost, so
that a network of such devices would be available for collection
of MMW turbulence statistics at several points of interest to the
Army throughout the world.

Only minimal comparison of the results of theory and
experiment are possible at this time because much of the cata
analysis is yet to be completed by NOAA. Other examples )f
plausible agreement obtained during this program or during othtr
studies are the measurements made at Burlington, VT with results
shown in Figure 3-2, and those obtained at White Sands Missile
Range by workers from Georgia Tech. As far as can be determined,
measurements made by Soviet workers also show reasonably good

agreement with theory. In summary, it appears that the state of
agreement is good, and that further comparisons to be made by
NOAA during further study of the Flatville data will further
confirm this assessment.
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Abstract

The effects of atmospheric turbulence on millimeter wave propagation are not as well understood .,~,

corresponding effects on optical propagation, generally because of the strong dependence or turouienc,
effects on the absolute humidity structure parameter CQ2 (as opposed to just the temperature strucrur..
parameter CT2 and the cross-correlation CTro) in this frequency range. Scattered results at 35, 9'., i..
220 GHz are available, but in almost all cases, available atmospheric data are inadequate, generallyN.,,
turbulence measurements were obtained incidental to other propagation experimentts. Tnis paper attempt,,
compare available results to theory, and shows that agreement in most cases is plausible. An experier't
des~igned to characterize millimeter wave turbulence at several frequencies of interest, while at tile bui.
time determining values of appropriate atmospheric parameters, will be discussed. Included in tne pian,
investigation are measurements of the mutual coherence function showing angle-of -arrival effects and
intensity fluctuations.

Introduction

The recent increase in interest in the use of millimeter waves for both civilian and military applic.:,-_
has caused emphasis to be placed on the study of the effects of the atmosphere on radiation in this ir.qu-..
range. Attenuation by oxygen and especially water vapor, scattering by aerosols, and perturbations by
atmospheric turbulence are among the subjects being studied at several laboratories in this country and
throughout the world. One would expect all of these effects to be different for millimeter waves than r-,.
either the microwave or the infrared/visible spectrum because of the peculiar problems associated with t!
propagation of radiation of intermediate wavelengths through the atmosphere.

In considering atmospheric turbulence at millimeter wavelengths, for example, the contribution or m:,t
beolute humidity fluctuations, measured by the structure parameter C0Q

2 , must be considered in addition Lo

hfluctuations in temperature, ch.~Cacterized by the structure parameter C'. Furthermore, the cross-

analysis of millimeter wave turbulence effects. These effects include fluctuations of both intensity ai.
angle-of-arrival, and both of these phenomena will be treated in some detail in this paper.

In the fall of 1978, millimeter wave propagation measurements were made by Georgia Tech am botn V14 a-nu
GHz at White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico, over a 2 km path1 . Huidity, temperature, and the ViSioie
wavelength index of refraction structure parameter Cn 2 were also measured. Significant intensity
fluctuations were observed at both frequencies during these tests. These fluctuations could be explaineu
plausibly by a theory of turbulence effects developed by Armand, et al. 2, who included the effects or ctie
structure functions of both temperature and humidity in their calculations, althougn the cross-correlat Gn:
these parameters was not adequately treated. A treatment including this cross-correlation has been givu' L
Hill, et al.3, whose theory also gives plausible agreement with the White Sands results, as will be snow.
later. Subsequent measurements wer: mqde during winter propagation tests near Burlington, Vermont at rr-
quencies of 35, 95, 140, and 220 GH 4, . Again, little supporting turoulence related meteorological data,-
available because turbulence results were obtained incidental to the propagation measurements, however, L.
observed effects of turbulence showed good agreement with the expected theoretical dependence or the l,
amplitude variance on both frequency and range, as will be discussed later. The results of tnese measur--
ments, together with a discussion of their comparison to the theory of hill, et al.. is the main thrust a:
this paper.

,
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Since a complete characterization of the atmosphere was not available because of limitations in instru-
mentation, it was necessary to aake some improvisations in the comparison of theory and experiment. For the
White Sands measurements. the log amplitude variance was determined from the chart recorder tracings tar both
the 94 and 140 Gkiz propagation links. The values of this parameter were then substituted into the equation
for Log amplitude variance derived by Hlll, et al. to deduce the values of the absolute huldity structure
parameter C)- which according to theory would have caused the millimeter wave effects obeerved. This par&-
meter (along with CTQ) is the only factor in the equation not measured at White Sands. An assumption was
made about the relationship between CQ CT. an' CTQ that provides a value for the cross-correlatuon as will
be explained later. The result of the calculation is that plausible values for CQO are obtained. For the
Burlington measurements, values of the log amplituwe variance 7 were determined from chart recorder traces
for four different frequencies .,and two different ranges L. For the longer range, 2 2 follows the the theo-
retical 7/ 6 variation very well, but the agreement for short path is not as good. The data follow the LI,"
range dependence fairly closely. Both sets of measurements will be discussed in more detail in the following
sections.

Results of Theory

Hill, Clifford, and Lawrence
3 

have derived an expression for the log amplitude variance of the fluctua-
tions of electromagnetic radiation propagating through the turbulent atmosphere which holds for microwave
through optical frequencies and maintains the dependence on CQ 2 CT 2 and CTQ. This equation comprises
separate contributions from the real and imagidary parts and from the cross-correlation of these parts, as
follows:

aX2 2 + a12 ak

where R, I, and IR refer to the real, imaginary, and cross-correlation contributions, respectively. The real
part of o 2 is given byx

o
2  

0.124k
7
/
6
L11

6  
-

2 . 7 3

<T2 
2  

2 C

2T) +2 + 2 AQAT <T><Q>

where k is wavenumber, <T> is the mean value of temperature, <Q> is the mean value of absolute humidity, and
L is the outer scale dimension. The dimensionless parameters AT and AQ are given by

AT - <T>- T x 1O-0 (3 )

AQ. QI X. 10-6  (4)
aT P,Q

where N is the refractivity of the atmosphere. A third equation involving A, where P is atmospheric pressure
must also be considered but pressure fluctuations are shown in Reference 3 to have a negligible eftect on
refractive index fluctuations at all frequencies of interest. The refractivity N is given by:

(n-l) x 10 - (77.6 *K/mb)-t + (1.71 x 103 (Kg)m
3

3
where P is in millibars, T is in degrees Kelvin, and q is in g/m . This equation neglects terms which re-
present dispersive contributions to the real part of the refractive index in the neighborhood at millimeter
wave absorption lines. References 3 and b show plots of the refractivity which support the fact that dispersive
contributions are at most a few percent in the frequency regions between lines, and therefore they wouia nut
have an important contribution to turbulence phenomena. Combining Lquations (3), (4), and (5) finally gives
for kr and A :

AT - -N x 
-
6
,  

" )

A(4 (1.71 x 1U
3 

K/g/m
3  

T)x _q 
-
b
.
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The contributions of the parmeters end to the iog ampiltuce variance are considered nuep6liiole

because they contain a parameter aQ given by: 1k

TPQ)' (.

where 5 is the atmospheric absorption coefficient. Ln the low-trequency window regions., tis parameter Lb
considered negligible, as is borne out by calculations displayed graphically in Keerences 3 knd ".

Finally, it is necessary to devise some sort of value for the cross-correlation term in "uatiun (2).
Hill, et al.3 suggest that an order-of-magnitude estimate for C T is

1/2~

( T > < Q > - ( -T ; 1)

assuming a correlation coefficient of + 1. For calculations in this paper, the positive sign was cnosen

because data were taken on sunny days when the surface was a source of both numidity and neat - implying

that humidity and temperature fluctuations would have a strong positive correlation.

Using the above results, it is possible to substitute into Lquation (2) and calculate values o. LQ2 based
on substituting values of a 2 obtained from chart recorder tracings of field mea.surements. A later section

treats the comparison of values of C determined in this way at 94 and 14U Chz, and also compares the tre-

queacy and range dependences of fiels measurements to those given by Equation (2). W

Description of Experiments

Two sets of measurements are used for comparison with theory in this paper, namely the propagation tests

mentioned earlier that were conducted at White Sands Hissile Range, 1t, and those conducted at Burlington,
VT. For both sets of tests, meteorological data including temperature, humidity, wind speed and direction,
and optical C.

2 
were generally available; but unfortunately many of the sensors for the surlington measure-

ments were damaged in a storm the night before the measurements were made. Measurements of CQ- and LTQ were

not available for either case, which emphasizes a serious need for making dedicated measurements or milli-
meter wave turbulence effects. Both sets of turbulence data were obtained incidental to other propagation

tests. A system designed for making such dedicated measurements is described in Keference 7.

Figure 1 is a sketch of the experimental arrangement used for the White Sands tests, which were conducted
at 94 and 140 GIz over a 2 km path in the desert. The transmitters used for botn frequencies were tree-
running klystron oscillators with about 50 mW power output. A precision rotary vane attenuator was used to

calibrate several levels of attenuation for the 94 Ghz system, but it was necessary to calibrate the 14u iftz
attenuation by simply blocking or unblbcking the transmitter. The transmitters were 10uu modulated witn a I
kHz square wave to facilitate the use of phase sensitive detection. both transmitter and receiver antennas
were horn-lens combinations with beamwidths of 2 degrees for each frequency, and measurements were made
simultaneously.

Superheterodyne receivers were used for both frequencies. The 94 Gktz receiver used a fundamental mixer
with a local oscillator near 94 Gl/z, while the 140 GHz receiver used a harmonic mixer pumped by a 7u uhz
klystron. Phase sensitive detection with lock-in amplifiers was used for both channels, with the I knz
reference from the transmitter modulator transmitted over twisted-pair line to tne receiver. under tnese
conditions, it was necessary to reduce transmitted power to avoid saturating the receiver. Keceiver outputs
were recorded on a dual channel chart recorder.

Two different systems were used to make the Burlington measurements. The first system usec transmitter

and receiver vans separated by about 600 m, and operated at frequencies of 94, 14U, and 22U (.Hz. The trans-
mitters were based on the pulsed extended interaction oscillator tube built by Varian Ganada, and the re-
ceivers were simple video detectors. Cassegrain antennas with b0 cm diameters were used tor both transmitters
and receivers. Unfortunately, the data obtlined with this system did not have sutftcient gain to permtt
accurate determinations of the values of ax from the recorder tracings. Vats trom the second system were

therefore used for the comparison to be discussed in the next section.

The second system included pulsed radars at 35, 95, 140, and 217 thz which used DIVIATT transmitters and
local oscillators. This system used corner cube reflectors at ranges ot 152 anj blU m to generate returns

and was originally designed to measure absolute atmospheric attenuation at these Xrequencies. igure is a

schematic diagram of the second system.
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Comparison of Theory and Laperiment

The measurements made at White Sands Missile Kange were divided into a number of separate 'events- in
which an explosive charge was detonated in the propagation path and the subsequent deterioration ot milli-
meter wave signals was observed at the receiver. Measurements of turbulence effects were necessarily
confined to times slightly before and after these events, because the primary purpose of the experiments was
to observe propagation through dust. Unfortunately, there were only five events in which both the 9. and i.U.
GHI systems operated simultaneously well enough to meaningfully compare turbulence effects.

2
In comparing theory and experiments, measured2values of ", P, T, and Q were substituted into kquations

(2). (3). (4). and (5) to determine values of CQ for both 94 and 14U (;i. Table I gives values of pars-
meters used to make these calculations. C T2 was determined from measurements of optical scintillation oy
using the relation T

/CT 6 2
CT "T x l0b J,-

where C is the visible aayelength index of refraction structure parameter, and P Is measured in millibars.
Table It gives values of JX obtained from chart recorder tracings and values of C determined using
Equation (10), for each event. Simultaneous data .at jhe two frequencies were not lbtained for Events A-I and
s-1, as indicated in the Table. Figure 3 compares CQ determined in this way from 94 and 14U hz measure-
ments for each of the five events for which simultaneous data were obtained. The solid curve tas unity
slope, and all of the points should, of course, lie on this straight line for ideal agreement with theory.

It is also possible to compare measurements of the frequency dependence of the log amplitude variance to
theory. The log amplitude variances calculated at the two frequencies are related by

axZ(140) - (L4 Ox (94), (11)
4 ',

according to Equation (2). Figure 4 shows the comparison between values of this parameter measured at the
two frequencies for the five events. Again, the points should lie on the straight line given by Equation
(11).

The variance of angle-of-arrival fluctuations for a spherical wave is given by 8

a2 0.54 LC 2 r-1/3 (12)
A n

where r is antenna spacing and o is measured in radians. Although angle-of-arrival fluct2ations were not
m easured at White Sands, it is of interest to determine their magnitude using values of Cn calculated from
Eqiation(2). In making this determination, note that the factor in parentheses in thi s equation involving
C C2 , and s the millimeter wave C 2. Figure 5 is a plot of peak-to-peak (bo ) angle of arrival
tuctuarions versus C - using values of this parameter derived at 94 GHz. Since a 2 in milimeter waveatmospheric windows is approximately independent of frequency, by Equation (12) neglecting dispersion, the

results in Figure 5 may be taken as a representative prediction for millimeter wave windows. Values of C 4

-ire noted on the curve, although this curve is not intended to compare theory and experiment. It is simp~y
intended to show expected values of angle-of-arrival for the observed range of Cn2 . An antenna spacing or
1-J m was used for these calculations.

2
That the values obtained for C. are reasonable can be seen from the following plausibility arguments. It

water vapor were thoroughly mixed so that its density fluctuations were driven solely by temperature fluctua-
tions, the following relation would hold

<(6)2>1/2 2 1/2

<Q> < <(6T) > (13)

aind
C 2 CT2

2 T

2 2

1_ . < >
CT <T> 2

.T
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Mowever, In the case of very strong humidity fluctuations3 ,

2~Q 11 2 1/2
520 /2 00 <(eT)

<Q> <T>

or 2

CT2  " ,T>"

Table II gives calculated values gf Cp2 /C_2 for each of the events reat~d. In comparngthg average value
)f this ratio, which is 0.55 & /a -K,, tJ the average value of <Q) /<T> * 5.65 x 10 g O - K in Table 1,
one obtains

C2 2 (
C:L ns 640 <T>
C T <T>2

which is a reasonable result, indicating that the values of CQ2 obtained in this way are plausible.
2

Finally, the frequency and range depindences of ex measured at Burlington were compared to experiment at
35, 95, 140, and 217 CHz. Values of a obtained from the chart recorder tgings are plotted as a function ,
of frequency for the 610 m path in Figure 6. The best-fi curve having a \"  depeyjce was drawn through
thee points (virtually a straight line). A change in oX  corresponding to (L,/L1 ) was then §caled

downward on the graph, and a second straight line was drawn parallel to the first. Values ?56 'X for a
range of 152 a ware plotted on this graph. As seen in the figure, the agreement with the V dependence is
very good for the longer path, but not as good for the shorter. It is possible that near-field effects
contributed to errors in the latter data. Also, these data were unaccountably noisier than the long path
data. However, Figyre 6 shows that the agreement between theory and experiment for the frequency and range
dependencies of OX is generally good.

Future Measurements

A dedicated millimeter wave turbulence measuring facility with several appropriate meteorological sensors
is being assembled by Georgia Tech and NOAA with support from the U.S. Army Research Office. This system
will consist of bistatic transmitter and receiver systems housed in trucks and will probe all of the
atmospheric windows and absorption lines in the range 118 GHz to 340 GHz.

The transmitter will be a phase-locked klystron oscillator with an offset paraboloid antenna mounted in a
step-van. Four receivers with separations varying from 1.4 to 10 m and pumped by a single local oscillator
will be used to measure turbulence induced phase and amplitude fluctuations, from which the atmospheric
mutual coherence function can be derived. These results will also give the log amplitude variance and the
magnitudes of phase fluctuations from which the angle-of-arrival of the transmitted wavefront can be
determined. The receivers will be mounted in a semi-trailer van and will use horn-lens antennas. Power from
the single phase-locked klystron local oscillator will be distributed to the four receiver mixers by a system
of optical beam splitters and beam waveguides. The propagation path is expected to be about 2 km in length.

A complete set of meteorological instrumentation will proviIe atjospheric data coincident with the
measured phase and amplitude fluctuations. Measurements of CT , C , CTO, temperature, humidity, wind speed
and direction, and aerosol parameters will be made. Data acquisidton'an some limited preprocessing will be
accomplished by o, microprocessor-based computer system, which will simultaneously store atmospheric
parameters and turbulence data on tape. Provision is also being made to record measured results on chart
recorders and CRT terminals to continuously monitor the data acquisition process.

This facility is expected to be operational in the fall of 1982 with frequency coverage from 118-174 GHz,
with the other frequencies being added later. Reference 7 gives a detailed description of this measurement
system.

Conclusions

This paper compares theory to experiment based on two sets of millimeter wave propagation measurements
obtained with limited meteorological data. Agreement in all cases is generally good, but it is again
emphasized that dedicated millimeter wave turbulence measurements must be made before realistic conclusions
can be drawn. At the present time, only scattered data are available. The millimeter wave turbulence
measuring facility discussed briefly in the preceding section is designed to meet the need for more detailed,
dedicated measurements.
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Dae to the nature of the measurements discussed in thie paper. some care should be taken in relating them
to actual situations or in using them to design millimeter wave eyteme. Although the agreements achieved
have been generally good, they may be fortuitous. It does appear, however, that the magnitudes of the
effects are great enough so that turbu.lence should be considered in the design of millimeter wave systems.
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Millimeter wave atmospheric turbulence measurements:
* preliminary results and instrumentation for future measurements

A .W. mo i A' I acI. Increasng emphases is being placed on the study of the effects of
Mt. A. lan' ' -A atmrpheic turbulence on the propagation of millimeter and submillimeter
Georgia InOhtut of Techrnology wavesn because of the potential usefulness of these frequency bands in both
Enginering Experiment Station milirtary, an crvilsin @Waplctions The characerization of millimeter wave turbu-
Atlainta Gesorgia 30332 lence effecs is more complicated than that of the optical propagation case

because of a strong dependence on the humidity structure parameter C0
2. as

101. ft. Ochs wel as on the temperature structure parameter CT2 In addition, there is a
A. J. HA dependence on the cross-correlation of these two parameters, denoted by CTO v
S. F. CNfIro Measured results on the effects of atmospheric turbulence on millimeter wave
Nationial Ocearniic and propagation, which include both amplitude and phase fluctuations, are very '

Atmospheric Administration limited and have generally been obtainaed incidental to other propagation mea- %
Envronenal esarc Laortorassurements. However, comparison of these limited experimental results with %

Enirnena Reiac Laoatre theory has shown good agreement. This paper compares scattered results
Woolderpgto Labora tor030 measured at 35.94. 140, and 220 GHz to theory, and shows that agreement in

Bouldr. Clorad 8=2most cases is plausible. A future experiment specif ically designed to character-
ize millimeter wave turbulence, with special emphasis on measurement of the
pertinent atmospheric parameters, is also described.

Keywords. obscuration, effects on electroaptic. infrared and millimeter wave systems
rfiormance; millimeteiveipropagstion; millimeter wave instrumentation; mi/lime-

ter wave turbulence measurements; atmospheric measurements; angle-o(- arrival
fluctuation&
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CONTENTS In considering the effects of atmospheric turbulence at millimeter
I . Introduction wavelengths, for example. the contribution of the absolute humidity
2. Results of theory fluctuations, measured by the structure parameter C Q2. must be
3. De-.scription of experiments considered in addition to the fluctuations in temperature, character-

4. omarso ofthor ad epeimntized by the structure parameter Cr1
2. Furthermore, the cross-correla- c%

4. Cotrmparinofter and mexpuerments tion of these quantities. CTQ, which may be either positive or .

6. Atmospheric measurements negative, must also be included in the analysis of millimeter wave
7. Conclusions turbulence effects, These effects include fluctuations of both mien-
8. Acknowledgments sity and angle-of-arrival, and both of these phenomena will be e.p
9. References treated in some detail in this paper.

In the fall of 1978, millimeter wave propagation measure,.ents
I1. INTRODUCTION were made by Georgia Tech at both 94 and 140 GHz at White Sands

Missile Range, New Mexico, over a 2 km path.i Humidity, tempera-
The recent increase in interest in the use of millimeter waves for both ture, and the visible wavelength index of refraction structure *,

civilian and military applications has caused some emphasis to be parmetr
placed on the study of the effects of the atmosphere on radiation in this mee n were also -n.-asured. Significant intensity fluct uations

were observed at both frequencies during these tests. T hese fluctua- ,
frequency range. Attenuation by oxygen and especially water vapor, tions could be explained plausibly by a theory of turbulence etfect,;
scattering by aerosols. and perturbations by atmospheric turbulence deeoe yAmadC l h included thec effect% of the -.truc-
are among the subjects being studied at several laboratories. One ture functions of both temperature and humidit% in their calculi-
would expect all of these effects to be different for millimeter waves lions, although the cross-correlation of these pa rameters %%.,i not
than for either the microwave or the infrared, visible spectrum because adequately treated. A treatment including this cross-correlation ha'. 01
of the peculiar problems associated with the propagation of radiation been given bv Hillet a[ .3whose theory also giises plausible ag~reement
of intermediate %wlengths through the atmosphere. with the White Sands results. as Aill he showmn late, SLuh1Ce4kCnl

measurements %aere made during viinter propagation ctes neaf Bur
Iitead PirwrSP-iUrre,d %up it. 1992. rtrs..c m~nuawrill rccicd~rp 20. i912 lington. Vermont, it freq~uencies tit 35. 95. 140. jno -0til, I
accepted ior ruhil'.ion Ncp :0. 1*02. recei.cd h%. %linaling Fiftior Ov 26, 141,2 hil is,
paper t% a resmn ,,i Pjpcr '05-12 '&hih *%prevented at o t F'mnro Howeiser. little supporting turbulence relaited mete'r"ogi* 091.511i
.Aimvispharwic Ftct% o'n lor-rIm~ Iitated and wlicr %Soe rIem Perrot. are asailabie because turbulence results vaiere obtainea !) idrnta, t"
mnj ne. Aup 2' :b. 1491, San U,cp,. CA The paper larccnied thefe appiarsinricr. tepoaainmaue~sTeosre trr.. r'~nc ,
mdoi n SPIT Pr.~.eedngiso 10 the prpgto eauciOis h h~~d !!ruc

C iii Sx~e4 M-t.i..-Oiscai in~irumittation Engllnemn showed good agreemeni %%ith the especied theoretical Orependenset ol
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the log amplitude variance on both frequency and range, as will be N =7
discussed later. The results of these Burlington and White Sands N = n - T)X106 = (776°K mb
measurements, together with a discussion of their comparison to the
theory of Hill et al.. are treated in this paper. Q

Since a complete characterization of the atmosphere was not + (1.71 X 100 0Kg ml ) T
available because of limitations in instrumentation, it was necessary
to make some improvisations in the comparison of theory and exper- where P is in millibars, T is in degrees KeIn. and Q is ins m Th,
ament. For the White Sands measurements, the log amplitude var- equation neglects terms which represent dispersive contribuitin, !o
iance was determined from the chart recorder tracings for both the 94 the real part of the refractive index in the neighborhood of milimet c r
and 140 GHz propagation links. The values of this parameter were the a rto th e refr ce nd 6 s ho o of th l€1rci -

thensubtitued ntothe quaionfor og mpliudevarancederved wave absorption lines. References 3 and 6 show plots of the ret ractiI .-tben substituted into the equation for og amplude variance derived ity which support the fact that these terms contribute at moi , ic
by Hill et a. to deduce the values of the absolute humidity structure percent in the frequency regions between lines, and thereforc hcN ,,

parameter CQ2 which according to theory would have caused theturbuence pcrrr
millimeter wave effects observed. This parameter (along with CTQ ) is ea. Combining Eqs. (3).(4), and (5) finalon gibto for -N', and n,
the only factor in the equation not measured at White Sands. An
assumption was made about the relationship between CQ2 . Cr 2, and A
CT that provides a value for the cross-correlation, as will be AT -NX 10-6
explained later. The result of the calculation is that plausible vai,:es
for CQ2 are obtained. For the Burlington measurements, values of AQ = (1.71 Xl 0 K gm 3  )X10-6
the log amplitude variance aX2 were determined from chart recorder T

traces for four different frequencies &, and two different ranges L. For
the longer range, the dependence of a 2 follows the theoretical V7,6 The contributions of the para meters o and ,i R c ao th -.

variation very well, but the agreement for the short path and the tude variance are also considered negligible hecauc ric',
LI1 6 range dependence is not as good. Both sets of measurements parameter BQ given by
will be discussed in more detail in the following sections.

2. RESULTS OF THEORY BQ -' T.P
Hill. Clifford, and Lawrence) have derived an expression for the log where B is the atmospheric absorption cocticie-.
amplitude variance of the fluctuations of electromagnetic radiation
propagating through the turbulent atmosphere which holds for quency window regions. this parameter , L'o;jC'-" £c K

microwave through optical frequencies and maintains the depen- borne out by calculations displayed graphwii* r R,

dence on CT2, CQ2, an~d CTQ. This eq-ation comprises separate Finally, it is necessary to deIse omc %or' ! ,. kit

contributions from the real and imaginary parts and from the cross- correlation term in Eq. (21 Hil i ai ,.ug,, .
correlation cf these parts, as follows: magnitude estimate for C-,0 is

O2 -.. O 2 + Ul2  JrOR ,() T CTQ - - / :CQ -]( r

Oft +o~+~~ (I) <T> <Q> \Q~:7(
where R, I. and I R refer to the real, imaginary, and cross-correlation
contributions, respectively. For spherical wave propagation. the realpart ofo02 is given by assuming a correlation oe H1 . en ,

paper. the positive sign %,a , h,,,-,- he, j
- fdays when the %utlace wba, .

S0.124V 6 L1 6  implving that humidi'% .ino -rr-'.
2 I 2 -i jstrong posi,,,r crrriat,r

1, sing the jhos' r'w

calculate saiur ,t k

2C 0
22  CTQ frtM Lhar: ret .'.d ' Ih. r'dg

AT + 2 C+ 2AQAT 121
<T> 2  <Q>. <T><Q>' ,A,, .w . .. .

where k is the wave number 2 1r A. <T> is the mean ,alwr of
temperature. <Q> is the mean value of absolute humidit, a., 1 ,, 1
the outer scale dimension The dimensionless parameter% A. A-d , 1

are given bN .. -

A(44

A1  ,,N() ., .

whec % s 4W t ed . , ' *. • A

rre d hu phuvw 9 ,. * . . -' ,
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-al ITS Comm com

tatn COOCO 0

&oSce TUN xwMt user m T Fig. 2. Diam of system used for Buringto ts.
46 NK XM1. 2.111 LMIt

s.Ni &VAN
11,1111K\w & 4. COMPARISON OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENT

LAA UAIa &LOAa IACKSTOP The measurements made at White Sands Missile Range were divided
I A USI tuu m SAN" s,1111'o into a number of separate -events" in which an explosive charge wast~icocusou\I \ ~ r

., TEST M ,.x = oT detonated in the propagation path and the subsequent deteriorationI 0t FR of millimeter wave signals was observed at the receiver. Measure-
I&OWMAMI ments of turbulence effects were necessarily confined to times slightly
14 aO MOTO A before and after these events because the primary purpose of the

experiments was to observe propagation through dust. Unfortu-
nately, there were only five events in which both the 94 and 140 G Hz
systems operated simultaneously well enough to meaningfully com-
pare turbulence effects.

&'onc smn In comparing theory and experiments, measured values of o 2., P,
T. and Q were substituted into Eqs. (2), (3), (4). and (5) to determine
values o1"CQ 2 for both 94 and 140 GHz. Table I gives values of

.. \ :.::/ sous sOT parameters used to make these calculations. CT2 was determined
OA from measurements of optical scintillation by using the relation

A T2

CT2 
= Cn 2 (T2 X106 . (10)

Iq.1. Plai vie o WN Bom %sa~to maw 79

where Cn2 is the visible wavelength index of refraction structure
output. A precision rotary vane attenuator was used to calibrate parameter, and P is measured in millibars. Table II gives values ofoutut.A pecsio roaryvae atenatr ws ued o alirat a2 obtained from chart recorder tracings and values Of CT 2 deter- t
several levels of attenuation for the 94 GHz system, but it was % otine fro char orer trent anvls of Ct ter-
necessary to calibrate the 140 GHz attenuation by simply blocking or mined using Eq. (10) for each event. Simultaneous data at the two
unbiocking the transmitter. The transmitters were 100% modulated fiwere not obtained for Events A-I and B-1as indicated in
with a I kHz square wave to facilitate the use of phase sensitive the table. Figure 3 compares CQ2 determined in this way from 94
detection. Both transmitter and receiver antennas were horn-lens and 140 GHz measurements for each of the five events for which
combination with beamwidths of 2 degrees for each frequency, and simultaneous data were obtained. The solid curve has unity slope.measurements at the two frequencies were made simultaneously. and all of the points should, of course, lie on this straight line for ideal

Superheterodyne receivers were used for both frequencies. The 94 agreement with theory.
GHz receiver used a fundamental mixer with a local oscillator near It is also possible to compare measurements of the frequency94 GHz. whi the 140 GHz receiver used a harmonic mixer pumped dependence of the log amplitude variance to theory. The log ampli-

by a 70 GHz klystron. Phase sensitive detection with lock-in ampli- tude variances calculated at the two frequencies are related by

fiers was used for both channels, with the I kHz reference from the /140 )1,
transmitter modulator transmitted over twisted-pair line to the O 2(140) o - x2(94) (11)
receiver. Under these conditions, it was necessary to reduce transmit- 9 / -
ted power to avoid saturating thr receiver. Receiver outputs were
recorded on a dual channel chart recorder. according to Eq. (2). Figure 4 shows the comparison between values

Two different systems were used to make the Burlington mea-
surements. The first system used transmitter and receiver vans separ-
ated by about 600 m and operated at frequencies of 94. 140. and 220 TABLE I. Parameters Used in Calculations Based on White Sands
GHz. The transmitters were based on the pulsed extended interac- Data
tion oscillator tube built by Varian Canada. and the receivers were Frequencies 94 and 140 GHz
simple %ideo detectors. Cassegrain antennas with 60 cm diameters Path length L 2 km
were used for both transmitters and receivers. Unfortunately. the Outer scale dimension L 2.5 m
data obtained with this system did not have sufficient gain to permit 4

accurate determinations of the values of a 2 from the recorder AT -3.22X10-
tracings. Data from the second system were herefore used for the AG 5.03x 10- 5

comparisons to he discussed in the next section. <T> 289 K
The second syvtem included puled radars at 35.95., 140. and 217

GHi which used IMPATT transmitters and local oscillators. This <O> 8.5 g/m3

system employed corner cube reflectors at ranges of 152 and 610 m to CT2  Calculated from opt2cal Cn2

generate returns and was originally designed to measure absolute Ca2

atmospheric attenuation at these frequencies. Figure 2 is a schematic a Calculated

diagram of the second system. a2 Determied from recorder tracings

034 / OPTICAL ENGINEERING / January/February 1983 / Vol. 22 No. I
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TAKEI II. Values of C . o,2. and eW

Evens Cr2l 2 m -'2/3) 2 C0
2/Cr 2 /m6 oK2)

94 GHz 140 GHz

A-I 0.109 1.19X10 - 3  0.77
9-I 0.545 1.20 X 10-4 0.066
8-3 0.163 9.32 x 10-4  1.14X10 - 3  0.41
3-4 0.0436 2.12 X 10-4  3.76 X 10-4  0.41
8-6 0.0218 1.86X10 -4  4.96 X 1074 0.72
D-1 0.0654 2.66X10-4 3.12X10 -4  0.32
0-2 0.00654 1.45 X 10- 2.12X10-4 1.20

*Note: Values of C0
2/CT2 were calculated by dividing C6

2.determined by averaging 94 and 140 GHz results, by CT2 "

$

ter

0

!a

II-

C iIMVm mi, nu eau MU
mu' ,,*,,. 4 • l

Fig. 3. Comparison of C 02 determined from 94 and 140 GH. 0

mmuronmta2

of this parameter measured at the two frequencies for the five events. ,_,_,_,_ ,__ ___

Again, the points should lie on the straight line given by Eq. (1I), and 0s "
do fall fairly close to it. This is consistent with the findings of Cole et
aL.' who looked at the frequency dependence of q.2 between 35 and
110 GHz.Fi .4 Co p rs no a2dee mndfo 94 ad1 0 G z e -The variance of angle-of-arrival fluctuations for a spherical wave Fig.4. Comparison of Ok' determined from 94 and 140 GHz a-

is given approximately by'

=A
2 = 0.54 LCn2 r- !3  (12) .mixed so that its density fluctuations were driven solely by tempera-

ture fluctuations, the following relation would hold:
where OA is measured in radians, and where r may be interpreted as
the spacing of the small antennas or the width of a large antenna. <(6Q)2 >l>2 

- .a-1)2> 1,2

Although angle-of-arrival fluctuations were not measured at White <Q> = T> (13)

Sands, it is of interest to determine their magnitude using values of
the millimeter wave Cn2 calculated from Eq. (2). In making this and
determination, note that the factor in parentheses in this equation CT2
involving CT.2. CQ2 . and CTQ isjust the millimeter wave Ca2. Figure 5 Q - (14)
is a plot of peak-to-peak (6 0A) angle-of-arrival fluctuations versus <Q> 2 

-<T>
2

,
C.2 using values of this parameter derived at 94 GHz. Since OA2 in or' ... ".or
millimeter wave atmospheric windows is approximately independent
of frequency, by Eq. (12) neglecting dispersion, the results in Fig. 5 CQ2  <Q> 2

may be taken as a representative prediction for millimeter wave - - (15)
windows. Values of Cn are noted on thecurve, although thiscurve is C-T <T>2

not intended to compare theory and experiment. It is simply intended
to show expected values of angle-of-arrival for the observed rangeof Houeser. in the caw of very strong humidity fluctuations.'
Cn 2 . An antenna spacing of r = I m was used for these calculations. <1-,

That the values obtained for CQ2 are reasonable can be seen from (Q16>)2 100 <(6 >i, 2
the following plausibility arguments. If water vapor were thoroughly <Q> <T> (16)

OPTICAL ENGINEERING / January/February 1983 / Vol. 22 No 1 / 035 O-
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U.

lO~tLONG PATH

€,,'m MT1,

or i

2 4 < Q > 2 (1

"T2 <T>
2

Table 11 gives calculated values of C 2/ C,2 for each of the events , I I I I I I I
treated. In comparing the average vaue of this ratio, which is 0.55 0 20 40 60 oo 200 400 00 1000
i2/m6 OKz , to the average value of <Q> 2 / <T> 2 = 8.65X 10-- 4

x2/m 6 *K2 in Table I, one obtains MU1tNCY IN 0HZ

Cq1 Q> Fig.$6. Conversos of the fnequency and reng, dependence al uX t
- 640<T> (IS) Uwoty.

which is a reasonable result, indicating that the values of CQ2  on millimeter wave propagation, it is desired to measure the function
obtained in this way are plausible.

Finally, thefrequencyand rangedependences of a 2 measuredat F(7,t) = V("r ,t) V2.('rI + r,t)
Burlington were compared to experiment at 35, 94. 140. and 217
GHz. Values of a.A2 obtained from the chart recorder tracings are = p(7 . "l ,t)eiP("r."r1 .t) , (19)
plotted as a function of frequency for the 610 m path in Fig. 6. The
best-fit curve having a V7/6 dependence was drawn through these where V and V are the complex signal amplitudes from two anten-
points (virtually a straight line). A change in a, 2 corresponding to nas, t is time, h is relative phase, and r is the spatial separation
(L2 Ll)ll, 6 was then scaled downward on the graph, and a second between the two antennas. The vector r locates the centroid of the
straight line was drawn parallel to the first. Values of a 2 fora range receiver antenna array in space. Note that the time average of Eq.
of 152 m were plotted on this graph. As seen in the figure, the (19) is the mutual coherence function") if the ergodic hypothesis.
agreement with the vY7 6 dependence is very good for the longer path, which states that a time average may replace an ensemble average, is
but not as good for the shorter. It is possible that near-field effects used. Futhermore, it is assumed that the field is statistically homu-
contributed to errors in the latter data. Also. these data were un- geneous and isotropic in the measurement plane so that F( r . t) =
accountably noisier than the long path data. However, Fig. 6 shows F(rt) depends only on the antenna spacing at a given time. This
that the agreement between theory and experiment for the frequency hypothesis and this assumption are supported by results obtained in
and range dependences of aX2 is generally good. optical turbulence measurements. In the determination of F(r, t) the

measurement time is longer than many periods of the propagating
S. FUTURE MILLIMETER WAVE MEASUREMENTS frequency, but is short compared to the period of the highest fre-

Since there is a lack of properly instrumented experimental results on quency fluctuations.
millimeter wave turbulence and some indication that turbulence may Actually, the assumption of statistical homogeneity is not really

significantly affect the performance of millimeter wave systems, correct for the entire vertical plane containing the measurement
Georgia Tech is undertaking a three-year program. with support from apparatus because the atmosphere naturally changes with height
the U.S. Army Research Office, to make dedicated measurements of above ground. Moreover. angle-of-arrival effects may differ for
these effects using apparatus specifically designed for this purpose. antennas separated by a vertical space as compared with the same
This apparatus will measure the most general c..racteristic of electro- separation in a horizontal direction. Provision is made in the pro-
magnetic propagation. namely the mutual coherence function, and the posed experiment to sense this effect, as described later in this paper.
remainder of this paper is a detailed discussion of the methods to be The apparatus of Fig. 7 may be used to measure F(r . t) for a given
used for these measurements. In addition, thorough meteorological value of r. Note that the power measured by the receiver will be O

characterization will be done. as will also be described.
Toobtainanearlycompletedescriptionoftheeffectsofturbulence IV n 2 = IV 1 + IV212 + 21V IV 21 p(r) cost10n - 0(r)] . (20)
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Fig. 8. Diagram of beam waveguide system to be used for local oscillator
WWI distribution. The reflectivity and transmissivity of the wire mesh beam

splitters will be varied to apportion the power almost equally to the four
mixers.

F~g.7. Schemat c dgram of apparstus which may be uaad to measure
F~r.Q.

METEOROLOGICAL
where the time dependence is implicit. The parameter a is a stepwise INSTRUMENTATM
variable phase shift that is varied to provide a means oftmeasuring ST
and p. and Vn is the signal corresponding to an. The time dependence
is retained in Eq. (20) because the circuitry is capable of making 7AiLE
measurements in a time short compared to the period of the highest
frequency atmospheric fluctuations. By varing an in steps through
the range 0. ir/2, r, and 3ir/2, a set of four equations is obtained IKR- ,
which may be solved for p and B to give LINK

0(r) = tan; 52 V27011 (21) (I Vo 12 
-Iol2 "RECEIVER~ANTENNAS

[ r) ]2  (IVo l2  - Iv~I 2)2  + (IV9 ol2  - Iv 7 lI) l ( )TENNAS
[pr 1-v vl (22) m

VI~V2 VAN

The quantitieslVol 2 ... a2012 are measured by varying a as noted,
and the quantities IVI and IV21

2 are measured by sequentially
blocking the two channels and making individual measurements.
Note that all of these measurements must be made in a time short Fig. 9. Schematic: diagram of the four antenna turbulence measurement
compared to the period of the highest frequency of atmospheric system being fabricated at Georgia Tech.

fluctuations, but these timing requirements are well within the capa-
bility of available coaxial switches, phase shifters, and a micro- approach eliminates much of this dependence and thus makes
processor used for making the calculations indicated above. The receiver calibration easier.
advantage of this technique is that the receiver acts simply as an rf A fairly serious shortcoming of a two-antenna system is that it
voltmeter, and the phase dependent parameters are ratios of real gives F(r.t), intensity, and angle fluctuations for only one spacing. 1
measured quantities. but measurements at several different spacings are required to

The above apparatus may also be used to measure the intensity determine how these parameters vary with r. For complete character-
and angle-of-arrival fluctuations. The intensity is simply eitheri V1[' ization of F(r. t) it is necessary to use a multiple antenna system " ith
ortV 212. which are both needed for determination of p(r). To deter- many different spacings. In particular. a four-antenna system %kith
mine angle-of-arrival, note that the quantity 0(r) is the instantaneous six possible spacings will be used. with the maximum spacing being
phase between the antennas. Assuming that the angle subtended by about 10 meters. Since a common local oscillator (1.01 must he used
the antennas is small. it is possible to show Ithat the angle-of-arrival for all four receivers, it will be necessar. to use an optical beam
9 is related to the phase difference between antennas by the relation wa'esuidel' for transmission of the low powcr LO oser these dis-

tances. Figure 8 is a diagram of such a beam waseguide. which is
= kr9 . (23) expected to have a toss of about 4 dB over the longest path bctmcen

antennas. I
The apparatus discussed above then measures intensity and angle-of- The four receiver antennas will be mounted on a n I beam w h ich iN
arrival fluctuations in addition to F(r t) and mutual coherence in turn mounted in a semitrailer iruc. and \ill therefore sense phas:
function (MCF). \ariatios in the horwontat, plane, A fifth antenna will be mounted

In deriving Eqs. (21) and (22) from (20). four different discrete onrhgona) to the oher tour and will hase limited ability to sense
phase shifts are assumed. Note that it would be possible to calculate vertical pianem ariatiot, -th onh\ one possible spacing. Figure 9 is a 4
p(r) and 0(r) by using only two phase shifts, namely. 00 and 90. but chermatic of the measurement 3.stem. sho%i ng the transmitter %an.
values derived in this way are strongly dependent on the measured the receiver trailer, and the meteorological measurement sttions .
intensitiesIV-j and IV2 12 indicating that the two receivers should be Measurements will be made at selected trequencies in the 110 to %
carefully balanced to give accurate results. The four-phase shift 170and the 220 to 340GH7 bands. Thiscombined coverage includes

OPTICALENGINEERING /January/February 1983 /Vol 22No . / 037
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the oxygen absorption at 118 GHz, the transmission windowsat 140. TABLE Ill. Maximum Rangs for 20 dB Slgnal-to-Nose Ratio
220. and 340 GHL and the water -mupor absorption at 325 GHz. Transmitter Range (kn)
Measuarements made near the pImks of absorpo W my show Frequency power
damping of fluctuations. This was shown earli-r in measuremems by (GHwJ output (MW) Clear Rain Fog
Izyumov"4 and preliminary consideration has been given to theories
which may explain it.' Further mmunemnts will provide an addi- 118 100 19.8 7.9 92
tional perspective for improvemients of the theory. 140 100 25.8 8.1 9.5

The receiver will use subbarmonically pumped balanced mixers, 170 100 9.8 5.0 4.3
in which the LO frequency is an integral submultiple of the signal 230 5 12.2 4.9 4.2
frequency. In this way. the local oscillator klystron tubes will need 280 5 5.6 4.3 3.1
only tocoverthe range55 to8S GHzto provide coverage of the I l0to 333 34 17 15
170 and the 220 to 340 GHz bands.

The transmitter will use klystrons operating in the range 110 to 340 5 5.2 2.0 1 8
170 GHz for the low band and will double these sources for the high
band. To provide for narrow receiver bandwidths which contribute
to good iioise figures. both transmitter and receiver klystrons will be
phase-locked, and the receivers will employ double conversion with a must be placed on the same mount. The parameter CTQ is the
narrow band filter in the second intermediate frequency band. Table cross-correlation of CT and CQ and is given by
Ill gives expected ranges under various conditions for each of the <[T(r) - T(0)] [Q(r) - Q(0)]> (26
frequencies to be used. CTQ -2 <_ -T ]r__ - > (26)-

The phase shifting implied in Fig. 7 will be done at the inter- r 3

mediate frequency, and the phase shift switching will be micro-
processor controlled, as will all data gathering, preliminary where r is the separation between sensors, and the brackets denote a
processing. and storage. Both millimeter wave and atmospheric data time average. Note that CTO can be negative, whereas CT2 and Co 2

will be stored simultaneously on the same tape. are positive definite. This is a further indication of the importance of
considering this cross-correlation in determining the effects of turbu-

6. ATMOSPHERIC MEASUREMENTS lence on millimeter wave propagation.
As a check on the performance of the C 2 and C 2 sensors. the r

To make meaningful measurements of the results of turbulence on Asaceko0h promneoh CT2 adC2snothTo akemeaingul easreent oftheresltsofthuenperti- optical refractive index structure parameter Cn2 wilt also be inca-
millimeter wave propagation, it is absolutely essential that the perti-Tis easuementrwille mad e ng an alsotilmee
nent atmospheric parameters be carefully measured. The turbulence sured. This measurement will be made using an optical scintillometer

related parameters CT2. C 2. and CTQ, which combine to give the developed by Wang et al.1
6 This device actually determines Cn2 by

millimeter wave refractive index structure parameter Cn2, are espe- measuring the variance of the log-amplitude of a propagated opticalciaily important and are also difficult to measure. Other parameters beam and makes provision for rendering the effects of saturation of

of a more conventional nature that must be measured are wind speed scintillation negligible.
and direction, temperature, and dew point. If measurements are
made in turbid weather, characterization of particle sizes and densi- generally accepted techniques using standard instruments. The outputs
ties is important, of all of these sensors will be recorded simultaneously with the millime-

The temperature structure parameter is measured in a fairly ter wave data to avoid errors in data coincidence. Depending on the
standard way by using two fine wire probes. separated by a distance flatness of the measurement site and the proximity of trees and build-
of a few centimeters. These wires each carry a small current, and their ings. it will be necessary to duplicate the CT2 and CQ2 measuring
resistances are strongly dependent on temperature, so that they can apparatus several times over the path. For nearly homogeneous prop-
be calibrated as very sensitive temperature probes. For small agation paths, only one or two sets of instruments may be required.
temperature changes, the differential current through the probes is
proportional to the differential temperature between them. In this 7. CONCLUSIONS
way, the temperature structure parameter is This paper compares theory to experiment based on two sets of mil-

limeter wave propagation measurements obtained with limited meteo-
2 rological data. Agreement in all cases is generally good, but it is againCT2 = (-I)2, (24) emphasized that dedicated millimeter wave turbulence measurements

must be made before stringent conclusions can be drawn. At the
The apparatus may be calibrated by individually comparing the two present time, only scattered data are available. Due to the nature of the
probes to a thermometer of known accuracy. measurements discussed in this paper, some care should be taken in

The humidity structure parameter is more difficult to measure relating them to actual situations or in using them to design millimeter

than the temperature parameter. The best approach appears to be the wave systems. Although the agreements achieved have been generally
Lyman-a hygrometer described by Buck,." which makes use of the good, they may be fortuitous. It does appear, however, that the magni-

" " tudes of the effects are great enough so that turbulence should bestrong ultraviolet absorption of the hydrogen Lyman-a spectral line considered in the design of millimeter wave systems.
by ,,ater ,apor at a waelength of 121.6 nin. The Lyman-a hygrome- This paper also describes a planned experiment that is capable of
terconsists of a hydrogen lamp sourceand a nitricoxide ion chamber
detector. separated by a distance ol 0.3 to 5 cm. The detector drives measuring intensity and angle-of-arrisal fluctuations, as ell as the

mutual coherence function, for millimeter wase propagation up to aan electrometer. %,,hose output in turn feeds a logarithmic amplifier. frequency of 340 GHz. The experiment will make use of a series of
The humidity structure parameter C 2 is measured by using two such klystron oscillators in such a way that the number of these expensie
hygrometer sensors separated by a distance of a few centimeters, and
i% giscn b% sources is minimiied. The MCF can be measured for antenna spac-

ings up to 10 in by using a beam waseguide for distributing the local
oscillator power to the indiidual receisers. A total of four receisers

=-i (25) is planned, gising six possibleantenna spacings tor determination of
r' I the MCF.

Measurement of the turbulence related atmospheric parameters
To determine Cf. it is necessary that the Cr Z and C 2 sensors CT2. C0

2 . and CTQ will also be made. as well as the optical Cn ' . Other
smple thesame %olume ofspaceas nearlyas possible. so t t sensors atmospheric parameters to be measured include wind speed and
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Near-Millimeter-Wave Sources of
Radiation
ROBERT W. MCMILLAN, SENIOR MEMBER, IEEE

Invited Paper

This paper describes coherent sources of radiation useful in the tion Avalance Transit Time) diode continue to advance
near-millimeter-wavelength spectrum, generally taken to span the rapidly and are being complemented by newer sources
range of about 80 to l00 GHz, however, both optically pumped
and discharge pumped lasers are excluded from this treatment, such as the TUNNETT (Tunneling _ Transit ime) and MITATT
since these devices are adequately covered elsewhere. Included in (Mixed Tunneling and Avalance Transit Time) oscillators. At
this discussion are solid-state sources such as IMPATTs and Gunn one time, solid-state sources were exclusively relegated to
devices; tube sources such as klystrons, magnetrons, and perform as local oscillators, but recent advances in IMPATT
backward-wave oscillators; and newer sources including TUN- technology have led to coherent radar transmitters that
NETTs, gyrotrons, and relativistic electron-beam devices Because of
the large amount of material to be covered, the treatment is limited perform well in the 90-GHz range, and it appears that a
to a brief description of each device and an enumeration of its 140-GHz transmitter capable of useful power output could
capabilities, no attempt is made to give a detailed discussion of be built with existing technology. NMMW lasers are also
device physics, as references are available for this purpose. Phase becoming increasingly useful, and these devices are dis-
and frequency control of near-millimeter-wave sources is becoming cussed in a separate paper in this issue by Tobin [1]
increasingly important because of applications of this spectrum to
Doppler radar, communication, and measurement systems. The The usefulness of both tube and solid-state sources has
paper concludes with a presentation of phase and frequency con- been greatly enhanced by improved methods of phase and
trol results for both tube and , oid- state sources frequency control. Both injection and phase-locking tech-

niques are used to generate the high coherent power out-
I. INTRODUCTION puts required for Doppler radar systems. Solid-state- and

There are three basic types of near-millimeter-wave tube-type amplifiers in the near-millimeter wave spectrum
are used to generate coherent outputs by excitation with

(NMMW) sources: 1) solid-state sources such as Gunn and lower power phase-locked sources
IMPATT diodes, 2) vacuum-tube sources including klystrons, Power combining of solid-state sources is used to gener-
magnetrons, and gyrotrons, and 3) laser sources including ate useful transmitter power in the NMMW spectral range
both discharge aid optically pumped devices Technology This approach provides compact and reliable transmitters A

in all three source areas has been advancing rapidly for the operating from low voltages, and allows for the fabrication
past ten years. with tubes such as the extended interaction of all solid-state systems at near-millimeter wavelength,
oscillator (EIO), the backward-wave oscillator (BWO) or Circuit-level power combining is used exclusively at the
carcinotron, and the gyrotron being rapidly improved. These frequencies of interest, but chip-level combining may be
devices are capable of usable power outputs into the feasible for future sources. Power combining is discussed
hundreds of gigahertz, and the capabilities of the gyrotron briefly in Section II
and related devices as high-power, high-frequency oscilla- Sections II and III of this paper treat sold-state and tube
tors are just beginning to be realized. Solid-state sources devices, respectively. Section IV dscusses pha e and

such as the Gunn oscillator and the IMPATT (Ipact loniza- frequency control of near-millimeter-wave sources, and

Section V gives some conclusions reached during this study.
Manus(ript re(tived August 18. 183. revised September 14. 1984 No attempt is made to provide a treatment of NMMW

Support for the measurement, reported on in this paper wa device physics, as such a treatment is beyond the scope of
provided as part of an atmospherit reParch program funded by the
U S Army Research Office under Contract DAAG29-8-K-0173 this paper. Rather this paper attempts to give the reader an

The author is with Georgia e(h Research Institute. Georgia understanding of device capabilities through a discussion of
Institute of Technology, Atlanta GA 30332. USA power, frequency, bandwidth, and other characteristics
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Fig. 1. Schemai diagram of two manifestations ol IMPA I dte"vi fabrir ahton 141, ,ingi
drift (a) and double-drift (b) stru(tures, respe(tively

which would aid him or her in making the best choice for a then sustained by the negative resistance behavior of the
given source application. References are provided for those device An excellent discussion of IMPAT1 theory has been
who wish to study these sources further. given by Kuno [4], [5] and by Kramer [6) who also gives an

extensive list of references to this subject
II. SOLID-STATE SouR(Es Fig 1 [4] is a schematic diagram of two manifestations of

Solid-state near-millimeter-wave sources include IM- IMPATT device fabrication. fig. 1(a) shows the single-drift

PAT~s, Gunn-effect oscillators, TUNNITs, MITAT~s. and structure discussed above, and Fig. l(b) shows the so-(alled

harmonic generators. Gunn devices are also called trans- double-drift structure. In the single-drift device, which I,,

ferred-electron oscillators , . EOs) because of the way in characterized by a p'-n junction, only the n region (ontrib-utesrto-eMPATTonperationobutinthesdouble-drift structure
which negative resistance is generated in these sources b, utei to IMPATT operation, but in the double-drift struiure,

transfer of carriers from a high-mobility energy band to one which has a p-n jun(hon, both p and n regions contribute

of lower mobility, as will be discussed shortly. A brief to operation. As might be expected, the single-drift device

description of the operation of each of these solid-state is better for higher frequencies since the mobility of elec-

sources will be given, followed by a discussion of device trons. which are the primary current carriers in the drift

capabilities. rhe field-effect transistor (FET) is not discussed region, is greater than that of holes.,%
because its highest frequency of operation to date is about IMPATTs are packaged as shown in Fig 2 [4], with the

70 GHz; however, these devices may be capable of operat- indicated structure being sealed for devices used up to 110
ing at frequencies greater than 90 GHz in the near future GHz and open for reduced parasitics [5] for higher f;,-quen-iies Fig 3 [4], [5] shows how the device of Fig. 2 is typi(ally

IMPA TT Oscillators mounted in its waveguide (ir(uit.

The slate of the art in IMPATI power output (apability as
As the name implies. IMPATT oscillators employ impact- of Otober 182 is shown in Figs. 4 and 5 [71, [8] for pulsed

ionization and transit-time properties of semiconductor and CW devices, resN)ectvely. These figures ar. a conpila-,

structures to give negative resistance at microwave frequen- tion of published data from Hughes, Plessey. and Raytheon.
cies. Typically, a p'-n-n' device structure is biased slightll The region,, of f ' and f s slope are ( aused by thermal and
into avalanche breakdown by an external voltage [2]. [3] (ir uit limitations rspe(tivly [4].
Avalanche electrons, generated by impact ionization near Fffi( in(es of IMPATT devi(es approa(hing 8 percent at
the p' region, drift across tht, n region with a transit time 140 ('Hz have been reported Fig 0 shows the effi(mi,s
determined by the device parameters This transit time of both double- and single-drift IMPAT Is at frequen (is up
causes the current to lag the voltage, and cil(latin i,, to 140 GHz. as measured by Gokgor e ./ [9]. This figure
possible if this delay exceeds one-quarter (y(h, If i, as- shows the roll-off in double- drift Pffi( ien(y (aused by hole
sumed that the high-frequency components of the, mobilit limitations at about 100 Gi,. an effect that does
thermal-noise voltage start these oscillations whi(h are, not oc ur for single-drift ivi(c,, until frequn(iV, haV.
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OLDSTIAPI FCAP for high-frequency operation. An efficiency of 0.5 percent
QUARTZ Ot at 230 GHz has been achieved for IMPATT oscillators [61

CERAMC PING Since IMPATTs depend for their operation on avalanche

breakdown in a semiconductor junction, they are inhnt-
broad-band, noisy devices. For many applications, such a
receiver local oscillators, this noise output is prohibitive,

but it is possible to phase lock these diodes so that they are
useful in many applications. Methods of phase locking

\ OPI IMPATTs will be discussed in Section IV
DIAN Single-port CW IMPATT amplifiers capable of power out-

puts equal to that of equivalent oscillators have also been
devised [6]. An IMPATT device is configured as an amplifier

SILIO by using a three-port circulator as an input device as shown
DODEo in Fig. 7. Pulsed amplifiers are more difficult to stabilize,

and injection-locked oscillators generally replace amplifer.
for pulsed applications.

GOLD STA

Gunn Oscillators
THIN GOLD

IAYER UNIFORM The Gunn oscillator is a solid-state device which depends
HEAT SOURCE

PLANE on the bulk properties of the semiconductor for its oper-

Fig. 2. IMPATT diode packaging techniques f4l. ation, unlike the IMPATT which is a junction device [2]., (]
Its operation is based on electric-field-induced differentialr
negative resistance, caused by a transfer of conduction

exceeded approximately 140 GHz. The upper frequency band electrons from a low-energy, high-mobility energy
limit of these devices is about 300 GHz, and operation at valley to a higher energy low-mobility valley. A bulk semi
frequencies up to 255 GHz has been demonstrated Limita- conductor exhibiting differential negative resistance is in-

tions of IMPATTs are based on the ability of the semicon- herently unstable, since a random fluctuation of carrier
ductor to dissipate heat from the small volumes required density within the semiconductor causes a momentary space

IMPEDA NCE
TRANSFORMER

ruSNOT j,.
COAXIAL

SECTION

COAXIAL
SECTION

Filg 3. Frye methods, ot mounting IMPAIT deviuPs in wavegude (ir( ut showing mith-
ods ot mat(hing to the higher waveguidr- impdanr [41 [V1 Similar mnounting mithnd an
used Jo, Guno oscitlalors - -

TUNINGU

"V-DOD SHOR . .COA -.. *,p4 N
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CIRCUATORFig. 9 16] shows the CW power output and efficiency
achieved as a function of frequency for GaAs Gunn oscilla-
tors. These devices are not generally operated in pulsed
mode because the pulsed power output is not much greater

INPUT OUTPUT than that of the CW mode. Fig. 10 shows the power output
achieved as a function of frequency for CW InP Gunn
devices. Table 1 [141 shows the CW performance of several
InP Gunn oscillators in the 89-100 GHz range, and Table 2
1141 shows InP pulsed performance in the range 89-94 GHz.

Indium phosphide Gunn devices have shown great prom-
ise as amplifiers, and have exhibited full waveguide band

Iperformance at the lower millimeter-wave frequencies, al-
INJECTION LOCKED though 90-GHz amplifiers have not yet been built. The

OSC ILLATO R

Table I Performance of CW InP Gunn Oscllators [1il

Fig. 7. An IMPATT configured as an amplifier or injection- Frequency Power Output Efficien(
locked oscillator 18]. A similar configuration is used for Gunn (GHz) (mW) % z

amplifiers. 855 125 3 3 10

89.6 107 35

charge which grows exponentially in space and time. These 901 i00 2 8

negative-resistance-induced space-charge fluctuations move 93.1 91 30
93,2 79 28

through the bulk device, giving rise to microwave oscilla- 94.5 71 2 5

tions. Fig. 8 is a simplified schematic diagram of the energy 948 68 2 5
levels in a GaAs Gunn oscillator. 949 63 2 4

The upper frequency limit of GaAs Gunn oscillators is 005 44 15

about 110 GHz, a limitition imposed by carrier mobility.

However. GJnns made from InP have exhibited power 'I

outputs approaching 100 mW CW and 250 mW pulsed at Table 2 Performan(e of Pulsed InP Gunn Os illator, [ I li]

100 GHz, and appear to have an upper frequency limit of
about 200 GHz [101-[14]. Frequen( v Power Output (ffi( wn(,-".

Since Gunn sources depend for operation on bulk rather (GHz) (mW) ft

than junction semiconductor effects, and do not operate in 898 240 2 7 1 ?

q2 0 215 27
the avalanche mode, they are much quieter than IMPATT 900 248 2
devices. for this reason, they are generally useful as receiver 898 255 I 4
local oscillators. It is also possible to phase lock these 90 3 230 4 3
devices in the same way as IMPATTs are phase locked, as 898 1q 3 .

will be discussed in Section IV. _ __ _3_ _
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amplifier contiguration is single-port, as shown in Fig 7 for
IMPAIT amplifiers. One limitation on broad-band amplifier

"a. performance is fhat imposed by the circulator, because

500 0these devices are not available in broad-band low-loss

400 a versions which match amplifier performance
30 00 0

2000 TUNNETT and MI TA TT Oscillators

0I.F The TUNNETI 115] is a potentially useful solid-staiv milli

0 meter-wave source which uses quantum-mechanial tun-
neling to generate carriers which in turn generate millime-

0 ter waves through negative-resistance trans it-time efft'i Is

These devices are still in the experimental ,lage, but shoss
promise of combining the capability of the IMPAIT nsr illa .P

01 tor with the quiet operation of the Gunn devices The
L 20 -MITATI oscillator uses a mixture of tunneling and impact

of ionization effects to generate carriers

10 - TUNNIET~s have been fabricated by Nishizawa et al I it)]
G.A. MOILITY .- ~which operate at 338 GHz with an efficiency of 0 12 per
LIMIT Icent. Elta et al. 117] have reported the fabrication of a

0 MIlATT which had a CW output power of 3 mW at 150
toJ. 20 I0 IO I5 I0 I0 Hz. Pan and Lee [151 emphasize that IUNNtTTs and

la 2 so 00 20 So Goo MITAT~s should operate most effic iently in the range 100 to)

FREQUENCY, CHI 800 GHz, and their calculations predict an effiency of 5
Fig 10 Prdiced owe ouputas fuctin o frque( ypercent at 500 GHz TUNNET~s are diffiiult to fabricate,
Fig.10.Preictd poer utpt a a uncton f lequne~because of the required abrupt juncticon doping profile [181,

for CW lnP Gunn devices (solid line) The circles indicate
performance achieved by CW GaAs Gunn ov(illalors for but these devices, have the potentiaf for good efficiency at
comparison subroillimeler wavelength, [19]%
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Fig. 11. Power output of a cross-guide multiplier over the range )0-124 GHz [21], This
curve represents an efficiency of 20 percent over this range.

Harmonic Generators

Solid-state diode multipliers are also useful millimeter-
wave sources, whether driven by solid-state or tube-type
oscillators. Multipliers in a crossed-waveguide configuration
have long been used for spectroscopic applications, where
power requirements may be only on the order of a few
microwatts. This arrangement is inherently broad-band, and
may typically cover the entire bands of the waveguides
used in the device. Useful power outputs at frequsnr.ees .

greater than 600 GHz have been obtained using this ap-
proach.

The basic cross-guide multiplier has been greatly im- Fig. 12. Photograph of fix-tuned narrow-band doubler ca-
proved by Archer et al. [20], [21]. who used a suspended pable of 15-percent efficiency in doubling from 91.s to 183
substrate quartz stripline filter to couple the fundamental GHz with 100-mW input.
power to a Schottky-barrier varactor diode situated in the
output waveguide. By optimizing tuning and bias for each
operating frequency, they were able to achieve a conver-sion loss of about 20 percent over the output range 90-124 deficiency' of solid-state sources relative to tube-type

sio los o abut 0 prcet oer he utpt rnge90-24 sources has been overcome by the use of power combin-GHz as shown in Fig, 11. If the tuning and bias are held in
fixed, a minimum conversion loss of 10 percent is achieved ing. When considered on the bases of reliability and circuit

over the output range 80-120 GHz. Fix-tuned varactor mul- simplicity, a power-combined solid-state source might be a

tipliers have recently been used with good results. These better choice for an NMMW systems application than a

multipliers are two-port devices in which fundamental tube-type source. This section briefly discusses the methods
power enters one port and multiplied power exits from the of power combining which have proven useful in NMMW

other port, They ate carefully tuned to suppress higher applications; namely, resonant cavity, hybrid, spatial, and
harmonics and are therefore very efficient, but are also not Resonant cap devices.
tunable over a range greater than a few tenths of one Resonant-cavity combiners are based on a design bypercent. Efficiencies of 35 and 15 percent. respectively, have Kurokawa and Magalhaes [22] originally used for X-band
berent. obtaine ndoun f and fro percentrespectIMPATT oscillators. In this device, the individual oscillatorsb e e n o b ta in e d in d o u b lin g fro m 7 0 - 1 4 0 G H z a n d fro ma r pl c d i a n o e s z d e t n g a r w v u d a i t n e90- 180 0Hz for input powers of 43 and 100 roW. The ae placed in an oversized rectangular waveguide a distance
70-140 Hz fres put aotaieds usi ansd-te 10- h of X.R/2 apart, with the end devices placed AX/4 from the70 - 140 G H z re su lt w as o b tain ed u sin g a so lid -state o s illa- e d w l r f o n i i ,a h w n F g 3 h s c m i eend wall or from an iris, as shown in Fig. 13. This combinerfor. Fig. 12 is a photograph of the 90-180 0Hz device. has high efficiency (- 90 percent), is amenable to use at
Power Combining Methods for NMM4W Solid-State Sources frequencies up to 300 GHz, and has built-in isolation be-

tween diodes (231. However, bandwidth is limited to a few
In the frequency range up to 140 0Hz (90-140 -Hz for percent because of the diode spacing requirement, and the

the purpose of this discussion) much of the power output number of diodes that can be used at the higher frequen-

0'!
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A in-phase at port 4 and out-of-phase at port 1 if the sources
are properly matched. If port 1 is terminated, it is possible

S OVSI to combine oscillators using this technique. It is also possi-
ble to use sources combined by another method, such as

0 the resonant cavity method, as the sources on ports 2 and 3
• w-V1111 of the hybrid. At W-band. a hybrid combining scheme was

- oused to combine four two-diode combiners to give 63-W

peak (261.
The combining efficiency i1 for a two-source hybrid cir-

cuit configured as an amplifier is given by (271

1 + 10 "I/' ° i +(2cos6)104 / 20i

211 + 10(0/1 ° )]

where D is the power difference between sources in de-
cibels and 0 is the phase angle deviation from the proper

dASIOUII phase relationship required for optimum combining The

phase error is more critical than the power difference in
attaining good efficiency, since greater than S-percent
combining efficiency can be achieved for a wide range of
power differences if the phase deviation is kept below 30*
[231.

Spatial combiners use radiating elements having the
SK. A-A proper phase relationship to combine power from many

Fig. 13. Resonant cavity power combiner used for solid- such elements in space. This approach was first demon-
state oscillators 1231 strated at UHF frequencies, but has not been extensively

used at NMMW frequencies except recently by Wandinger
and Nalbandian. [281, who combined the output of two

coes is limited because the number of cavity modes in- Gunn oscillators in a Fabry-Perot resonator at 60 GHz to
creases with waveguide dimensions. Variations of the achieve 54-percent combining efficiency. This work is men-
Kurokawa combiner have been used with IMPAT~s to gen- tioned because of the possible application of this technique
erate 20.5 W pulsed from two diodes at 92.4 GHz with to higher frequency sources. Such quasi-optical techniques
82-percent combining efficiency, 40 W from four diodes at have proven useful for solving NMMW circuit problems on
80-percent efficiency at the same frequency, and 9.2 W many occasions.
pulsed from four diodes at 140 GHz with 80-percent ef- Cap resonators sometimes used for mounting Gunn osc-il
ficiency 123). This design has also been scaled up to 217 lators may be used to combine these devices Such a

GHz to give 1 05 W from two diodes with a combining combiner is shown in Fig. 15. in which two resonant cap
efficiency of 87 percent [241. A modified Kurokawa com- structures are mounted in a common waveguide with a

biner has been used by Thoren and Virosthos [251 to gener- common moveable short. It is also possible to place both

ate 1.3-W peak over a 10-percent mechanical tuning range oscillators under the same cap. This technique has been

at W-band (75-110 GHz). used to combine four 90-GHz InP Gunn oscillators to give

Hybrid-coupled combiners are generally used as ampli- 260-mW power output and 93-percent combining efti
tiers or injection-locked oscillators, and these circuits offer ciency. Table 3 [141 shows results obtained at 90 GHz for
5-percent bandwidth and inherent isolation between two- and four-diode resonant cap combiners in several ( %

sources. Fig. 14 is a schematic diagram of this type power different cases.

combiner. Power injected at port 1 is split between ports 2 There are several other combining techniques that are
and 3 where it is amplified. The amplified power combines not presently used in the NMMW spectrum, but which

should be useful in these bands after further development
In particular, chip level combining [291, [301, which has been

IN PUT OUTPUT successfully used up to 70 GHz, shows some promise if the
HYBRID uthermal and parasitic problems can be solved Referene

3d NYUEID COUptI. [23] is a useful synopsis of both microwave and NMMW
1 4power combining techniques

Table 3 Performan(e of CW - and 4-Deiu' Combining
Cir( uit% Using InP Gunn Os i asor I I

N i fir of Frequr(oc Power Output Effie(of (obirrbign
SOUKI S C .(, i,vo ( (mW) (.1 I f(

1 2 2 85 C, 170 .1 q0

,50 9.

Fig, 14. S hemath( diagram of a hybrid coupled !)iiii', 2 q2 8

(ombiner configured as an amplifier 1231 If port I , 4 9 0 i. fN, 26 -"

terminated, this (ircuit may be used to ( omrbine ol aIiotir -1 (4 A 21 (
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AS come more difficult to build. An example of this problem
S K occured in the early ElOs, which were cathode-pulsed

devices. The electron optics problem is made more severe
by the dlefocusing effect of the control grid. Grid designs in
which the grid is mounted on the surface of the cathode,

s]OT actually embedded in the cathode surface, or bonded to
the cathode, offer good promise for solving many of the

" hIO I electron gun problems associated with NMMW tubes.

LW g SIAS CONNECICI The Magnetron

ILLOW Magnetron oscillators have been widely used in radar
l.--AS PiN transmitters, usually at frequencies lower than the near-mail-

limeter-wavelength region. In recent years, magnetrons have
been developed which are capable of power outputs of 3
kW at frequencies as high as 95 GHz [321, and these devices

TUNING have been used in systems operating in this frequency
SHOr range. The frequency/power capabilities of the magnetron

A were actually extended upward to 115 GHz and 3.3 kW by
the Columbia University Radliation Laboratory as early as

0.2I 7 j 10BIAS PIN 1954.
omvicI 4 The multiple cavity magnetron traveling-wave oscillator

DaVId #2 operates on the principle that electrons, spiraling into the
COAIAL anode of the tube, contribute energy to an electromagnetic
SPACHAT SIK wave which travels around the anode containing the cavi-

ties. Power is extracted from this traveling wave in one of
these cavities. Magnetrons are not widely used as millime-
ter-wave sources above about 70 GHz because they suffer
from the basic limitation of having the frequency-determin-
ing elements, which are the cavities, integral with the

Fig. 15. A cap resonator arrangement used to combine anode. At the higher millimeter frequencies this anode
solid-state oscillators [231 cavity structure becomes very small, resulting in greater

difficulty in cooling the tube, and erosion of the cavities

Ill. VAcUUM-Tust SOURCES giving reduced output. At very high frequencies, the del-
icate anode structure will not withstand the anode currents

To complement and extend the capabilities of the early required to give useful, reliable output. The 95-GHz source
tube sources such as the klystron and magnetron, several mentioned above has an expected life of 750 h, and prob-
very interesting and useful vacuum-tube sources for the ably represents the useful upper frequency limit of current

near-millimeter-wavelength range have become available magnetron technology.
fairly recently. These sources include the extended interac-
tion oscillator (EIO) and its amplifier version (EIA), the The Reflex Klystron
backward-wave oscillator (BWO) or carcinotron, the Th elxiyt.
gyrolron; and such fairly exotic sources as the ledatron, The reflex klystron has historically been a very useful %
the peniotron, and relativistic electron-beam devices. Each millimeter-wave source, and remains the source of choice '-
of these sources will be discussed in this section, with for many millimeter applications. Klystrons are available
emphasis on those generally available for systems appli- which are capable of 100 mW at 140 GHz, and a few have
cations. been constructed which give a few milliwatts of power at

Most NMMW tubes suffer from limitations similar to frequencies as high as 220 GHz [33]. These tubes are espe-
those imposed on solid-state sources; namely, the cially useful as local oscillators because they are inherently
frequency-determining elements become small with in- quiet and are not difficult to phase lock. These teatures also
creasing frequency so that fabrication is difficult and heat make klystrons useful as laboratory spectroscopic sources
dissipation problems are severe. This problem is also mani- for millimeter applications.
fested in the design of electron guns for NMMW tubes. The Klystrons are velocity-modulated tubes in that a nega-
ratio of cathode area to electron-beam size should be kept tively charged reflector causes electrons to periodically
below atxut 120 for reliable tube design [31], yet higher "bunch up," giving rise to a moving periodic charge varia-
frequency linear beam tubes generally require smaller PIc- tion and therefore electromagnetic radiation. As with the
tron beams of higher density for useful oower output. magnetron, the kiystron 5uffers from the limitations of
Furthermore, currently used tungsten-matrix cathodes having a veiy small delicate cavity at the shorter wave-
should be operated with a loading of less than about 3 lengths, which also must collect the electron-beam current.
A/crrr' for long tube life Fortunately, new cathode materi- This limitation results in very high frequency klystrons being
als, such as the tungsten-iridium matrix have become avail- short lived, expensive, and sometimes noisy, but it appears
able during the last few years, so that emission loadings of that they will continue to be used mainly for the applica-
up to 10 A/cm" for long time periods may be used in the tions named above, although Gunns and IMPATTs are re-
future placing them in many areas. Fig. 16 shows the output power

As cathodes become smaller, gridded electron guns be- capability of these tubes as a function of frequency [33].
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fig. 16. Power output capability of reflex klystrons as a function of frequency [33]. The
higher output indicated for the 210-GHz tube relative to the 190-GHz device is a result of

few device samples in these regions.

The Extended Interaction Oscillator (EIO) 10 4

millimeter-wave sources. A similar device was sold by Oki
of Japan in the early 1960s, but during recent years, VarianeUL PE ,o )

0 - -S PAKPWR

of Canada has been building millimeter-wave EIOs at fre- 0W(AVERAGE POWER)
quencies up to 260 GHz [34. Both pulsed and CW versions

of this tube are available. Pulsed EIOs can currently bepurchased which have power outputs of several kilowatts at 10 3

40 GHz varying down to 100 W at 220 GHz. EIOs designedfor CW outputs of 50 W at 100 GHz are also available. fig. d a

17 shows the achieved power outputs as a function of
frequency for pulsed and CW EIOs [35). Other typical ranges

are: pulse duty factors up to 0.01, pulse lengths between 2
ns and 25s, and repeition rates limited by the capability

of the modulator. The EO can be mechanically or electron- 102

ically tuned in frequency over ranges of 2 GHz for mechani- U
cal tuning and 200 MHz for electronic tuning al a center

frequency of 5 GHz.

EIOs overcome the limitation of klystrons and mag-

netrons, caused by delicate frequency-determining struc-
tures having to collect beam current, by allowing the elec-
ron beam to pass through the structure, be modulated by 10

it, and collected on th 100 Gi z re frequency-determin- . .

ing element in this case is a periodic or slow-wave stru-

fure, generally machined from copper with a small hole for
electron passage. Since only stray electrons are collected by

this element, the tube can operate at high beam currents
despite the fact that the structure is very delicate. Millime-
ter-wave power is generated by the modulation of the
electron beam as it passes through the periodic structure t10 10200

Fig. 18 is a schematic diagram of an O. Limitations on this FREUENCY (GH,)

type of tube are imposed by the small size of the Fig. 17. Achieved power outputs for CW and pulsed ex-
frequency-determining elements, and by the electron-optics tended interaction oscillators [341
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OLLICTOR The Extended Interaction Amplifier (EIA)

The EIA is the amplifier version of the EIO, although it is
rszsss i more mechanically complex due to the need for three

COLLECTOR frequency-determining structures instead of the one used

PoLEpIEcE by the EIO. These ladder networks are used on the input,
output, and in the interaction region in between. EIAs are
not currently available at frequencies greater than 95 GHz

Ror in CW versions, although some work has been done on a~ESmNATOR
DELFT TUBE pulsed 220-GHz tube of this type [361. Currently available

CAVITY 95-GHz EIAs have a small-signal gain of 40 dB and a saturated
gain of 30 dlB. Fig. 19 shows the gain, power output, and
bandwidth achieved for a particular 95-GHz EIA. Both ElOs
and EIAs have recently been improved by the addition of a

OUTPUT TUNING control grid which allows for pulsed operation with a
1-2-kV modulator pulse instead of the 15-kV cathode pulse
required for earlier versions [37]. This improvement greatly

Z risimplifies modulator design for these sources and results in
VIM improved frequency stability in the case of the pulsed EIO

GUN because the tube frequency is strongly dependent on
POL EPICE cathode voltage variations, which are difficult to control

during a 15-kV pulse that may be only several ters of
nanoseconds long.

The EIA is an RF amplifier, rather than a resonant-cavity

ANODE oscillator, and thus can amplify low-level signals with com-
plex waveforms such as frequency chirp, FM/CW, frequency

FOCUS agile, or phase coded. Good radar MTI performance should
CATHODE ELECTRODE be possible. Solid-state transmitters can provide these com-

HEATER plex waveforms at least up to 100 GHz, but the advantage

Fig. 18. Schematic diagram of an extended interaction of an EIA transmitter would be that the output power
oscillator. In higher frequency tubes, the drift tube cavity is would be as much as two orders of magnitude higher. EIAs
small and difficult to fabricate, have mechanical and electronic tuning bandwidths similar ,

to those attained by ElOs.
problem of focusing a high-current electron beam through The Backward-Wave Oscillator (BWO)
a small hole. A significant advantage of these tubes is their -dl

very long lifetimes. The 95-GHz version is guaranteed for The BWO or carcinotron is a very versatile near-millime-
1000 h with an expected lifetime of greater than 5000 h. ter-wave source because of its capabilities in the areas of

20 -2.5W

05

a,

2

V-v

93.9 94.0 941 94.2

FIREOUENCY

Fig. 19. Power output of a pulsed extended interaction amplifier near 94 GHz [361 The
two curves are for 05- and 2 5-W inputs and represent small-signal and saturated gains,
respectively %
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LOUT UT COUPLING

Fig. 20. Schematic diagram of a typical backward-wave oscillator. This drawing does not
show the external magnet which focuses the electron beam through the slow-wave
structure.

broad bandwidth and high power [38]. Tubes of this type and bandwidths of about 10 GHz (6], [43]. At near-millime-
have been fabricated which are capable of covering an ter-wave frequencies, however, machined structures similar
entire waveguide band with useful power output at fre- to those used with ElOs and BWOs are used, and band-
quencies up to 170 GHz [39]. Alternatively, power outputs widths are limited to about 1-2 percent [44), although
of up to 1 W are available in 10-percent bandwidths at 300 power outputs of 100 W CW or average have been achieved
GHz [40], and Soviet workers have reported useful oper- at 95 GHz. Availability of NMMW TWTs is currently limited
ation of BWOs at frequencies up to 1200 GHz [41]. BWOs to this frequency, although Kramer [61 has published a set
with full-waveguide band capability may be incorporated of curves shown in Fig. 21 which show achieved and
into broad-band sweepers and frequency synthesizers [42]. predicted performance up to 100 GHz. Kramer also gives an
A disadvantage of these tubes is that they require a multi- excellent synopsis of TWT theory of operation. Problems
pie-output, well-regulated high-voltage power supply for with high-frequency operation of TWTs are again caused by
successful operation. fabrication of the very small periodic structures and by

Like the EIO, the BWO uses a periodic or slow-wave removal of heat from them.
structure as the frequency-determining element. Fig. 20 is a
schematic diagram of a typical BWO. In the backward-wave The Gyrotron
oscillator, the signal builds up from the collector, where it
encounters thc electron beam density-modulated by the The gyrotron is a high-power millimeter-wave vacuum-

earlier signal and the periodic structure. There is therefore tube oscillator that uses stimulated cyclotron emission of
feedback via the bunched electrons of the density-mood- electromagnetic waves by electrons (451, [461. This tube is an

ulated beam, and the resulting electromagnetic wave prop- axially symmetric device having a large cathode, an open
agates in a direction opposite to that of the beam. The cavity, and an axial magnetic field. Electrons are emitted

value of the beam current then determines the degree of from the cathode with a component of velocity perpendic-

feedback. When a certain value is exceeded, the feedback ular to the magnetic field so that they are caused to spiral as

energy is so high that the tube oscillates. In this way the they are accelerated through the magnetic field to a colle( -

signa! is amplified until it reaches the output which is tor. This spiraling occurs at the cyclotron frequency of the

situated near the input to the slow-wave structure. Limita- electrons, and it is this frequency that is radiated by the

tions on the BWO are again imposed by the small size and tube. Harmonics of this frequency may also be radiated.

delicate nature of the periodic structure, and by the associ- The coupling between the electron beam and the millime-
ated eiectron-optics problem. ter-wave radiation allows the beam and microwave circuit

dimensions to be large compared to a wavelength, so that

The Traveling-Wave Tube (TWT) the power density and related circuit dimension problems
encountered in almost all other NMMW tubes are avoided-'V,

The TWT and its amplifier version the TWTA, are linear- [471. As a result, gyrotrons are capable of very high output
beam tubes that are roughly similar in operation to the EIO powers and efficiencies. However, the large circuit dimen-
and the BWO in that they use periodic or slow-wave sions generally contribute higher order output modes whi( h

structures to determine the frequency. At frequencies up to may not be compatible with conventional millimeter-wave
50 GHz, this structure takes the form of a helix, and such techniques. Workers in the Soviet Union have obtained 22
tubes have average power outputs of several hundred watts kW CW at 2 mm, 210 kW pulsed at 2 4 mm, and 1.2 kW CW
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Fig. 21. Demonstrated and projected TWT output power for pulsed (solid circles) and CW "

(concentric circles) devices 16). Projections are shown for solenoid and periodic permanent
magnet (PPM) focused tubes.

at 0.9 mm, with efficiencies as high as 30 percent (311, [431. is related to the magnetic field 8 by
In the US, workers at Varian have achieved 205 kW CW at 5 eB
mm. 1

Fig. 22 [481 is a schematic diagram of a gyrotron oscillator m
showing the cathode, anodes, cavity, collector, and output where elm is the ratio of electronic charge to effective
window. Fig. 23 is a detail drawing of the cathode region electron mass, NMMW frequencies are seen to require very
showing the spiral electron trajectories which result from high magnetic fields, necessitating the use of superconduct-
the electrons being emitted nearly perpendicular to the ing magnets for frequencies greater than about 60 GI-z [471.
axial magnetic field direction. Since the output frequency w Amplifier variants of the gyrotron, called the gyroklystron

1. GU1N STRUCTUE
a. EMITTING AREA
3. 1 st ANODE
4. 3,W ANODE
S. CAVITY
6. OUTPUT COUPLING IRIS

0 Y. COLLECTOR
0. VACUUM WINDOW
9. OUTPUT WAVIGUIDI

14, ft. WATER COOLING

Oit, 13. SoLENOS
iii. C62AMKC INSULATORS

20C cm

fig. 22. Shemnati( diagram o~f a gyrotron os illator [(471 Also shovsn ON the, magnetit field
variation over the length of the tube
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Fig. 23. Detail of the cathode area of a gyrotron showing electron trajectories, equipoten-
lial lines, and the magnetic field near the cathode 1471.

ELECTRON SOLENOID GLASS
IAM WINDW

CATHODE

TUBE RING

ANTENNA

Fig. 24. Schematic of a relativistic electron-beam device 1501

and the gyro-TWT, are under development in this country quent emission of electromagnetic radiation. Fig. 24 [501
(47] and have been successfully operated at the higher shows a REB device of this type which uses an iron ring as
microwave frequencies. It is likely that further development the undulator.
in this area will lead eventually to useful NMMW devices. Because of the high currents and ne(essarilv high ac(el-

erating voltages, REB devices are limited to pulsed oper-
Relativistic Electron-Beam (REB) Devices ation. Peak output powers of up to I MW have been

obtained. In addition to being limited to pulsed operation,
Relativistic electron-beam (REB) devices have been em- obaie In a urento ang aiie lerat on,

phaszedby wrkes i thi contry manlyat te Nval REBs require high currents and high acceleration voltages,
phasized by workers in this country, mainly at the Naval which make them very large and therefore useful only in
Research Laboratory e49]-[51J. Probably the most successful the laboratory. Many workers in this field, however, feel
device of this type operates on the principle of scattering of that REB devices can be scaled to tractable sizes by icareful

a low-frequency high-power electromagnetic wave by a dei

relativistic electron beam. High-power millimeter-wave design

radiation is thought to be generated by a Doppler shift
which occurs when the low-frequency radiation is scattered The Ledatron
by the relativistic beam. Another type of REB uses an Another type of vacuum tube which avoids the decreas-
undulator arrangement to perturb the passage of the high- ing size and increasing power density problems inherent in
energy electron beam, thus causing acceleration and subse- the periodic structures of BWOs. 110s, and TWTs is the

MCMIIAN NAMW SOURCES OF RADIATION
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ledatron 152]. This device uses a Fabry-Perot interferometer that consists only of an aluminum cylinder (a beer can was
as the resonant element and takes advantage of the fact used for the prototype) with an axial wire situated in a
that these resonators are several orders larger than a wave partial vacuum, as shown in Fig. 26. A positive pulse applied
length and are therefore much easier to fabricate. Two to the wire ionizes the low-pressure air, producing elec-
different modes of interaction between the electron beam trons attracted to the central wire. Electrons with a trans-
and the resonator are used in the ledatron. In the verse velocity component will then orbit the wire, with
Fabry-Perot mode, the beam interacts directly with the attraction opposed by centrifugal force. Pulses of MMW
standing-wave pattern in the resonator, but in the surface- power up to 54 GHz have been produced by this device,
wave mode, the interaction is between the beam and a and other configurations are under irvestigation. The
backward wave contained in the surface wave guided by orbitron offers the great advantage of electrostatic confine-
the diffraction grating, which forms one element of the ment, with no external magnetic field required.
Fabry-Perot resonator.

Although the maximum predicted frequency of the
ledatron is 3 THz, experimental models have been con- IV. PHASE AND FREQUENCY CONTROL OF NMMW SOURCES

structed which operate at 60-80 GHz with 100 mW of
output power. It is expected that the ledatron will eventu- Increasing use of millimeter-wave frequency bands for
ally find its place as a submillimeter-wave oscillator with communications, radar, and measurement functions has
power output up to 1 W and a tuning range of 30 percent. created the need for more sophisticated and higher

The orotron is a variant of the ledatron which operates in frequency methods of precisely controlling the frequency
the Fabrg-Perot mode. Manifestations of this tube which and phase of sources of radiation in these bands. The
have been built by Harry Diamond Laboratories [53], [54] in availability of higher frequency sources and more sensitive
this country use a curved output coupling mirror so that a receivers has pushed functional millimeter-wave tech-
semi-confocal interferometer is formed. Fig. 25 is a sche- nology to the limit of usefulness as determined by the
matic diagram of this device, atmospheric transmission bands, and phase-locking tech-

niques have been used in laboratory experiments to lock
lasers at frequencies as high as 28 THz [56], resulting in

determinations of the speed of light to nine significant
* --oa u CoupLIN figures and providing methods of precisely determining the

AND WAVIGUIDE
values of other fundamental physical constants. It is prob-
ably safe to say that no other physical quantity has been
measured with the precision with which frequency has
been measured using phase-locking techniques. The reason

IRELEctLCTING LCTRON for this precision of course is that a fairly ordinary crystal
MIRtOR COLLCTOR oscillator, which may have a long-term stability on the

SIAM order of one part in 106, can serve as a reference for phaselocking a millimeter-wave source, whose frequency is then
[ \ I 12nnnnnnnnnnnn / known to the same accuracy. This accuracy can be greatly

improved upon by using, for example, a commercially avail-
O REFLECTING able rubidi-im frequency standard with an accuracy of oneZ DIFFRIACTION 41r 4 G I

GUM AND MIRROR 7 part in 10''. Coherent radar systems have for years relied on
phase or injection-locked transmitters as well as

Fig. 25. Schematic diagram of an orotron oscillator [54]. phase-locked receiver local oscillators to give the level of

frequency control required for determination of target
velocities by the Doppler effect. Furthermore, the very

Other Tube- Type NMMW Sources sophisticated methods of data processing resulting in target
detection in the presence of clutter rely heavily on precise

The peniotron is a variant of the gyrotron in that a methods of frequency and phase control of transmitter and

cylindrical electron beam with a large initial transverse local oscillator.
velocity component executes cyclotron motion in a longi- Several methods of frequency and phase control are used

tudinal magnetic field [32]. In the peniotron, however, the for NMMW sources. The frequency discriminator may be
interaction region is a longitudinal double-ridged wave- used to control frequency to approximately a few parts in

guide, and the angular frequency is twice the fundamental 10'. The phase lock will control frequency to the accuracy
gyrotron frequency. The theoretical conversion efficiency of the phase-lock reference, which may be as good as one

for transverse beam energy is nearly 100 percent, and a part in 101, as mentioned earlier, and will also control the

94-GHz 1 -kW amplifier is under development, relative phase of the source and reference to an accuracy of
The ubitron is a relativistic electron-beam device which a few degrees, after a suitable warm-up period. The most

uses a spatially periodic magnetic field to produce a spa- powerful phase-locking techniques combine the wide cap-

tially undulating electron beam which interacts with the RF ture range of the discriminator with the precise phase
field in a circular waveguide [32], 141]. As with other REB control of the phase lock to result in a frequency control

devices, the ubitron has good potential at NMMW frequen- system that has excellent frequency stability and better

cies, but initial work has been carried out at 54 GHz, where immunity to perturbations which cause loss of phase lock-
150 kW with 5-percent efficiency have been obtained. Injection locking of solid-state sources is also a useful

The orbitron (32], 155] is a very simple MMW oscillator technique, and this approach is usually used in conjunction
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Fig. 26. A drawing of the orbitron, a millimeter-wave oscillator which needs no external
magnetic field [551.

with phase or frequency locking. Each of these methods of in rad/sec • V and s is the Laplace transform differentiation
phase and frequency control will be discussed in the fol- operator. Kd is the phase detector constant in V/rad and
lowing paragraphs. F(s) is the (generally active) loop filter transfer function,

chosen to give the best combination of phase-lock-loop

Phase and Frequency Control Fundamentals frequency stability and phase noise performance.
Frequency control of a VCO is effected by a discrimina-

A block diagram of a basic phase-locking system is shown tor, which is a device that has an output voltage propor-
in Fig. 27 [57), [58). The output of the voltage-controlled tional to the difference between the VCO frequency and
oscillator (VCO) mixes with that of the reference oscillator some reference frequency. Since discriminator error voltage I

in a phase detector mixer to generate a phase error signal, is proportional to frequency and not phase, frequency-con-
which is in turn fed back through the loop filter to control trol loops are not as "tight" as phase-control loops, and the
the phase of the VCO. The VCO is a phase integrator and frequency errors are therefore greater.
its transfer function is Ko/s where K0 is the VCO constant It was mentioned that the combination of a frequency--f is HS K j-" 4 LOOP

° t%.T E FILTER

K d  [ Fls)

Fi. 27. Block diagram of a basic phase-locked voltage-controlled os(illator0
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ig. 28. Block diagram of the Henry [591 phase and frequency control circuit. The devices
represented by crossed circles are mixers.

and a phase-control loop provides a very powerful phase- power from the reference oscillator is injected directly into
locking method. Such a circuit has been devised by Henry the output of the oscillator to be controlled by means of a
[59], who designed his circuit to lock klystrons used for circulator 1621. It is generally used for pulsed sources, be-
radio-astronomical applications, although the same tech- cause the methods of phase control discussed earlier are
niques apply to millimeter-wave sources in general. Pickett more easily used for CW sources. The rationale for injection

(601 has modified Henry's circuit to operate with a digital locking is that radiation from all oscillators builds up ini-
phase-frequency detector. Fig. 28 is a block diagram of the tially from broad-band noise in the device. The injected
Henry phase lock showing the phase- and frequency-con- signal provides a coherent basis for this buildup, causing
trol loops. Assuming that the source is not locked, it will the source to oscillate in phase with this reference signal.
generally be oscillating at a frequency such that the dif- The reference signal is a phase-locked oscillator generally
ference between the IF and the reference oscillator is out- controlled by the methods described earlier.
side the capture range of the phase-lock loop. In this case, The frequency of a phase-locked source is characterized
the discriminator captures the tube and pulls it within range by both short- and long-term stability. Long-term stability is
of the phase lock, where the discriminator is disabled. In almost totally determined by the quality of the reference
this way the phase- and frequency-control loops do not source, and is usually specified as parts per million of
interfere with each other but act in a complementary way frequency deviation per unit time. Times for this specifica-
to combine the wide capture range of the discriminator tion are usually long-1 h, or one day are common specifi-
with the precise frequency and phase control of the phase- cation times. Short-term stability is determined by the qual-
lock loop. ity of the reference source, the inherent FM noise of the

Another approach to extending the capture range of the phase-locked source, and the response of the phase-lock
phase-lock loop involves activating a sweep-search mode if loop. Short-term stability is usually characterized as phase
the source loses lock. Since most phase-lock loops have noise, which is a measure of the FM noise in a given
much narrower capture range than sources have electronic bandwidth at a given frequency displacement from the
tuning range, a source will likely remain unlocked if it is carrier. It is normally measured in decibels below the carrier
unlocked because of a perturbation or upon initially apply- peak, and for convenience, the specified measurement
ing power. If this occurs, the sweep-search mode is initiated bandwidth is sometimes chosen to be 1 Hz.
to sweep the source through the proper frequency repe- Another property of phase-locked sources is that such a
titively until lock is regained. The sweep is usually a 1-Hz source can never have a better phase-noise spectrum than
ramp that is applied to the frequency control input of the its reference oscillator; in particular, it is not difficult to
source when diagnostic circuitry senses that lock is broken. show [571 that the phase noise of the NMMW source can %
Fig. 29 is a block diagram of a circuit used extensively to never be better than 201ogN plus the phase noise of the ,.
lock solid-state oscillators [61], which incorporates a reference, where N is the frequency multiplication ratio,
sweep-search mode for wide frequency capture range. The Fig. 30 shows the relationships between reference phase
sweep-search circuitry is incorporated in the loop electron- noise and NMMW source phase noise. At ;,rpquencies at
ics and driver block which the phase-lock loop has control, the 20log N rela-

Injection locking is a method of phase control in which tionship is maintained, as shown. When the loop begins to
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Fig. 31. Spectrum of phase-locked 94-GHz Gunn oscillator. Scales for 5 MHz (horizontal)
and 10 dB (vertical) are indicated on the figure.
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Fig. 32. Measured phase noise of 94-GHz Gunn oscillator showing relationships between
the reference source, the phase-locked oscillator, and the free-running oscillator [62].

sponding phase noise spectrum of this source is shown in value and also generates a coarse frequency control voltage
Fig. 32, which also clearly shows the relationships discussed for the source through the D/A converter. This latter volt-
in the last section. It has also been possible to lock an age pulls the source frequency within range of the phase-
IMPATT oscillator at 116 GHz using this circuit [631. The lock loop which captures it and locks it to the desired
phase noise of a reflex klystron oscillator at 116 GHz is frequency. In the U-band synthesizer mentioned above, a
shown in Fig. 33 [64] and photographs of the spectrum of discriminator was used to augment the capture range of the
this source are given in Figs. 34 and 35, which show near- phase-lock loop. Also, the IMPATT-based synthesizer uses
carrier and broad-band results, respectively, bias tuning of the source, whereas the BWO svnthcsizer

By using the phase-locking techniques discussed above, applies the coarse frequency control voltage to a dulerent
it has been possible to build broad-band sophisticated tube electrode than the phase control voltage. ",
IMPATT-based frequency synthesizers at frequencies up to Injection-locked IMPATI oscillators have been used in an
W-band (70-110 GHz) [65], [66]. A full waveguide band all solid-state pulsed coherent W-band radar [67]. Fig. 37 is a
synthesizer based on the BWO has also been built for block diagram of the transmitter output stages which have a e
U-band (40-60 GHz) [42], with indications that the same peak output of greater than 10 W, and Fig. 38 shows the
techniques could be used up to D-band (110-170 GHz) spectrum of this transmitter. Note that this spectrum de-
Fig. 36 is a block diagram of such a synthesizer. The desired parts little from the theoretically ideal sin? x/x 2 for a rectan-
frequency is entered into the microcomputer, which sets gular pulse.
the frequency of the reference synthesizer to the proper Injection priming of [IO tubes has also been used to
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Will improve the spectrum of this sour( e 1081. [6c)J The term
"priming" instead of locking is; used because generally not

enough power is available for true injection locking of this
device. Besides improving the spectrum. intection priming
has been shown to effectively eliminate start-up titter in the
HO.) allowing output pulsewvidths as short as 2 nis

V CON( LiSIONS
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iug.35.Brod-bnd pecrumof kyston scilatng t 1sources have advanced in power and frequency (overage to
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Fig. 37. Block diagram of a pulsed 94-GHz 10-W injection-locked solid-state transmitter
168].

nology will continue to be found. As these advances are
made, the ideal simple, reliable, broad-band, high-power
NMMW source will be more closely approached.
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Atmospheric Effects on
Near-Millimeter-Wave Propagation

RONALD A. BOHLANDER, ROBERT W. MCMILLAN, SENIOR MEMBER, IEEE AND JAMES 1. GALLAGHER,

FELLOW, IEEE

Invited Paper

Utilization of the near-millimeter-wave band is limited by atmo- of molecular absorption, emission, and refraction and those
spheric effects on propagation. Although this paper is restricted to due to turbulence will be covered. These are normally --
clear-air effects, it is pointed out that these phenomena, which are thought of as clear-air phenomena, but they are also an
molecular in origin, are also present to a significant degree in
adverse weather. The paper surveys theoretical and observational important component of adverse weather effects, which
knowledge concerning absorption, emission, refraction, and turbu- will be reviewed in a later paper.
len( e effects in clear air and in the spectral range 90 to I000 GHz.
,Modeling practices are also reviewed.

I. INTRODUCTION 11. MOLECULAR ABSORPTION

The effects of the atmosphere have been paradoxically A. Theory,
both a hindrance and a boon to the development of near-
millimeter-wave technology. For many years, this spectral The major molecular absorbers in the near-millimeter
range was handicapped, not only by formidable develop- wavelength region are H.,O and 0.. A few minor (on-
ment problems, but also by concerns about atmospheric stituents can be seen weakly, such as 0.. and have been
attenuation which is significantly higher than at longer the subject both of ground-based and high-altitude investi-
wavelengths. A resurgence of interest in near-millimeter gations (e.g., [81, [91). However, these have a negligible
waves came about in response to problems at shorter wave- impact on utilizations of the band for communi(ations,
lengths. Infrared systems, while able to operate in both day radar, and the like. Molecular absorption at these frequen-
and night, are frequently unable to perform through clouds, cies occurs principally through the excitation of rotational
fog, or smoke. Near-millimeter waves are able to penetrate transitions, and its strength is usually determined bs, the
these obscurants with reasonable compromises in range size of the molecule's electric dipole moment. Mole(ular
and angular resolution. Activity in near-millimeter-wave oxygen is the weaker of the two principal aborbers be-
propagation research has increased in recent years in re- cause it is a homonuclear diatomic w,,rith no ele(tri( dipole
sponse to needs for better definitions of the limitations. In moment. It is able to make relativelY weak tran,,itions, ,in(o%

addition, it is recognized that certain processes in molecular it exists in a triplet-sigma ground state %,ith two uncoupled
physics or atmospheric optics can be studied with special (electron) spins, which give the molecule a magnetic mo-
advantage in this part of the electromagnetic spectrum. ment. Absorption due to oxygen shows up clear not from

A number of commendable reviews have appeared (e.g., its intrinsic strength but from the large (on(entration of 0.
[11-171) which examine in some detail the available litera- in the atmosphere. The water molecule on the other hand
ture. The present review will not attempt to repeat their has a strong electric dipole, and in spite of the light atoms
critical efforts but rather provide a relatively terse account in the molecule, the spacing of the absorption resonances is
summarizing what is known and what are the frontier relatively close due to the molecule's bent shape and the
issues. The review will cover effects of importance in the consequent asymmetry of it, rotational inertia Absorption
frequency range 90 to 1000 GHz and will be divided in two resonances of both oxygen and water mole( ules are shown
parts to be published separately In this first part, the effe ts in the calculated spectrum in Fig. 1. The level of absorption

between these resonances has a considerable (ontribution %
from the wings of strong resonance,, of water at higher

Manus ript re(-ived Sep niber 0, 19%4. ,i,' i s.. Si'lteriw '. I frequencie,
1984 The on-going in.,seigation \ the auithor, In th a ,vla , An important toot in modelng atmospheric absorpton is
viewed in this paper is suipported b6 h iJ S Arni RarI h ()ff( An imp t

under Contracts DAAG-2q- 0-K-(Y5 andt DAA(,-.C1(-8I -K 01 -1 the (ompilation of atmospheric absorption resonance
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,0'| used in the infrared. For many years, collisional line shape
10-1 formulas have been used which were derived [16]-1181 with

O a simplification known as the "impact approximation" in

V to which it is assumed that collisions occur in infinitesimal
intervals of time. This can give a fairly accurate picture of

I 10 - the line shape within intervals of frequency equal to a few r
lo, times the linewidth since this regime corresponds to time

intervals of the order of the time between collisions, or
100 longer. (One can think of collisional line broadening as a 6.

0o" kind of modulation process.) The details of the events

within collisions begin to have an effect on the line shape

0 2 400 Goo 0oo iooo as the frequency difference from a given line center ap-
proaches the reciprocal of the collision durations. Recent

FREOUENCY (GHz) work has made progress in methods to include the finite

fig. 1. Atmospheric absorption coefficient for a horizontal duration of collisions in the theory [191, [201, and some
path near sea level calculated with the model in [371. Solid general constraints on the shape of lines far from line
line is the total predicted for absorption by water and center have been clarified. For frequencies distant from a
oxygen molecules in the atmosphere. The positions of oxygen
lines are indicated with arrows. The dashed line shows the given line by more than the reciprocal of typical collision
continuum component' of the model calculated with (2). durations, some type of exponential decrease is required in
Conditions assumed. T = 288 K. dry air pressure P, = 101 3 the line shape formula [21]. This represents less absorption
kPa (1013 mbar), partial pressure of water vapor e = 1.7 kPa in the far wings of lines than has been heretofore predicted
(17 mbar, i.e., saturated). After f37. by impact approximation formulas and is understandable as

a smoothing of the modulation process. However, the in-
clusion of a mean collision duration is not the last hurdle to

nized [11], [12]. A word about nomenclature is appropriate the development of an adequate theory, as may be seen
here. The term resonance, to denote regions of peak molec- from an appreciation of the physics of the collision pro( e,s

ular absorption, is physically more satisfying; however, the as well as from comparisons of observation with prediction.
convention in spectroscopy is to call these peaks "lines," The problem faced in understanding atmospheric spectra
and this paper will comply to avoid confusion with the is that the water molecule, the prime absorber, undergoes
literature. The AFGL tables comprise extensive lists of line molecular interactions complicated by relatively strong at-
positions, intensities, widths, and energy levels from which tractive forces which are to some degree not spherically
the absorption coefficient at a given frequency Y may be symmetric due to the shape of the molecule. Atraclive
calculated according to interactions are believed to be responsible for the observa-

tion of increased absorption between lines when temper-
a() = qy_ S,,/(, ,,,) (1) ature decreases. There has been a controversy aboul whether

this absorption signals the formation of dimers or should be
where i,, is the line position, 5,, is the intensity, ,/(V, ,,,y,") understood as monomer line wings sensitive to the altra(-
is a function which describes the shape of the lines, y,, is tive part of the potential energy of interaction. For simpler
the linewidth, and q is the concentration of the absorber. molecules (which have spherically symmetric shapes), ab-
As shown, a simple summation is made over all lines in a sorption caused by unbound, metastable, and bound pairs
band, since line-coupling effects may be neglected for can be predicted in the correct proportions at a given
atmospheric molecules in the near-millimeter spectrum [131. temperature [22], [23]. In general when the temperature is
Allowance is made for the temperature dependence of the low by comparison with the binding energy of mole( ular'%
line intensities with the help of tabulated energy levels, and pairs, dimers are numerous and plax an important role in-1
for the temperature dependence of linewidths, with the the absorption of such simple molecules. Although this 0,

r IV
help of detailed calculations for at least two temperatures condition is met for pairs of water molecules, (thi heat of
[14], [15]. Since the width of lines in the troposphere arises formation is believed to be at least as large as 0 12 e, as
from collisional broadening, this parameter depends on the compared with kT = 0.025 eV [24]), the theory of the
barometric pressure and the partial pressure of the absorb- relative importance of different kinds of pair interahtions
ing gas [14]. [15]. As a result, in the gaps between lines, has not been extended as yet to asymmetric nole ules
absorption by water vapor has two terms, one that increases Microwave transitions of water dimers have been oh-
linearly with water molecule concentration (line broad- served in molecular beams [251 and are (onsistent ,kitfh the
ening by air), and one that increases quadratically with lowest energy structure calculated from mol'cular orbital
water molecule concentration (self-broadening). The accu- theory (e.g., [26]). However, molec ular beams provid' what
racy of tabulated data on line parameters is reviewed in [10] is an essentially very cold mole(ular environment, and an'

and is generally adequate for modeling. Widths are d fficult analysis of observed room-temperature laborator ,,pe( Ira %
to measure, but by far the most uncertain item in any shows no band structures simplv related to the know, n
model is the shape of the lines a few linewidlhs away from low-temperature form of the dimer [241 If dlin(rs do (on-
line (enter, particularly when an entirely theoreti(al de- tribute a signifi(ant part of the absorption at room tvi'nlip('r-

scription is used. atur', it would appear that thi, must exist In man\ ,trit -

Interest in the physics of line shape has been spurred in tures differernt from the lowest rn,, rgs form While theit\ -

the near-millimeter spectrum since much of this region's doe's not yot pred( I h o the spe( trum ()i the iimer %'i)1 els

utility lies in the intervals of frequen(y between lines, and ,ihtio rieasing ternperalure. oner would expe(t (inidr

there significant limitations are imposed by m(ole( ular ab- ali, ( hang(s, I,' ( e irent (aI uilations 12,[ inh( at' that
sorption, even more so than in tho,,e regons ommonly the rlonsplherI(al part of the pule'ntiil i nrgf, furt tiouu-
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which defines the particular configuration of lowest energy, C. Anomalous Attenuation and Recent Work
is relatively weak.

In the complementary arena of line broadening theory, Several significant researches have been reported since

some progress is being made toward the inclusion of more the reviews mentioned above which have been motivated

aspects of the intermolecular potential energy, but a com- by another controversy involving claims for the existence of

plete inclusion of what is known [26) will be a formidable anomalous attenuation ascribed to complexes of water of -

undertaking. Thus a satisfactory, completely theoretical de- various sizes [32]-[34]. The conditions under which this is

scription of water vapor absorption is not presently avail- said to be observable are ones of high humidity with clear

able, and current models of atmospheric transmission are air or fog present, and ones of low temperatures in which

empirical, relatively weakly bound complexes might plausibly be
favored. Consequently, such conditions have been given

B. Observations more attention in recent work. Examples of anomalous
absorption indications are given by a narrow-band labora-

There are several fairly recent reviews of data on the tory study in a special untuned cavity at frequencies of
transmission of clear air or of atmospheric constituents 115-126 and 213 GHz (29], [351 and a Fourier spectroscopic
measured in the laboratory [2], [6], [24], [27]. Such data are investigation of atmospheric transmission in the range
not easily obtained as may be elaborated briefly by the 150-870 GHz [36]. Both showed increases in specific at-
following generalizations concerning the various methods tenuation with decreasing temperature (below 290 K) which
used. were much larger than expected both by comparison with

1) Spectra can be obtained with Fourier spectroscopy, but previously observed temperature dependences in higher
available black-body, wide-band sources are weak, and temperature ranges and by consideration of the tempera-
require liquid-helium-cooled detectors and relatively long ture dependences likely to be associated with energy levels
integration times for satisfactory results. Spectroscopy per- in the water molecule and expected intermolecular intera(-
formed instead with multiple or tunable narrow-band tion energies. Moreover, the absolute attenuations derived ,h

sources sometimes requires tedious tuning operations, but from these experiments were considerable in engineering .

generally offers greater accuracy at a given frequency. terms; namely, in the range 5-20 dB/km at various frequen- .
2) Laboratory studies have the advantage of better control cies between about 210 and 300 GHz, values which if

of the subject constituents, their pressures and temper- correct would have a noticeable impact on applications of
atures, but the disadvantage of limited path lengths relative near-millimeter waves. A number of results have appeared
to the kilometer size links important in applications of the since which do not show these effects and raise doubts
band. These frontiers have been pushed back through ex- concerning their validity.
treme care in fabrication of open-resonator cells [28] and A careful laboratory study has recently appeared of at-
through the development of large, untuned resonator cells tenuation at 138 GHz [28]. An open resonator was used i.
[29]. which care was taken to avoid adsorbed layers of water on

3) In direct atmospheric research there is relatively greater the reflecting surfaces which might add spurious attenua-
difficulty in specifying the atmospheric conditions and, of tion. Results were obtained for temperatures of 282 and 300
course, a lack of control of these conditions, but in several K and for various mixtures of nitrogen and water vapor This
on-going researches, a greater effort on characterization is has been used to determine empiricai corrections to model
being made. There are also difficulties in obtaining an spectra (see below) which have been used to make com-
absolute scale of transmission or absorption, since the parisons with other data, No support for low-temperature
atmosphere cannot be "pumped out" in order to obtain or high-humidity anomalies was found and agreement with
signals from the same experimental apparatus with no data in previously mentioned reviews [2]. [6]. 1241, [2-] ,

atmospheric absorption and thereby to make allowance for good. Reasonable agreement has also been found [3-1 sith
instrumental losses and losses due to beam divergence, new results at 110 GHz [381, [3q] in wNhi h te(hniqu 's sere

Narrow-band measurements have something of an ad- used that were closely similar to those 1291 [351 h,(h

vantage in that the beam divergence in the far field can be previously showed anomalous attenuation, although an al-
calculated and experiments involving multiple paths can be ternate analysis (39] still finds an anomalous hms\-tempera-

analyzed in such a way that instrumental losses are ture effect at several frequencies between 29c) and 110

eliminated [301. Those who employ Fourier spectroscopy, GHz, its (ontribution to total absorption is not large
and many who use narrow-band sour(es, must settle for New Soviet Studiefs have re(entlv been des(ribed [40]. [411
relative transmission measurements from which the change of measured attlenuatlion in the frequen( range 180-420

of attenuation for a given change in humidity or tempera- GHz over a I 5-km-long atmospheric path The zero of the
ture can be obtained. When the database is large enough, attenuation s(ale was found by extrapolation from relative,-

extrapolation to zero water vapor is possible [31], and an measurements at various humidities, a method that was

absolute scale for the important water vapor component mentioned earlier Excellent signal-to-noise ratios were ob- -

can be established. tained, and no indi( ation of anomalous temperature depen-

4) Slant-path radiometry has also been used to measure dences or unexpected spe(tral features were found in the ..

emission and absorption, but the difficulty of knowing the temperature range 263 to 282 K Previous work bv these

atmospheric constituent (on(centrations and temperatures investigators [421 is (onsistent with an absence of soc1uh

over the path complicates the interpretation of the results effects, and recent Soviet laborator\ results also Support

Despite the diversity of methods, a (onsensus is forming these conclusions [411

on data of sufficient quality and consistency [2], 16], [24], [271 Although proponents of th- existem Ie of anomalous ab-

that an adequate basis exists to construct emlpirn al model, sorption (aution that their observations may applv to (0(a-

useful over a fair range of clear air conditions in the atmo- sional nonequilibrium events 1321. the tide appears to) be

sphere The spectrum in Fig I illustrates Su( h a ( al ulation running toward a belief that such (onditions are evither *',*
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quite rare or nonexistent. Nevertheless, recent activity phenomenon but rather an artifice which is added in to
spurred y' this controversy has fostered significant in- simplify caic ulations and improve agreement with observa-
provements in millimeter-wave propagation models [281, tions. Unnecessary discrepancies with observations can re-
1371, and further benefits can be anticipated suit when parts of a model are obtained from different

sources and happen to be incompatible. There is a consid-
. Empirical Models of C/ear-Air Transmission erable need for future standardization of practice to avoid

this source o~f confusion Further work is underway on
There have been major efforts to develop comnputer mod- comlparisons of the effectiveness of competing current

els of near-millimeter-wave propagation at several national models as regards agreement with observations in the
laboratories, the U.S. Air Force Geophysics Lahoratory [431, course, of the present eiw.it was rioted that the rec ent
[44]; e.g., the U S. Army Atmospheric Sociences t aborators Soviet results, [401, [411J mentioned above differ from lpredic -
[45], and the National Telec ommunicat ions and tnfornmation tions based on) the modiel In [28)1. 37) by plus and minus 1 -7
Administration f1)8], [37]. [46]-1[481. All hiver( been extended dB/knl). depending nty rqeco rdtossuo
to inc lude effects of adverse weather, which will be c onsid- ,seNt Ade n troofr nun( or 58ti ssude

ered in a later paper esideste Addvantagesof cottona spee fro8ri

tn the interest of computing speed, the general practice siden the numbter of Ii nes t atica uspted fromi ite~

in these models is, to compute the sumrmation in (1) only iproveensmhaer alo bieenmei the spe(kuaed with

for lines near the region of interest and to add to this a term Ichproeeints naeale eenr cade i ahc u sated wIish

that slowly increases with frequency. This represents all the wha facitate r dling (fnverti(nc e al ( or~ slant 1ah i hish

otributions due to the wings of lines% at other forequencies many fliaye armicldeino thecalcur lats if whic h

and due tc) other possible absorption mec:hanisms in water maylyrarIn ueinte(l ltosreof\hih

vapor wvhic h have been) mentioned. it has been c:ustomary aratlwpesesnd(seutvh\, e nrov

in this field to refer to this term as 'c ontinuom absorption" lines. Fig. 2 is an example of ,uch) a c altulation for a

although this is ncot entirely consistent with previous usage
in spectroscopy, its magnitude has, been determined by 1.0
fitting to observations and thus compensates for the limita-
ticons whic h exist in c urrent theory. in early empirical mod-
ielinig efforts [491, data for limited conditions of barometric Z
pressure, absolute humidity, and temperature were utilized2
in the fit, and thus, there was inadequate underpinning to !

the assumptions made concerning the dependence of the W

magnitude of this term on thosev variables. In particular,
nadequate attention was paid to the effect of sel f-broad-
offing on the hurnidit, dependence and to the steepness of 0.0
the temperatlure dependence in the gaps between lines. A 0 t00 200 300 400

rec ent formulation of the c ontinoum term a, [281, [371 FREOUENCY fGHz

given by Fig. 2. Iran.nissiiin oi .I wiual plu t rrrigh fiu .J 1,

a , = ( 0 3 9 7 P 11 ' 4 6 0 5 f - T I ) ( 2 ) mbta iit r i l t ii I ii r m~ i l te h o w h I - - p 11i'\5 I Il

is, fnuch inlpriosi'd in this regard and is illustrati'd in Fig I nofiti ahli' hc't~v ' (i -v iI (fi ,, i i. T I.,

liv theii dashed c urve( H-ere, the w ater \apor partial pre'ssure jtnrii,phviurCi \~iftirt 'i i~~.int,

p is in kPa ( = 10 mbar), the dry air p~ressure P, is in kPa,
lrequenc t, p Is in (Jil, and the c ciitiiruurn absorptioni nf-f standard afmirsphi're, triim whi( h it ria\ i i). i tiat ()ill\

t( iwrit a, iIn dB1/kmn In anioflwr an0proac fir, " oiltilo- in the gaps between Iit his Wi i P (, ~ii iwan I li i

ofn lias been dierive'd from the wings, of ain imrnil( als nels with zenith attcnuitirni wii hi iii les, tlimii ." 18f t, i

moifiei line shape that has beeni suin e-slolls titti'~l to data one-wasdt zenith franrrsrr'siorr

in) paits ot the millinmeter- and near-millin-efter-sxaeTigumsl
as \wel l as to the infrared, with iorl\ four fitting paramewters III FsIssiN ANDI Ri Ii T (im I,
being nec essars [4 I Urission iiid ietrat liiii hs flit airim-p tr Iwoimo ri.l 1,.

C omparisons between tornrulaiimns of1 a, rstii 1 as Ir [')A][ fre- only hrII'fls silo 1, prili~lo) )iiI irt, 0 ,1))iiiIln'i
are diffir ult ti rymake, and assess siic Ie the lines inic ludid in
the inc -htt-lirru' part oit a gis.ei modid1 arrd thie line laif sha epnh)i t r g'r finis ei-if I fatIf A-- i m i

formurla used are seldom the sain.' frrr iinu miodel tio fOi c Irlacferi/atiol) Cfth n wrtu'iiinilmg\ (l t "il- I iis-'-ri

nlext. These c hcic in. (all ha-i a (11,11111,11C ethi'ct lint ifl', on) Is rulatod fio absi iltion lI K ill fitii t , 15% ind Iiti a,

the magnitude of tfu u nnploinnfar u illliniuni term liut tioli h\ thei Krniiwrs Krmniig ritiir'fi m -p

also, for exoampl' on Its apprnrt triou(luo i'1)eildom 1,

Some wiorkers, show a ( oliurl10nfl sith I siiili'l fri'11cii'io \
dependern e like thiat in (.) dolnil ilfls A (Wi irinnunr 55 tt

two or mnon' urfleu fiiol pintf J. I I.l [.' ~ -I .] t hr ifil IO twar Ti i ni mm-tif irid i i 0i, n .. ins. i r'In

parent tferpvr,1fUw. iipf-ridil I, oif fli- i oiirtuimiiii " -inn thfim riilI -rungs ironmil is,mmfmri 1''i 0" Ii- Tm-imi I

lark, attic fed b,, theh w inn'' su l tim f r isli it m ii n i ii O I fl, mit -rn tiriv, 'illstirit lot it I i fii %%If

rnurllIl calI(Ulatilil and ii', sans s rifi fr,-qkwmiim [.';I ilit Ri, ii h liI-urns uipirmmsmmi,iim -\, .i r-(ir m i-m ii i.

us(' oif cimntunin i tiulfyiuis i I 11 o n III l mm I(' W mrrit ' r I)tit Tig l ' Is Ilmmtfiiiritl\ msXj n-, I, Is .i tm~ - tr r
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P received from the atmosp. ,e by 1 radiometer at 1.0
frequency v by [51) Z

P()- kTa(P)riidvAQ1/2  (3)

where d, is the receiver bandwidth and A and U are the z
effective receiver areas and beam solid angles, respectively.
If the atmosphere could be represented by one homoge- 0.0
neous slab of air, T, would be given by "0 00 200 3 40

Ts T-(1 - t) + T,( )t (4) FREOUENCY (GHx)

Fig. 3. Slant-path transmission inferred from emission mea-
where I is the transmission through the slab, T is the air surements [52] (dots) and compared with a model calcula-
temperature, and the last term is due to the cosmic back- tion of transmission (431. Slant secant = 1.09, integrated water
ground and is small. vapor column density, derived from radiosonde data - 9 1

In (4) it is assumed that the atmosphere is in thermody- mm precipitable. After [431.

namic equilibrium, and thus its thermal emissivity, by
Kirchhoff's law, is equal to its fractional absorption (1 - t). models referenced in the previous section, they should
Gradients with height of both temperature and molecular probably be given less weight of confidence than models
concentration are modeled by approximating the integral based on laboratory or horizontal-path measurements where "4
relationship the atmospheric conditions can be better specified.

T, T.(z) K(-,,z) dz + T, (P) t (5) There is interest, of course, in levels of atmospheric
Ti) /0 f zK )d5 emission for their own sake as they impact astronomical

observations [52], [54], [55], communications [6], [56], and
by a summation over thin spherical shells in the atmosphere radiometric surveillance.
which are taken to have uniform conditions. Here K(', z) is
a weighting function which determines the contribution of B. Refraction
the air temperature at altitude z to the sky brightness
temperature and is given by In the near-millimeter-wave range, atmospheric refractiv-

) d ity can be described as a sum of a constant term N.,
K, Tt(0, z) (6) derived from a sum of contributions by lines at all frequen-whez cies, and a dispersion term Nd, due to the water and

where oxygen lines in the region

t(0, Z) - 10 0 iJ'." (7) N - No + Nd. (8)

(Note: refractivity is equal to the refractive index minus one
if a is expressed in dB/km. and is usually expressed in parts per million of unity, ppm,

When one wishes to determine the transmission of the equivalent to the term N-units which is frequently seen.) In
atmosphere over vertical or slant paths, one can in principle common with the radio-frequency and microwave regions
point a radiometer at a source of radiation outside the of the spectrum, the nondispersive term used in near-milli- .,%

atmosphere, such as the sun, and correct the received signal meter-wave models (57]
for what is known of the source radiance and the antenna N - K,(P./T)Z-' + K(e/zT)Z, + K(e/T)Z ' (9)
coupling efficiency (both functions of frequency). In prac-
tice, these corrections are difficult and some simplifications depends strongly on the amount of water vapor present ma
may be realized if, instead, emission from the atmosphere is the atmosphere (expressed here as the partial pressure e)
measured and the corresponding transmission is inferred This differs from the case in the visible or near-infrared
[521 If the distribution of atmospheric temperature with parts of the spectrum, where the nondispersive refractivity
height is known, from radiosonde observations for example, depends almost entirely on barometric pressure (equal to e
measured spectra of T8 can be inverted through (5)-(7) to plus the partial pressure of dry air P,) and temperature T.
find the transmission of the path. If the water vapor distri- Equation (9) is not an exact theoretical form but, with
bution is also known or can be estimated, a mean radiating K, = 7.760 K/kPa, K2 - 7.15 K/kPa, and K3 = 3.750 x 10'
temperature can be assigned by a Curtis-Godson-type ap- K2/kPa, one which fits [57], [58] observations well. The
proximation 1501, (531. Then (4) can be used to obtain a factors Z. and Z. are nearly equal to unity [58], [59] and
simple approximate inversion to transmission. An example correct for the nonideal gas relation between density and
of data inverted by this means [52) is shown in Fig. 3 and pressure. It is interesting that a small but statistically signifi-
(ompared with a calculation based on a recent empirical cant discrepancy has been found (57] between the above
model 143] values of K, and K, and those which best fit theoretical

This and other recent comparisons [37], [54], (55] between refractivity calculated from tables of line parameters. It has
models and slant-path observations have shown reasonable been suggested (57] that this indicates either an error in
agreement The significance of these (omparisons is tern- values of the strength of certain key lines in the water vapor
pered, however, by the s(ant amount of data available pure rotation band or an effect of association by water
(on(erning the humidity and temperature profiles over the molecules.
paths studied Some workers have attempted to deri,.e The dispersive term is calculated [371, (46], [47], (60], [61]
(ontinuum expressions for use in empirical models on the as a summation over lines, similar to (1), but with a line
basis of slant-path emission observations (521 Although sha, d iived from / by application of the Kramers-Kronig
these do not greatly differ in predicted absorption from the relat,, \ typical value of N, is 350 ppm, and by compari-
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ISignificant work has also been done in the microwave
IsO" region (e.g., [68]), but millimeter-wave or near-millimeter-

wave studies have only recently been given prominent00 -attention. The possible propagation effects which may be

so catalogued are fluctuations in received intensity, angle of
arrival, propagation delay, frequency, and polarization, of2 0 ....... ..... - r - i which the first three may be expected to be significant at

"-SO near-millimeter wavelengths. In image formation, the phe-

r r nomena can be manifested as scintillation, image dancing,
--O and image blooming, of which the first two are important at
LW such wavelengths.
-1 0sO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . As pointed out in [3], turbulence effects have sometimes

o 200 400 600 600 000 been discounted for near-millimeter waves, since scattering

FREOUENCY (GHz) by turbulent eddies is a diffractive effect, which naturally is
Fig. 4. The dispersive part of the atmosphere's refractivity stronger at shorter wavelengths. This is demonstrated by
calculated with the same model and conditions as in Fig. 1. the following expression for the expected log-intensity vari-
For these conditions the total refractivity at 0 Hz is 350 ppm. ance of a received signal [601:

son, the dispersive term illustrated in Fig. 4 is important 0
in, -0.496 k-L11 2 73( L 10)

only in the vicinity of the strong lines, such as those at 557, 1
752, and 988 GHz. Observations of dispersion in the near- in which k is the wavenumber 2w/A, L is the propagation
millimeter range are thus far available only at low resolu- path length, L, is the size of the largest turbulence eddies,
tion from dispersive Fourier transform spectroscopy [62], and C, is the refractive index structure parameter, a mea-
but no significant discrepancies with models have been sure of the spatial variance of refractive index. The reason
identified. that turbulence effects cannot be neglected in the near-mil-

The practical effects of clear-air refractivity are to pro- limeter-wave picture is the significant contribution by water
duce phenomena which may be grouped into ones result- vapor to the refractive index that distinguishes this regime
ing from large-scale structures in the atmosphere, such as from shorter wavelength regions, as mentioned earlier, and
diurnal and weather changes, overall temperature and water the fact that water vapor inhomogeneities in the atmo-
vapor gradients or inversions, tidal effects, and the like, and sphere can be large. Fluctuating signal strength is not the J:.
those involving small-scale structures such as those pro- only propagation issue of interest. Since at these wave-
duced by turbulence. The former will produce varying lengths, high-precision tracking and adequate image forma-
propagation delays, beam bending, beam ducting, multi- tion systems may be constructed with antennas of mod-
path interference, etc. Except in the immediate vicinity of erate size, it is particularly of interest to know whether
strong water vapor lines, as mentioned above, these effects fluctuations in angle of arrival may show up as significant f ,/
should be closely similar to those found in the microwave [69].
region, since the refractivities in the two regions are very The near-millimeter-wavelength regime is of consider-,/.
nearly equal and the sizes of the atmospheric structures are able interest for a number of other reasons. Some con- P
large compared with the wavelength in both cases. One troversy has arisen over the interpretation of observations
distinction may, however, be found for multipath-type ef- near the center of water vapor lines of moderate strength
fects near the ground where reflected signals off the ground where the refractive index must be treated as complex, as
may contribute to a propagated wave. In this case, the will be discussed further in later sections. Such frequencies
ground effects will differ at near-millimeter-wave frequen- are of practical interest as possible choices for controlled- I-r".
cies from those at lower frequencies due to significantly range communication links. Another distinction from shorter
different scattering properties. Little experimental attention wavelengths is that near-millimeter wavelengths are no
has thus far been given to these large-scale phenomena in longer much smaller than turbulent eddies, but rather are
near-millimeter-wave propagation. Studies are being made comparable with the smallest ones. This so-called inner
of the effects of small-scale phenomena, however, as de- scale of turbulence 1, is of the order of a few millimeters.
scribed in the following sections. On the other hand, it is possible to construct antennas or

antenna arrays which are as large as the largest eddies, or
IV. TURBULENCE the outer scale of turbulence 1,, which ranges from a meter

to a few meters in size for propagation near the ground,
When the wind carries inhomogeneities in the atmo- and possible to have propagation ranges for which the

sphere through a propagation path, fluctuations in several Fresnel zone of size VX/TL is also comparable with 1,,. This
properties of the propagation result. In clear air, turbulence has given investigators an opportunity for interesting tests
is the cause of inhomogeneities in both the refractive index and extensions of theoretical models.
and the absorption coefficient of the air. The refractive
variations explain the familiar visible phenomena of star A. Theory
twinkling and the shimmering of distant images on a hori- Aho

zon on a hot day. Many aspects of the effects at visible and If one may assume that turbulent eddies are distributed 9.

near-infrared wavelengths have been explored, after semi- in the neighborhood of a propagation path in a homoge-
nal theoretical work by Rytov [63], Chernov [64], and neous and isotropic fashion, the Kolmogorov model [661 of
Tatarski [65], and detailed reviews are available [5], [66], (67] the eddy spectrum says that the refractive index spatial
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variance is proportional to the two-thirds power of the for which the value of C'2 is smaller in the near-millimeter
separation of two measurement points Ar when Ar is region than in the near infrared.
between 40 and Lo- i.e., A formulation was given earlier in (10) for the expected

(An 2 ) = CnAr21 3 . (11) level of intensity fluctuations that applies [601 when 1) the
wavefronts are spherical, 2) the transmitting and receiving

The brackets denote ensemble averages which can usually antennas are small relative to a Fresnel zone VX7L, and in
be replaced by time averages (according to an ergodic turn, 3) the Fresnel zone is small compared with the outer
hypothesis). The constant of proportionality C,, which also scale L,. The corresponding expression for angle of arrival
appeared in (10), is the key refractive index structure param- variance is [64]
eter relating the turbulence structure to the resulting opti- 1(4

cal effects. In general, the index of refraction must be %
considered to be complex, and strictly, terms should be where p may be interpreted as the spacing of small anten-
added to (10) for the contributions of the variance of the nas (or the width of a large antenna) used in measuring the
real and imaginary parts and for the covariance of these angle. Since with two or more antennas in an array, one
components. The terms involving the imaginary part are actually measures the phase difference variance, known as
due to spatial variations in absorption, and it has been the phase structure function D, an alternate description is
estimated that, except in special circumstances, the contri- 2, A 1.09kLCp 5 13  (15)
bution of absorption to fluctuations will be difficult to 0 1
observe in the near-millimeter-wavelength range [601, [61]. where, in both (14) and (15), the dependence on p holds
The discussion will return later to this topic, but for the when vXT < p < L0 [72]. At larger antenna spacings, one
time being can be simplified by ignoring the terms involv- can sense the outer scale by a drop-off in the slope of D,
ing the imaginary part of the refractive index, with p. A transverse coherence length p, is sometimes used

Since both air density and water vapor concentration which is the value of p for which D, = 2 rad 2 . Since in the
affect the refractive index, the structure parameter C11, can near-millimeter-wave range antennas are usually smaller
be expressed in terms of analogous structure parameters for than or comparable with p0, the main source of image
temperature, humidity, and barometric pressure. Pressure degradation expected from turbulence is from image danc-
variations can generally be neglected 160], and C2 is given ing rather than image blooming.
by In early derivations of expressions such as (10), (14), and ,-

_22 Cr (15), it was assumed that scattering by eddies was weak
S + A (12) (i.e., that scattering angles were small) and to reinforce this

(Q) assumption, it was additionally assumed that 3 L ' 4, or
where the A coefficients have been calculated from the more simply, that X c e0. Whereas these inequalities are
refractive index spectrum [60], [61] and Q denotes water readily satisfied at visual wavelengths, they are not so in the ,

vapor concentration. Frequently, the earth's surface near-millimeter range, where X - e. It is reasonable to ask
evaporates or transpires a considerable amount of water whether small eddies are able to sustain significant reso-
vapor. In these instances, the humidity fluctuations in the nant scattering in this regime, similar to that familiar in Mie
boundary layer are considerably larger in relative terms than scattering from rain drops. However, recent work [73]-[75]
the temperature fluctuations [60], [701, say has shown that the formulas derived under the assumption

of weak scattering are still a good approximation when
(2-a 104 ! X > eo provided thatA < p0 or L,

< Q) or), 1"An important dimension underlying the phenomena dis-
cussed thus far is the spatial spectrum of turbulent eddies

and humidity variance dominates the refractive index struc- and the resulting time spectra of modulations in propa- A
lure This can result in values of the near-millimeter wave gation. Between the inner and outer scales of turbulence,
C;', which are larger by an order of magnitude or more than the Kolmogorov model gives [67]
ones in the infrared, which are mainly sensitive to tempera-
ture structure. -2,(K) = 0.033C ' /3 (16)

That this is not always the case may be seen trom the for the spectrum of refractive index as a function of spatial
following considerations. The last term in (12) is propor- wavenumber x. For smaller scales (larger wavenumbers than
tional to the covariance of temperature and humidity, C) 27w/40), refractive index variations are small and a Gaussian
= (ATAQ)/Ar" / , which can generally be approximated for tail can be added to (16) [65], [67]; for larger scales (smaller
the boundary layer by [601 wavenumbers than 27/.,,), turbulent phenomena merge

CrQ _ ~ [ C2  C; 1 /2 with the large-scale variations in the atmosphere that were_ 'Q - + .C2 C (13) enumerated in Section Ill-B and are ill-defined in form InT)(Q) - I()' (T)' general, the variations in refractive index continue to in-
The positive sign is usually found during the day and the crease in size as the wavenumber decreases below K =
negative sign during the night, due to a change in the 21r/L,, but with some decrease in slope until some consid- N" t'

direction of the temperature gradient near the ground. erably smaller wavenumber is reached ',,

Since A, is negative (i.e., refractive index decreases with When a transverse wind carries the turbulence structure
increasing temperature), the last term in (12) acts to reduce through a propagation path, the spatial spectrum helps to
the near-millimeter-wave refractive index structure. Under determine the resulting modulation spectrum for propagat-
some dry conditions, it can substantially cancel the contri- ing electromagnetic waves An approximation that is fIre-
bution of the other two terms [71] and result in a situation quently invoked is that turbulent eddies are "frozen in",
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i.e., last for times which are long by comparison with the variance [67]. In summary, for Fresnel zones which are ,
time taken to cross the path. Not all eddies are equally typically one to a few meters in size and for receiver
effective in creating modulation, and so fluctuation spectra antennas or arrays of the order of one to a few meters in
measured in a propagation experiment do not closely paral- size, the important fluctuation frequencies are expected to
lel (16). For instance, eddies approximately equal in size to be in the low part of the audio spectrum in clear air
the Fresnel zone are particularly effective in producing turbulence.
intensity fluctuations, and the resulting spectrum of such
fluctuations does not fall off rapidly with increasing B. Observations
frequency f until f> fo - v(2wkL) - / 2 [76], as illustrated in
Fig. 5(a), where v is the cross wind speed. For fluctuations The preponderance of experimental efforts have thus far
in the phase difference between two receivers separated by been directed at intensity fluctuation effects as these re-
p, eddies of a scale similar to p are particularly effective, quire less apparatus. The frequency dependence [70], [77] "
and the fluctuation spectrum has the form illustrated in Fig. and path length dependence [70] in (10) have been verified
5(b). In contrast, the total phase in a link fluctuates slowly by simultaneous observations at multiple frequencies in
with a spectrum dominated by the largest scales in turbu- ranges covering 36 to 230 GHz and over paths of different
lence and by the other large-scale phenomena which have lengths. Expected changes when the outer scale L. happens
been mentioned. For this reason, it is not meaningful to to become smaller than a Fresnel zone have also been
give an expression analogous to (15) for the overall phase observed [77]. Less attention heretofore has been given to

verification of the refractive index factor in (10) due to the
requirement for a considerable investment in micro-

to meteorological instrumentation to enable predictions of C.
lo' a to be made. This need was perceived in recent years [69]

a\a and several significant efforts are now underway. A com-
%°f-8/3 parison of observed microwave values of C, with ones ".-, %calculated from measured values of C' C2 and CTQ has 1.

162 shown reasonable agreement [71]. Observations have re- .. ,
.-2 ~ ~ 00 lcently been obtained for near-millimeter-wave intensity

O io o- fluctuations (in the range 116 to 173 GHz) as well as for
l, (a) detailed micrometeorological parameters [70], [78], and a
I o direct test of (10) will thus be possible.,O-, - Observations of the spectrum of intensity scintillation

2 have also netted interesting results. The general form of Fig.
5(a) has been confirmed [79], including the expected falloff%

,o$ with fluctuation frequency to the -8/3 power at high
frequencies (761. Studies in the neighborhood [801, [81] of

dil0 , the oxygen absorption band near 55 GHz, somewhat below
t- , 16- ,d 06 ° o* o 'the near-millimeter range, have demonstrated that inho-

(b) mogeneities in absorption in the atmosphere produce an
2 10 xexpected increase [81]-[83] in fluctuations at low fluctua-

,o1 tion frequencies, above those due only to the real part of

the refractive index, as sketched by the dashed line in Fig,
5(a). One would expect similar effe.ts to be observed near

io, significant water vapor absorption lines in the near-millime-

lo2 ter-wave region.
,- Observations have been reported, however, of effectsfor l' op -o' which have the opposite sense; namely, striking decreases

NORMALIZED FLUCTUATION (by a factor of five) in the relative intensity fluctuation

FREouENcY levels in the center of a moderately strong water vapor line

(c) near 325 GHz [84], [85], as compared with nearby regions
between lines. Attempts at theoretical treatments [85]. [86], Is' .,

Fig. 5. Theoretical form of fluctuation spectra for the prop- have taken account of the fact that propagation paths have e..

agation of spherical electromagnetic waves [761. (a) Log- to be much shorter in such instances due to the high level
intensity spectral density normalized by multiplying by the
factor fo/o 1, Frequency scale normalized by dividing the of absorption (30 dB or more) and thus refractive s(atering
fluctuation frequency f by ro = v(2fr t) '12 where v = can become relatively more important than diffra(tive
cross wind speed The dashed line shows expected low- scattering. Although it has been shown that in par(ular
frequency behavior when absorption adds significant circumstances, a decrease in fluctuations (an occur, present
fluctuations. The exact frequency where it loins the solid ine theories predict muc"h smaller decrcases than thoe, oh '%

will depend on relative importance of absorption and refra( -
tion [811. (b) Phase difference spectral density normalized b served [85], [86]. A small departure has also been rr'pcirt"d
dtvid-ng by the phase structure function D, Frequency scale [87] from the usually expe(ted log-normal distribution of
normalized by dividing the fluctuation frequency f by s/p. intensit, for a region of high absorption in the millimetir ,
where p is the spacing of the points with different phase (1)wave sptrum. There is an pportLinitv here for fUrtfii'
total phase fluctuation spectral density normalized by multi-
plying by the factor 4f/o4' The fluctuation frequent s(ale work to consolidate the picture of phenornena that a(I on)-
is normalized as in (a) pan high absorption, whit I are of n,i)re than a( adermni
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interest due to potential applications in the communica- see clearly the expected departure at larger spacings due to
tions field, for example In further investigations, it would the effects of the finite size of the outer scale of turbulence
be advisable to eliminate some of the existing uncertainty [721,
through observations supported by detailed micrometeorol- In the longer term, such studies will be useful in af-
ogy of the temperature and humidity structure fording the opportunity for detailed comparisons with the-

Relatively little attention has been given until recently to ory, but for the present they have also provided useful
the important topic of angle of arrival or phase difference orientations concerning the qualitative importance of van-
fluctuations. Apart from measurements conducted at micro- ous types of weather in producing degradation in propa-
wave frequencies [681, there were some observations near gation due to turbulence (or turbidity from suspended or
150 GHz based on the use of a receiver which switches falling hydrometeorites) Summertime conditions when
between two apertures, which showed angle of arrival transpiration or evaporation of humidity are strong have
fluctuations with a standard deviation of about 100 /rad provided the largest fluctuations yet seen. Over a path of
[88]. The present authors, with collaborators from the Na- about 1 4 kin, intensity fluctuations up to 40 percent peak-
tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and the to-peak and angle of arrival fluctuations of a few hundred
U. S. Army Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory, have been microradians have been observed. At the other end of the
engaged in a new study in the frequency range 116 to 173 spectrum have been fog conditions in stationary air, for
GHz that covers both intensity and angle of arrival effects which fluctuation levels have been about thirty times lower or

[781 It is being conducted over extremely flat and uniform [78]. Generally, precipitation events have provided inter-
ground cover to eliminate as many complications as possi- mediate levels of fluctuations. This may at first seem surpris-
ble to the turbulent structure. Simultaneous measurements ing since during a rain storm, fo, example, there is plenty of
of the micrometeorological parameters that characterize available humidity and, in addition, fluctuations from
humidity and temperature structure are being made along scattering by rain Offsetting those influences which in-
with observations of standard meteorological parameters, crease the effect of turbulence, is a typical decrease due to
Near- and mid-infrared scintillations are also recorded, cloud cover and the removal of strong heating at the
Measurements have been conducted in a wide range of ground. Even so, of the factors which increase the flu(tua-
weather conditions throughout one year, but are at the lions during a storm, preliminary indications appear to rank
time of writing in only a very preliminary state of reduction. the humidity effects as being the most important [7E, pretty *

The angle of arrival measurements are derived from a 10- much in line with expectation [89]. This stresses the impor- .1
m-wide by 1.5-m-high inlerferometric receiver array, and an tance of the study of turbulence not only in clear air but
example of results typical of summer daytime conditions also as it is superimposed on adverse weather.
dominated by humidity fluctuations is given in Fig. 6 as a The discussion of turbulence effects in this review has
function of horizontal receiver spacing. The Kolmogorov been confined essentially to horizontal paths fairly near the
5/3 power law (15) is shown for comparison, and one can ground where the atmospheric conditions can be reason-

ably uniform and readily characterized by in situ measure-
1.o iments. Little attention has been given to turbulence effects

on near-millimeter-wave propagation over slant paths. One
might argue that slant-path effects will be smaller in most

0.50 o regards due to shorter interactions with the layers nearest
the ground where the refractive index structure constant is.
expe(ted to be highest. The foregoing discussion has also %

0.20 been restricted to spherical wavefront- , as these are often
0.20 encountered in practice. However, models for plane-wave

and beam-wave cases also are available (e.g., [67], [76]. [90])
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MEASUREMENTS OF PHASE NOISE SPECTRA OF
SELECTED MILLIMETER WAVE KLYSTRONS*

1

G.W. Rosenberg**, R.W. McMillan and V.T. Brady

Georgia Institute of Technology
Engineering Experiment Station

Atlanta, Georgia 30332

Abstract

During a program whose objective is to the 700 MHz IF was downconverted to 30
measure millimeter wave atmospheric turbu- kHz. In determining the phase noise, it
lence effects, the phase noise spectra of is assumed that the Al noise of the
phase-locked klystron oscillators operat- klystron is small compared to the FM
ing at 116, 140, and 173 GHz were measured, noise.
This paper describes the results obtained.

Figure 2 shows the phase noise spec-
Introduction trum of the 116.3 GHz klystron. The solid

curve was measured by using the HP 105A
This paper describes the measurements reference and the dashed curve with the

of phase noise spectra of three Varian/ 8640B reference. The spectra of the 140
Canada millimeter wave klystrons, phase- and 173 GHz sources were measured only
locked at frequencies of 116.3, 140 and with the 8640B and showed little differ-
173 GHz. The phase-lock system is similar ence from the corresponding 116.3 GHz
to that designed by Henry [1], and uses a spectrum. These spectra do not show spurs
discriminator for coarse frequency correct- at 60 and 120 Hz due to the power line;
.ions and a phase-lock system for precise these spurs are about 20 dB above the
phase control. background level.

Description of Phase-Lock System Figure 2 shows that the phase noise of "
the 116.3 GHz klystron locked to the 8640B

Figure 1 is a block diagram of the is significantly better than one would
phase-lock system used for these measure- expect by adding a factor 20 log N (N is
ments. A nominally 100 MHz reference the multiplication factor) to the pub-
oscillator is used to lock an X-band lished phase noise of the 8640B. Hewlett-
phase-locked solid state source with an Packard advises that this is because the
output in the 8.0-8.5 GHz range. This oscillator has been significantly improved
signal acts as the local oscillator for a since the specifications were published,
harmonic mixer which downconverts the and that the specifications are very con-
klystron output to an intermediate fre- servatively given. Locking the klystrons
quency of 700 MHz. The amplified IF to a tunable oscillator provides signifi-
signal is split into two equal signals, cant advantages in source tunability and
one of which drives the discriminator phase-locked modulation capability.
resulting in an error signal Qutput pro-
portional to the frequency difference Photographs of the klystron spectra
between the IF and a 700 MHz reference are shown in Figures 3 and 4 which shcw
signal, and the other gives an error the broadband spectrum of the 173 GHz
signal proportional to the phase differ- source and the near-carrier spectrum of
ence between these two signals. The 100 the 116 GHz source, respectively. The
MHz reference oscillator used in these slight asymmetry in the near-carrier
experiments was a Hewlett-Packard 8640B spectrum is thought to be caused by a
tunable cavity oscillator which allows for slight relative drift between the HP
tuning of the klystron output. For some 105A and the audio spectrum analyzer
of the measurements a Hewlett-Packard 105A local oscillator.
quartz frequencystandard together with a
multiplying chain was used to generate Conclusions
the 100 MHz reference for comparison to 6
the results obtained with the tunable The results of this paper show &
oscillator, that it is possible to phase-lock

millimeter wave klystrons so that
Results of Measurements spectral line widths are less than 1

Hz if a high quality reference source
Measurements of phase noise were made is used. Alternatively, the klystron

on the 700 MHz IF signal by using a may be locked to a tunable cavity
Systron Donner 0.01-18 GHz spectrum oscillator to add tuning and frequency
analyzer for the spectral range greater modulation capability, with slightly
than 10 kHz from the carrier and a degraded near-carrier phase noise.
Hewlett-Packard 3580 audio spectrum
analyzer to observe the near-carrier
spectrum. For these latter m-asurements
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Figure 3. Broadband spectrum of 173
GHz klystron. Vertical

(10dB) and horizontal (2MHz)
scales are indicated. Measure-
ment bandwidth is 100 kHz.

7.J

Figure 1. Block diagram of Henry
phase lock system.

Figure 4. Near-carrier spectrum of 116
S ",GHz klystron with measurement

bandwidth of 1 Hz. Vertical
(10dB) and horizontal (5Hz)

scales are indicated.

Figure 2. Phase noise spectrum of 116.3

GHz klystron measured with

crystal and cavity oscillator
reference sources.
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A MILLIMETER WAVE RADIO FREQUENCY SYSTEM FOR ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE MEASUREMENTS*

R.W. McMillan, V.T. Brady, G.W. Rosenberg**,
and G.F. Kirkman

Georgia Institute of Technology
Engineering Experiment Station

Atlanta, Georgia 30332

Abstract

This paper describes a millimeter wave sequential values of 0, w/2, n, and 37/2
atmospheric transmission link operating at and the voltage output of the receiver 'Jn
116, 140 and 173 GHz designed to measure corresponds to each of these values.
the mutual coherence function (MCF) for Under these conditions, it is possible to
transmission through atmospheric turbu- show that Vn is given by [3J
lence. The transmitter and receiver local . 2 Pr cos - 3(r)oscillator are phase-locked, and the IVi 1 1 1V1 1 'V21 ro
receiver mixers are second harmonic types
in the cross-guide configuration. The where the mutual coherence function for
receiver uses double conversion, with atmospheric propagation is given by
intermediate frequencies of 930 and 30 agi
MHz. A 30 MHz signal combining network
uses phase shifters and video detectors to MCF - p(r)ei0(r) (2)
determine voltages proportional to the By varyiug a through the indicated
parameters required for determination of sequence, it is possible to solve forthe MCF. P(r) and 0(r) as follows:

Introduction 2 2

8(r) .tan'1 Iv901 " Iv270 (3'
Atmospheric turbulence is known to IV I - IV1801

have deleterious effects on the propaga-2 2 2i
tion of visible and near infrared radia- 2 (fro12 - .1801 (IV0I . V27tion through the atmosphere. At longer [2(r)] 9 ?702wavelengths, one would not expect the 16 IV1 I V21
effects to be as significant because of
the dependence of the log amplitude The millimeter wave radio frequencyvariance of intensity fluctuations on v7/6 system is designed to measure the para-
where ,j is frequency. At frequencies for meters V2 required for calculation of
which atmospheric moisture has a signifi- P(r) and n(r).
cant effect on propagation, however, the
absolute humidity structure parameter ; Millimeter Wave Link
as well as the temperature structure para-
meter CT and their cross-correlation CTQ The transmitter and receiver local
contribute to the magnitude of the index oscillator are phase-locked to allow for
of refraction structure parameter C2, a narrow receiver bandwidth and resultinz
where for visible and near infrared radia- improvement in signal-to-noise ratio.
tion only C2 contributes [1]. These Klystrons locked to solid state X-band
moisture contributions make millimeter sources which were in turn locked to
wave turbulence effects significant, and stable oscillators were used for both
fluctuations in intensity of 1-3 dB and transmitter and receiver. Phase-lcking
angle-of-arrival of 300 urad peak over a is not necessary to determine the para-
I km path may be expected. meters of Equations (3) and (4) but was

found necessary for calibration in addi-
Parameters Measured tion to giving the improved noise per-

formance indicated above.
The apparatus used to measure the

effects of millimeter wave atmospheric The transmitted frequencies were 116,
turbulence consists of a transmitter 140 and 173 GHz, and the receiver local
separated from a four-receiver array by a oscillator frequencies were one-half of
distance of 1.3 km. The four receivers these values since X2 harmonic mixers
are separated by 1.4, 2.8, and 5.6 m, so were used. These mixers have conversion
that six possible pairs of receivers losses of about 20 dB in this cross-guide
separated by distances varying from 1.4 to harmonic configuration. Double conver- I
10 m are used for the measurements [2]. sion has been used, with IFs of 930 and

30 MHz. Figure 2 is a block diagram of
To determine the MCF, consider the an- one channel of the receiver, showing the

tenna pair shown in Figure 1. V and variable attenuator and phase shiftertena airshwnin igre . nd V2  used for calibration.%Ire the voltages measured at eac indi- on
Vidual antenna. The phase shift an takes on
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Instead, a series of relay lenses, W6
termed a lens bean waveguide [41, was
chosen to distribute the LO signal, as
illustrated in Fig. 3. Twenty-one lenses,
152 mm in diameter and made of high-density
polyethylene were used, but the longest run
between the klystron and a receiver
involved fifteen. Corrugated conical horns
couple the LO signal into and out of the
bean waveguide and produce a bean with a
Gaussian-shaped field profile [4).

The lenses have a curvature and
spacing (737 mm) such that they are
confocal [4]. The horn feeds were designed
such that a beam waist occurs, for a
frequency of 55 GHz, half way between the
lenses as shown in Fig. 3. At a higher
frequency, the feed pattern changes and the
beam waist shifts, but at every odd
numbered lens in a series, the beam returns
to the size that couples efficiently to the
output horns. Since all legs of the beam Fig. 1 Cutaway of transmitter van
waveguide have an odd number of lenses, it showing transmitting antenna
works well over a wide frequency range. mounted on a pedestal.

The splitting of LO power between the
paths to the various receivers is
accomplished by stretched electroformed
nickel meshes. Selections were made of
meshes of different reflectance to balance
the power to all receivers at crucial
frequencies. It is calculated, from ";
measured lens and mesh parameters that
about ten percent of the klystron power
launched into the beam wavequide is
delivered to each receiver. Satisfactory
mixer performance has been obtained with
this system.

The first field tests, described
elsewhere in these proceedings Ell, have "0

demonstrated the success of the designs I
presented in this paper. A notable
achievement is the lens beam wavequide LO
distribution system with its wide frequency
range. Fig. 2 Receiver array showing four

antennas above the I-beam supportAcknowledgement: This work was supported by and one below.
the U.S. Army Research Office under
Contract DAAG29-81-K-0173. The assistance
of our research collaborators at the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration is gratefully acknowledged.
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A Quasi-Optical Millimeter Wave Transmitter and
Receiver Array for Measurements of Angular Scintillation
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J. M. Newton, A. Davis, and 0. A. Simpson*

Georgia Institute of Technology N
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This system, used to measure the
effects of atmospheric turbulence at
frequencies between 116 and 173 GHz,
comprises a front-fed, off-axis parabola As shown in Fig. 1, the antenna is
transmitting antenna located 1.4 km from a mounted on a pedestal which goes through
receiver array. The five antennas in the the floor of the surrounding van, down to a
latter receive local oscillator power from concrete pad which provides stability in 4.
a phase-locked klystron source via a low- pointing the antenna. The van and antenna
loss lens beam waveguide distribution have been sited on a berm such that the

system, transmitter is at the same height above the

Introduction plain as the receiver array (namely 3.5m).

A key part in the Georgia Tech and R iver Array

National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration study of millimeter wave Each receiving antenna in the array
atmospheric turbulence effects (1-3] has comprises k conical corrugated horn feed, a
been the development of an appropriate 305 mm diameter polyethylene lens and a
antenna system. The equipment may be large, optical quality diagonal mirror for

transported to sites of interest and has beam steering, as may be seen in Fig. 2.
been used at a specially selected site [I] All are mounted on a large I-beam that
near Flatville, Illinois. The use of 'an rests on two pillars anchored to concrete
array of receivers allows phase differehges ground pads for stability and isolation
in the wavefront, and hence angle of from the surrounding semi-trailer van.
arrival scintillation, to be measured. The The array may be termed non-redundant,
method used is described elsewhere in these since any combination of two antennas,
proceedings l-2h. gives a unique spacing for which the

relative phases of the signals can be

Tmeasured. The six intervals in the
horizontal direction are 1.43, 2.86, 4.29,

Three objectives met in the design of 5.71, 8.57 and 10 meters, intervals that
the transmitter antenna are: (1) it fills are not only unique, but nearly uniformly
the receiver array for propagation distributed. Preliminary results L1]
distances of 1 km or more; (2) it avoids indicate transverse coherence lengths in
overfilling the receiver array and has "the propagated radiation that are within *

minimal sidelobes; *and (3) it gives far the dimensions of the array. Thus the array

field conditions at the receiver. A picture size is well matched to the measurement
of the design solution is shown in Fig. 1. requirement. One antenna shown in Fig. 2 is

The primary antenna is an off-axis, 1.43 m below the horizontal row of %
rectangular (610 X 152 mm) section of a antennas. This allows differences in
paraboloid reflector. As a result of the vertical and horizontal scintillation to be
unequal height and width, the antenna measured.
pattern is spread out horizontally and is
narrow vertically, efficiently filling the Lens DIam Wavguide LQ Distribution
receiver array which is 1.5 m in vertical

ten p0mr is forontProvided that all receivers use the 
extent and 10 m in horizontal. The mirror same LO, it is possible to measure
was copy-turned from solid aluminum, meaningful phase differences. The mixers inThe primary is front fed by an E-plane the receivers are of the harmonic type so

cOrrugated rectangular horn, without the LO frequencies are in the range 56 to A
Obscuration. The corrugations have been 87 GHz. The LO sources are klystrons with
included to minimize sidelobes in the feed available powers of a few hundredPattern, and further reduction is effected milliwatts. The waveguide size used for LO
by application of an absorbing foam to the components throughout this range is WR-12.
periphery of the mirror. The combination of the limited power

available and the large array size over
which the LO signal must be distributed
makes it important to have high efficiency
in the LO transmission medium. However, the

*Present address: Emory University losses in long runs of WR-12 waveguide may
Department of Physics Atlanta, Georgia 30322 be shown to be too high. %
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clue that the system is capable of Imaging over the/____- _--_

seven-element area used. Receptor Array,- DIODES-

A calculation of the receptor spacing requi red
for diffraction-limited resolution yields a value of ,

3.0 m. We feel that we can decrease our spacing to
maybe 5 mm without affecting the beam patterns, and

thus get within a factor of less than two from
diffracton-limited resolution. It should be o- al-< - a p " i 2.
served that the LTSA samples the image considerably

more efficiently than any wave-guide-type feed, or a Fig. I. A typical near mill'- A possible LISA array.
broad-side planar antenna, since these are all basi- meter imaging system

cally aperture antennas, whereas the LTSA achieves 7
its narrow beam primarily due to a traveling-wave /
mechanism. The conical horn which matches our /
Cassegraln reflector, for example, could not be

stacked closer than 14 am. A comparison of 3,.

realizable feed patterns for multi-beau antennas was

recently published by Rabmat-Samti et al. (7]. This-

papr smes a beau-ahape which is proportional to s-=
(aom0) , and estimates the value of q for arrays of

feed elements, and different element spacings. We /

have replotted their data in Figure 7, and included
our own measured data for the LTSA array, and this \ L
graph clearly shows the superiority of the LTSA in
terms of ability to be stacked closely.

Another demonstration of the capabilities of Fig 3. Optics of the Cassegrain imaging system.
the Imaging system was carried out by constructing a
2x2 array of LTSA's on two parallel substrates. A
program was written for the HP-85, which enabled the
system to track the source. If deliberately pointed

off the source, the system was able to correct its
pointing and return to the target within one step of

the stepping motors, an angular distance of 0.06 de-
gross. Fig. 4. The seven-element LTSA array implemented for

Athe imaging system. The receptors have been numbered
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Observations of Amplitude and Angle of Arrival Scintillation in
Millimeter Wave Propagation Caused by Turbulence in Clear Air Near the Ground

R. A. Bohlander, R. W. McMillan, V. T. Brady, G. F. Kirkman,

N. J. Sinclair, J. W. Larsen, N. L. Blyler, R. P. Lilly, and D. 0. Gallentine

Georgia Institute of Technology
Engineering Experiment Station

Atlanta, Georgia 30332

S. F. Clifford, J. T. Priestley, R. J. Hill, R. E. Cupp, N. L. Abshire,
R. B. Fritz, W. Cartwright, G. R. Ochs, R. J. Lataitis, J. J. Wilson, and G. M. Walford

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
ERL/Wave Propagalr'ir Laboratory

Boulder, Co.oad, 80303

Obse Atiostwrconutdoeth MeteooLopgical EAm.iliLtigObservations were conducted over The overall layout is shown in Fig. 1.
uniform, exceptionally flat farm land in Both ia aiK and path averaginy
Illinois during clear weather in July, meteorological instrumentation (listed in
1983. Scintillation data were obtained at -'le 1) haR been provided. Data collect..
116.30 and 172.91 GHz for a path 1.4 km is coordinated through two stations located
long. Rigorous micrometeorological at 400 and 800 m from the receiver van.
measurements, some of them path averaging, Near each, a rotatable tower places most of
were made along the path. The results of the jn i instruments at the same height
these tests will be described, as the propagation path. It is emphasized

Introduction that fluctdations of humidity, temperature,
A recently started systematic study of and wind velocity can be measured in small

the effects of atmospheric turbulence on volumes and at speeds of at least 10Q

millimeter wave propagation will be samples/sec. The path-averaging optical C 4

described here. In the frequency range and cross-wind instrumentation (31 is a

covered, there have been few previous i.ar infrared scintillometer that provir,.
studies [I1 and little if any attention has a measure of the atmospheric temperature
been given to angular scintillation. The (or density) structure and mean crosswino
present study includes observations of both speed. The laser rain gauge [41 will be

amplitude and angular scintillation, used in later phases of the research.
measurements of micrometeorological Presently 32 channels of meteoro]ogicaland near infrared wavelength data are logged (along with 28 channels ofparnats amillimeter wave data) on a central computerscintillation, and improvements in the in the receiver van. Communication from the
theoretical description of millimeter wave intercvrva.Cmuctonfmthscintillation. The millimeter wave regime meteorological stations is via a special

is interesting because the wavelengths are purpose buried fiber optic data link.
similar in size to the smallest eddy sizes Millimeter Wave E&Akjjtj*
in the atmosphere, and secondly because These consist of klystron transmitters
transmission can be studied in relatively directed over the propagation path to a
clear regions of thespectrum as well as in receiver array with nonredundant antenna
regions of resonant absorption by oxygen separations ranging from 1.4 to 10 m. The
and water molecules. In general, transmitter and receiver are separately
millimeter wave turbulence effects differ phase-locked for low noise. A signal
from those at shorter wavelengths by combining network facilitates .5
depending significantly on thP interferometric measurements from which
.. crostructure of water vapor in the both amplitude and relative phase (or

,t ,osphere. angular) scintillation can be determined.
Details are given elsewhere [5, 61.Observation Site Results a

The propagation path, near Flatville, The first measurement series wasIllinois, is 1.4 km long and crosses conducted during a period July 12-20, 1983
uniform soybean vegetation on ground that when there was clear, mostly sunny weather
is exceptionally flat (one foot or less every day. A second measurement series
:,eight variation). The path is about 3.5 m planned for Nov.-Dec. should also have been
hove the ground. There are no raised carried out by conference time.
.jrects to disturb the wind for at least The analysis of the data is now at a
400 m on either side of the path, with the preliminary stage. Data for midday
:Xception Of the meteorological instruments periods, when convective turbulence was 1

%hich are placed to the lee of the well-developed, show typical amplitude
'4opagation path for the prevailing west standard deviations of about 9 percent at
oinds. This exceptionally uniform 116.30 GHz and 11 percent at 172.91 GHz.
-1vironment makes theoretical descriptions These were determined under approximately11C experiment tractabie. Trae jt. ,- the same conditions of temperature and

f"r 1a full range of temperate ,one humidity fluctuations and show the expected
O"'lher for further research, dependence on electromagnetic frequency

I. Near midnight, when the atmosphere is
CH1917-4/83/0000 [164 $0.75 C 1983 IEE



exceptionally stable, fluctuations as much T:16.!,

as thirty times smaller were seen, Table 1. Meteorological Instruments
demonstrating the low noise qualities of
the instrumentation. la Su

Typical midday, relative-phase
standard deviations for the minimum antenna Lyman alpha humidity gauges
spacing (1.43 m) were .175 and .20 radians, Fine wire temperature probes
respectively for the above frequencies. Three-axis sonic anemometers
These correspond to apparent angle-of- Wet and dry bulb psychrometers
arrival standard deviations of about 50 Vaisalla humidity gauges
L rad. The variance of relative phase Barometer
increases with antenna separation to the Propeller anemometer
5/3 power in accord with the Kolmogorov Wind vane
model of turbulence (2, 71 for small Pyronometer
antenna spacings, and increases less Weighing bucket raingauges
rapidly at larger spacings in a way
attributable to the effects of the outer kathl AveLagingq
scale of turbulence (7].

At similar times, the path-averag 2  Optical Cn2

millimeter wave structure parameter Cn  Optical crosswind
may be determined to be 2 X 10-12 m-21 3 , Optical raingauge
much larger than the infrared value Optical distrometer
9 X 10-14 m-2/3 . This is not unexpected
due to the effects of water vapor, but the
calculations necessary to make a
quantitative comparison with theory 181
remain to be carried through.

An experimental program has begun that
promises to yield a wealth of information
on millimeter wave turbulence effects. In Mil li"
turn, it is foreseen that millimeter waves f--
can be developed as a probe of S- e
meteorological fluctuations that will - ---

complement infrared probes. In the near - - - -
future it is planned to add new frequencies - -
and to study precipitation and fog effects. - - -
cknowledoents: The work reported has V-4

been supported by the U.S. Army Research T- - "m ake s,
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T116. 5 FIELD ATTENUATION MEASUREM'TS AT 0.89 -

A.J. Gasiewski, F.L. Merat, ise Western Reserve University.
Cleveland, ORhO 44106.

Field measurements of clear atmosphere attenuation have been
made at a wavelenghL of 0.89 mm, using an optically pumped
far infrared laser as a source. Absolute measurements of
attenuation idicated 4 to 14 8B/km above values calculated by
absorption line compilations. Attenuation sensitivity measure-
ments yielded values 1.5 to 2.0 times greater that the slopes
predicted by monomer theory. Reasonable agreement is obtained
with previously measured data by Tanton and by Ryadov and Furashov.

T116.6 SPECKLE PHENOMENA AT 10 um WAVELENGTH

D.L. Jordan, R.C. Hollins, and E. Jakeman
Royal Signals and Radar Establishment
St. Andrews Road
Great Malvern
Worcs WRl4 3PS
United Kingdom

Scattering of radar and infra-red waves is strongly influenced by the multi-
scale (fractal) nature of naturally-occurring surfaces. Measurements using
CO laser radiation illustrate striking differences between scattering by
fractal and smoothly-varying surfaces. The influence of speckle in coherent
laser radar will be discussed.
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MILLIMETER WAVE ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE MEASUREMENTS*

L.Ob~i. c.4R. W. McMillan, R. A. Bohlander, D. M. Guillory,
ti. LR. H. Platt, and J. M. Cotton, Jr.

Georgia Institute of Technology

CI Engineering Experiment Station
A ./ J p.% . Atlanta, Georgia 30332 USA

S. F. Clifford, J. T. Priestley, R. J. Hill,
and R. 3. Cupp

National Oceanic and Atmospheric AdministrationV Wave Propagation Laboratory
Boulder, Colorado 80303 USA

1.0 Introduction especially large when the sun comes out
This paper *describes after a rainfall, or when the soybeans

measurements of millimeter wave are large enough to give up large
atmospheric turbulence effects made amounts of water vapor by transpiration.
jointly by Georgia Tech and NOAA at a Figure I is a copy of a chart recorder
site near Champaign-Urbana Illinois, trace showing intensity fluctuations of
chosen for its exceptional flatness and a 142 Ghz signal measured on a clear
absence of trees, hills or other morning after a light rainfall (-3mm)
obstructions which might perturb the occurred the night before. Figure 2
atmospheric fields. The measurements shows the corresponding phasewere made at frequencies of 116.3, fluctuations measured between the pair
118.75, 120.75, 142.00, and 173.00 Ghzj of antennas with a spacing of lOi. Large
and under atmospheric conditions of fluctuations of this nature were common
clear air, rain, fog, and snow. The in the summer but did not occur in the
millimeter wave measurements were winter despite the fact that winter
supported by extensive meteorological weather was generally more violent.
instrumentation. Smaller wintertime variations are

Sascribed to much lower absolute2.0 Approach humidity. >,
The turbulence measurement

system consists of transmitter and 4.0 Rein, Fog, and Snow Results
receiver systems separated by a distance Some of the more interesting
of 1.4 km traversing a field planted in results have been observed during
soybeans in summer and covered by rainfall. The MMW attenuation generally
stubble in other seasons. The closely follows the variations of the
transmitter is a phase-locked klystron path-averaging rain gauge except for the
oscillator feeding an offset paraboloid fact that immediately after the rain,
antenna. The receiver is a 5-element the received signal remains lower than
array consisting of 4 elements with non- at the beginning, presumably because the
redundant spacing in the horizontal humidity remains high. These effects are %
plane with a 5th element placed illustrated by the chart recorder traces
immediately below one of the horizontal shown in Figure 3, which show receiver
elements. Each of these array elements channels 1 and 2 measured at 173 GHz
is a superheterodyne receiver, and all during a heavy rain. Because of its
are pumped by a common phase-locked proximity to the strnng water vapor
klystron local oscillator which is absorption at 183 GHz, this frequency is
distributed to the individual receiver. especially sensitive to higher absolute
by a beam' waveguide system. This humidity. There is some indication also
arrangement provides means for measuring from preliminary studies of the data %
both amplitude and phase fluctuations, that the fluctuation spectrum contains
thus leading to a good approximation for higher frequency fluctuations durin
the MMW atmospheric mutual coherence precipitation events as expected d4.
function. This measurement system has A very interesting phenomenon
been described in more detail elsewhere A vy intresig p honoccurs in heavy fog. Figure 4 shows
[1,2,31. chart recorder traces made at 142 GHz

during a fog for which the visibility3.0 Rtesults of Clear Air Measurements was estimated to be 200 m. Note the
We have found that the largest extreme quietness of the traces.

fluctuations in both intensity and phase Measurements of phase fluctuations made
occur under clear air summertime during this fog showed a similar
conditions during which the atmosphere quietness.
is hot and humid. Fluctuations are
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A series of measurements at 116
GE: was made during a snowstorm that
lasted intermittently for two days and
left an accumulation of about 30 cm on
the ground. Weather during this storm .
was fairly violent, with winds gusting
to 20 m/s and with accompanying ground
blizzards. As stated earlier, the 2
intensity fluctuations are smaller for
this case than for the summertime d
conditions represented by Figure 1.

5.0 Conclusions
We have made measurements of MW -.,

turbulence effects at several " • ' " -
frequencies of interest under widely V
varying atmospheric conditions. These Taw 1101111W

measurements are supported by extensive
meteorological instrumentation. It is Figure 2. Phase fluctuations measured
concluded that turbulence effects are under the same conditions as Figure 1.
more pronounced under hot, humid
summertime conditions. Fluctuations
measured in winter are smaller because
of lover absolute humidity.
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ABSTRACT system performance, it is
necessary to have an understanding

Measurements were made of the of the fluctuations caused by
effects of falling snow on turbulence and by hydrometeorite
millimeter wave transmission turbidity. The work which will be
during November and December 1983 reported here is part of a
and February 1984 at a specially systematic study of fluctuations
selected and instrumented site in in both intensity and angle of
Illinois. These show intensity arrival in the frequency range
fluctuations as well as angle-of- 116-173 GHz and in a wide variety
arrival fluctuations for frequen- of weather conditions in all
cies of 116 and 173 GHz. seasons of the year. At these
Transmitter and receiver sub- frequencies, which are high in the
systems are separated by a millimeter band, high precision
distance of 1.4 km over tracking or image formation may be
exceptionally flat terrain. De- achievable with antennas of
tailed meteorological measure- modrrate size, and thus it is
ments have been made of normal particularly of interest to know
variables, micrometeorological whether fluctuations in angle of .-
quantities and particulate para- arrival may show up as
meters. Analyses of results during significant. There have been few
snow are compared with results studies which have addressed this
when the fluctuations are due only question previously (1,2), and
to turbulence in clear air. generally in these, characteriza-

tion of meteorological parametersI
has been scant. In the present

INTRODUCTION study an effort has been made to
measure not only the standard

For a full picture of the meteorological parameters but alsolimitations imposed by the ones which characterize theatmosphere on millimeter wave turbulence and particulates
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present in a propagation path. was chosen for its exceptional

For comparison and additional flatness and general absence of

information about atmospheric t r e e s , h i 1 1 s or o t h e r
conditions, infrared scintillation obstructions. The propagation
has also been measured. In clear path is 1.374 km long and crosses -N

air, the millimeter wave regime is a field which is entirely planted
interesting because t he in soybeans in the summer and has
wavelengths are similar in size to stuble on otherwise bare ground in

the smallest turbulent eddy sizes the winter. The height of the
in the atmosphere, and secondly propagation path above ground is 1
because transmission can be 3.5 meters with a variation of
studied in relatively clear about 0.3 meters. There are no
regions of the spectrum as well as raised objects to disturb the wind
near regions of resonant for 400 meters or more on either
absorption by oxygen and water side of the propagation path
molecules. Turbulence effects on except meteorological towers which
millimeter wave signals are are placed in the lee of the path
distinguished from those at for the prevailing west winds.
visible or near infrared wave- There are farm buildings near the • -
lenths by the strong dependence on ends of the path, and on those
the refractivity and density occasions when the wind is out of
microstructure of water vapor in northerly or southerly directions,

the atmosphere. some inhomogeneity over the path
Although clear air problems can be seen. The exceptionally

are of considerable interest, it uniform conditions usually found,
is recognized that the development however, are essential to make
of millimeter wave systems is possible comparisons with
presently motivated largely by theoretical models of fluctuation
their capabilities in adverse phenomena. The overall layout of
weather. Therefore, it is experimental apparatus is
essential also to cover turbidity diagrammed in Fig. 1 and shown in
effects in a comprehensive study, an aerial photograph in Fig. 2.
and among these are the important
effects of falling snow. 
Wintertime measurements have been
conducted in the periods November METEOROLOGICAL FACILITIES
11 to December 6, 1983 and *
February 11 to March 6, 1984 at a Both in ailu and path
specially selected site in averaging types of meteorological
Illinois which will be described instrumentation are utilized .t
below. During this time, a number this site, as listed in Table i.
of snow fall measurements.-were Two data collection stations have
obtained as well as data on clear been located by NOAA at sites near
air, fog and rain. Due to the the propagation path and 400 and
considerable quantity of data 800 meters from the receiver van.
recorded to date in the program, These are connected by a fiber
there has been time to take only a optic link to a computer network
very preliminary look at the that records 32-39 channels of
results. The objectives of the meteorological data as well as the
present paper then are to acquaint data from 28 channels of
the reader with the measurement millimeter wavelength signals. A
techniques employed and to show third station emphasizing particle
how the level of fluctuations measurements was erected by ASL
caused by snow fall compares with near the receiver trailer during
levels in other types of winter each field test in 1984. Data 01
weather and with clear air from this instrumentation has been
turbulence in the summer, logged independently and only

rough time synchronization has
been required.

OBSERVATION SITE All of the key in ailu.
instruments have been placed on

The site of the measurements towers, such as the one pictured
near Champaign-Urbana, Illinois in Fig. 3, at the same height
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Fig. 1 Instrument Layout

'4 Table 1.

Receiver Meteorological Instruments

-. Lyman alpha humidity gauges
Fine wire temperature probes
Three-axis sonic anemometers

- Wet and dry bulb psychfometers
Vaisalla humidity gauges
Barometer
Propeller anemometer
Wind Vane

- -~ Pyronometer
Weighing bucket raingauges
Particle Scattering probes

(PMS-GBPP and Glassical
4 Scattering)

'.X Particle Shadowgraph probes
(PMS 2D Optical Ray Spectrometer
Probes, OAP-2D-P,C)

Visiometer (EG&G type 207 forward
* ~ scatter meter)

Averaing

A* Optical C 2

Optical crosswind
Tranmittr -~- ~Optical raingauge

__ Optical disdrometer

Fig. 2 Aerial View of Site
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Although precautions have
been taken to obtain a homogeneous
path which can be characterized by

* a relatively small number of
meteorological stations, it is

important to be able to check on
the relationship of these sites to

path averaging instrumentation
shown in Fig. I affords opportuni-

~ ~ ties for such comparisons. In
addition to the laser rain moni-

___________tors mentioned above, near in-
-------- frared scintillometers have been

4- configuled as path-averaging opti-
cal C and cross-wind systems
[5] . R'ey provide an alternative
measure of the atmospheric
temperature (or density) structure
and mean cross-wind speed.

MILLIMETER WAVE FACILITIES

The transmitter and receiver
Figure 3. Meteorological Tower Subsystems were housed, in vans so

that they could be built and
tested at Georgia Tech and then

above ground as the propagating transported to the selected site.
millimeter wavelength beam. Those Once there, semi-permanent 4
probes which must be oriented in a installations were made at
particular way with respect to the concrete implacements which gave
wind are mounted on rotatable optically stable configurations of
booms or stands. Fluctuations of the antennas. The reader may refer
temperature, humidity and wind to (6-91 for further details.
velocity can be measured in small
volumes of air at rates of 25-100 Transmitter
times per second and can be used
to derive the microstructure of The transmitter comprises a
clear air. The temperature probes phase-locked klystron tube feeding
are positioned in the same small a specially designed antenna.
volumes' as those sensed by the Several tubes have been obtained
high speed humidity and wind in order to conduct measurements
probes, and thus important cross- at frequencies of 116.3, 118.75,
correlations of temperature with 120.75, 142 and 173 GHz. There is
these quantities can be derived, no provision for simultaneous
Unfortunately, during precipita- measurements at m ul1t ipl1e
tion occurences, the high speed frequencies, and at least half a
humidity and temperature gauges day is required to change the
must be disabled for their protec- frequency of the overall system.
tion. Precipitation and other Comparisons of results at
particulate counts and spectra are different frequencies have been
obtained from probes that monitor possible, given the availability
scattered light in small volume s of detailed meteorological data

[31,fro shaowgaphs[3]and through which similar atmospheric
from path-averaging laser rain conditions can be identified.
gauges (4]. Results fro the However, some types of weather
scattering probes can be obtained have been sufficiently infrequent
as often as once every second. that, for example, different types
This may make it possible in of snow have been seen at the
future investigations to derive a various klystron frequencies.
rough microstructure of particu- The transmitter antenna is an

lats *off-axis rectangular section (610
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x 152 mm) of a paraboloid the surrounding van, down to a

reflector, front-fed by an E-plane 
concrete pad which provides

corrugated rectangular horn. The stabilty in pointing the antenna.

shape of the antenna causes the Not shown are the boresighted

millimeter wave beam to be spread 
gunsight and He Ne laser used for

out horizontally and to be narrow intial aiming, nor the high

vertically. This efficiently density polyethylene window on the

fills the receiver array which is rear of the van through which

10 meters in horizontal extent and transmissions are normally made.

1.43 meters in vertical. Low side-
lobe levels have been achieved by Receiver Array
the use of corrugations in the
feed and absorbing material on the Since it is desired to
periphery of the large reflector. measure not only intensity
A fixed horizontal (E-plane) fluctuations but also fluctuations
polarization is transmitted for in angle of arrival, it is
compatibility with the receiver necessary to employ an array of
where there was a slight design receiver antennas. Then by
preference for this polarization., measuring the fluctuating relative
Consideration is currently being phase of signals from the

given to the additi-on of antennas, angle of arrival
polarization versatility through variations can be determined.
the use of optical waveplates for Each antenna in the array is
future measurements. This would a 305 mm diameter high density

enable measurements to be made of polyethylene lens fed by a conical
differences in the millimeter wave corrugated horn. Beam widths in
fluctuations for a few types of the frequency range covered are
polarization, differences which between 7 and 10 mrad. The aim Sr

might be expected particularly point of the antennas is steered
during falling snow. by large optical quality diagonal

As shown in Fig. 4, the mirrors, and stable pointing is
antenna is mounted on a pedestal achieved by the support structure

which goes through the floor of that comprises a large I-beam

00'

Figure 4. Transmitter Van
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resting on two pillars anchored to Lens Beam Wavequide LO Distribution
concrete pads, as illustrated in
Fig. 5. Alignment with the trans- Phase measurements are accom-
mitter was achieved in two steps. plished with superheterodyne
First, each polyethylene lens was receivers at each antenna which
replaced with a smaller clear lens share a common local oscillator
of the same focal length and a signal. Post-mixer signal process-
preliminary visual alignment made' ing will be described in a laterThen the polyethylene lenses were section. The mixers used are of
replaced and the millimeter wave the harmonic type and klystrons at
signal levels maximized, half the frequency of the trans-

The array may be termed mitter produce the local
nonredundant, since any pair of oscillator signals. The combina-
antennas has a unique spacing for tion of the limited power
which the relative phase of available and the large array size
signals can be measured. The six over which the LO must be distri-
intervals in the horizontal buted makes a high efficiency
direction are 1.43, 2.86, 4.29, distribution system essential.
5.71, 8.57 and 10 meters, Losses in long runs of
intervals which are also nearly conventional waveguide may be
uniformly distributed. Results shown to be too high.
have shown that these array Instead, a series of relay
dimensions span the range of lenses, termed a lens beam
transverse coherence lengths waveguide 10], was chosen to
observed in conditions of moderate distribute the LO. Corrugated
to strong turbulence. As may be conical horns couple the LO into
seen in Fig. 5, one antenna is and out of the beam waveguide and
located 1.43 meters below the produce a beam with a Gaussian-
others and has been used to make a pd aieam wih. Gas rn
limited number of measurements of betweshaped field sprofile and the morun
vertical angle of arrival distant antenna involves fifteen
fluctuations for comparison with lenses, and along such a run,
the more detailed study of electroformed mesh beamsplitters
horizontal fluctuations. split of f LO power for

intermediate antennas.
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Signal Combining whe r e I1  and 12 are the
intensities at antennas 1 and 2

In both the tranmtter and alone, P is the degree of
i thethe trant er coherence and is equal to unity to

receiver, the klystron tubes were good approximation, r is the
phase-locked to permit the use of separation of the antennas, and
a narrow receiver bandwidth that 0n_,(r) is the phase difference
improves the signal to noise ratio e n the pase diference

of rcepton. he lystons er between the signals. In this lastof reception. The klystrons were quantity, Bis the part introduced
locked to solid state X-band by the atmosphere anda that due
sources which were in turn locked to phase differences caused by the
to stable oscillators 111,12]. A instrumentation. Four different
lock of the transmitter and combinations of the signals from
receiver together has not been two antennas are made with a setimplemented so only relative to give 0, 90, 180 and 270 degree
phases between antennas may be shifts, denoted by the subscript n
determined. Double superhetero- in the above equation. Then the 
dyne conversion has been used with atmospheric phase shift B can be
IFs of 930 and 30 MHz and a band found from
width of 3 MHz. Fig. 6 is a block f
diagram of one channel of the a - tan-l[9 -I/0-80.
receiver array, showing also a 902700180)"
variable attenuator and phase Fig. 7 shows a section of the
shifter used for initial trimming network where the signals from
of the array and calibration, antennas 1 and 2 are combined. The

phases of each receiver input are
shifted through 0, 90, 180 and 270
degrees by quadripole network

OdODAMM 014*L

TO get a measure of the phase
difference in the signals arrivingat two antennas, the signals are Figure 7. Signal Combining Network

mixed in a 2-way signal combiner
from which the combined output
power (or intensity) is given by

in 1 +12 + 2 V12 p(r) cosa n -a (r]
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modules. Each of these outputs in morning. Total snow fall was 200-

turn passes into a 3-way power 300 mm, as recorded by a weighing
splitter whose outputs are bucket rain gauge modified to
combined with the proper ones from collect snow and corrected for the P,
the other receivers in the 2-way known wind velocity. The wind was P

combiners. This gives a total of approximately out of the north at

24 mixed signals, corresponding to a mean speed of 15 m/s, with gusts

4 possible phase combinations for to 20 m/s, during the first day.

each of 6 possible antenna pairs. Temperatures were in the range -3

The 4 signal intensities Il, I , to -6 degrees Celsius, and thus

etc., are also monitored. AI the snow was dry. Early in the
intensities are detected by storm the snow took the form of

ordinary video detectors followed moderate sized flakes of a few

by signal conditioners, amplifiers millimeters in diameter, but as
and analog to digital conversion, the storm progressed, more and
The resulting 28 millimeter wave more snow was added in the form of
measurements are recorded at a smaller crystals from ground
rate of 100 sets per second by a blizzards. Fig. 8 shows particle
microcomputer and stored on spectra obtained from the "ground-
maqnetic tape along with based precipitation probe" [3] at
meteorological data from the fiber a time when the storm was well-
optic link. A parallel processor developed on the 27th and another
on the computer network calculates from the 28th when the snow had
Oin real time for output to chart subsided to mainly ground

recorders. blizzards. Due to the high wind
speed it is difficult to interpret
the shadowgraphs from the 2D

RESULTS particle probes and thus hard data
on mean particle orientations are

Snow not as yet available. However,
visual observations at the time

Snow fall occurred during suggested that the gusty winds Z
field tests on the occasions were producing fairly random
briefly described in Table 2. The orientations of the flakes with
storm in the period February 27- respect to the millimeter wave
28, 1984 was the most severe and polarization. The high winds also
is the only one for which posed another problem; namely,
sufficient data analysis has been that it was approximately aligned r%
done to permit discussion here. with the propagation path. Such
The frequency used at that time alignment not only leads to some
was 116.3 GHz. It is believed to inhomogeneity over the path but
be representative of the largest also to some difficulties in
effects seen so far. theoretical interpretation, since

the disturbances causing fluctua-
Table 2. tions are not carried into and out

of the beam during their lifetime,
Snow Dates During as they would be when there is a

Fluctuation Measurements cross wind. This is not believed
to be a significant consideration
for the semi-qualitative results

No Hours of Frequency to be discussed here. At the time
Dates Measurements (GHz) of writing, much remains to be

done concerning detailed analysis
11/13/83 1 116.3 of both meteorological data and
12/02/83 2 116.3 millimeter wave data. As men-
12/06/83 3 173.0 tioned earlier some meteorolgical
2/27-28/84 7 116.3 data, such as humidity and

temperature fluctuations, are not

The storm began at currently possible to obtain
approxitelyt3 n during storms. As it happens,

approximately 0730 on the morning when the wind is high, it is also
of the 27th and continued through not possible to measure wind
the night until the following fluctuations at high data rates.
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Figure 8. Snow Flake and Ice Crystal Size Spectra.

Representative records of the
intensity fluctuations seen on two Table 3.
of the antennas are shown in Fig.
9. Relative phase fluctuations as Typical Fluctuation Levels In
a function of the antenna Millimeter Wave Propagation
separation are shown in Fig. 10
for different portions of the
storm and relative intensity Standard Deviations
fluctuation levels are given in
Table 3. Curve 1 corresponds to Angle of
the time when the snow was just Intensity Arrival
beginning and for curve 2, the Condition (Per Cent) G~.rad)
storm had significantly intensi-
fied (specific snowfall rates are Summer Daytime
unavailable at the present time). Clear Air 7.4 38
Curve 3 obtained from data on the
28th shows results in ground Snow
blizzard conditions and the fluc- -Near Start 1.9 4.8
tuation levels are lower. The -Blizzard 2.4 8.4
vertically displaced antenna 5 -Ground
rather than 4 (see Fig. 1) was Blizzard 1.4 4.4
operational d u r ing th es e
operations thus limiting somewhat Winter Rain 1.0 3.8
the range of antenna separations
available. Generally fluctuations Winter Fog 0.2 1.1
associated with antenna 5 were Based on 20-second slices o~f_larger, as expected, due to its da;ie.200atpons
closer proximity to the ground da;ie.200aapots
where, for example, the snow
density is larger. The fluctua-
tions levels presented for fallingobevdicas infuta
snow conditions were at least a theobevdicasinfut-
factor of two higher than those tions during snow storms are due
found in clear air preceding the to the snow or to the accompanying
storm. Without data on tempera- air. However, snow flakes may be
ture and humidity fluctuations, expected to make a contribution,
however, it cannot be said that by analogy with rain models [13].
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Figure 9. Observed Intensity
Fluctuations in Snow.
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In the days following the
snow storm, the air remained .01
generally below the freezing
point, except for one brief period
of melting followed by refreezing.
This produced a layer of ice on
top.of the snow about 5-10 mm
thick, and shortly thereafter, 0

contributions to the level of
fluctuations due to multipath . .002

propagation were observed. (It
happened that a change was made to
a frequency of 142 GHz at this .001
juncture.) Since the wind during
the storm had been out of the
north and blowing past the .0005
receiver trailer, large areas of
soil were left bare in its lee out
as far as 300 meters. This 1 /
resulted in some variation in the
ground cover seen by the different .0002
antennas in the array, aiid the
multipath effects were then
spotted as they showed up in some .0001
antennas more than others. 1 2 5 10
Fluctuations levels sometimes Antenna Spacing, r (m)
differed by factors of two. The
existence of multipath propagation
was confirmed by moving absorbers Figure 10. Observed Phase Differ-
around near the ground where the ence Fluctuations at
antenna patterns were strongest 116.3 GHz as a Function
and by noting the resulting of Antenna Separation.
variations in signal. Since it Curve 1 - early in snow
was not clear how to characterize storm. Curve 2 - storm
the multipath, it was subsequently well-developed. Curve 3-
defeated by erecting threeduced to ground
multipath fences made from blizzards. Curve 4 r
plywood. During the recent
exercises in the summer of 1984, summer clear air for
tests for multipath were again
made when the soybean crop was a
few weeks old and both soil and
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leaves were visible. As expected,
no indicators of multipath effects
were found.

Clear Air

It is important to try to put Ithe snow results in the context of
their relation to findings for
clear air. It has been found that
the largest fluctuations in both
intensity and phase occur in the I . .
summer when the atmosphere is hot .. . . .
and humid. Fluctuations are
especially large when the sun
comes out after a rainfall or when
the soybean plants are large Figure 11. Intensity Fluctuations
enough to give up large amounts of of a 142 GHz signal
water vapor by transpiration. measured on a hot,
Fig. 11 shows intensity* humid day.
fluctuations at 142 GHz measured
on a clear morning after a light
rainfall (-3 mm) the previous p
night, and Fig. 12 shows the
corresponding phase fluctuations
measured between the antennas with
the largest spacing. Large
fluctuations of this kind were
common in the summer, and even .,J6
larger ones were occasionally
found with peak to peak phase "
swings of two pi. However, during
dry periods such as part of June
1984, humidity fluctuations andj
millimeter wave transmission
fluctuations were significantly
lower, despite exceptionally large . -

fluctuations in temperature (as
much as 8 degrees peak to peak in 'U

periods of a few seconds). This
qualitatively demonstrates the Figure 12. Phase Fluctuations
expected [14] key role of water measurnd under the same
vapor in determining the size of conditions as Figure 11.
millimeter wave effects.

Since in the winter the
absolute humidity and its
fluctuations are generally much that of relative phase measure-
smaller than in the summer, clear ments. It is well-established at
air turbulence causes correspond- visible and near-infrared warn-
ingly smaller millimeter wave lenths that cross winds may be
effects, measured by cross-correlating the

Preliminary studies at SNOW- intensity fluctuations seen by a
ONE [1] and in Illinois in the pair of receivers (5]. The wind
summer of 1983 when clear air was carries the turbulent eddies
present appear to confirm the across the beam and the time for
expectation that intensity fluc- this traversal shows up as the
tuations in millimeter wave time delay for which the correla-
signals depend on frequency to the tion of intensity fluctuations is
7/6 power. maximum. This general technique

The array of antennas affords is the basis of the near infrared
an additional capability besides scintillation cross wind sensors

%3 4



TIME-LAGGED CORRELATION COEFFICIENT OF INTENSITY
FROM 1 MIN OF DATA AT 172.91 GHz
9 MEAN CROSSWIND SPEED 4.7 m/s

Antennas 1 a 2
Separation i.43 m
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Figure 13. Cross correlation of millimeter wave intensity

fluctuations gives a measure of cross-wind speed.

which are operated on the site and Fog and Rain
which were mentioned earlier.
Fig. 13 demonstrates this same These will be treated only
sort of analysis applied to the briefly to complete a contextual to
millimeter wave signals seen at picture for the snow data. The
antennas 1 and 2 and 1 and 3. A types of fog observed so far in
clear maximum is found antd the Illinois have been set not
mean cross wind speed v c can be surprisingly in very quiet atmos-
calculated from pheric conditions. This is born

out by the intensity fluctuations
va-. 5r/T shown in Fig. 14 and by the data -

in Table 3. The visibility during
where Tis the lag time of the this period was approximately 200
maximum correlation. A value of m based on the visibility of
4.7 in/sec is found, in excellent objects at known distances from
agreement with that obtained from the receiver trailer.
the average data from the prop and A preliminary look at data on
v a ne sensors a t t he t wo rain has also been taken as
meteorological stations along the illustrated by the intensity
path. Further development of this traces in Fig. 15. This shows a
concept is underway to apply it relatively brief shower which had
also in adverse weather when a peak rain rate of about 60
infrared systems are shut down by mm/hr. Under these circumstances
atmospheric opacity. it is anti- the signals were below the
cipated that in precipitating con- threshold of detection. It was
ditions, some correlation may also noted in rain events similar to
be found between vertically sepa- this that intensity fluctuations
rated antennas giving some measure would increase in level and fre-

of fall rates. quency at the start of a shower
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and in many cases would remain
higher after the storm than
before. One would presume that
the change in the level of fluc-
tuations is due to increased
humidity fluctuations, but further
analysis will be necessary to
confirm this. The increase in the
frequency of fluctuations is
expected from models of precipi-
tation effects [13] as well as
from normal increases in wind
speed that often occur at the
onset of a shower. The fluctua-
tion levels quoted in Table 3 for
rain pertain to a steady rain
period in the winter; good values
for rain rate have not as yet been
derived for this particular data
but would probably be in the
ballpark of several mm/hr.-
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25 Fluctuations in Milliaeter Wave Signals M2.8

R. A. Bohlander R. J. Hill R. Olsen
R. W. McMillan J. T. Priestley
D. M. Guillory S. F. Clifford

Georgia Tech Research Institute National Oceanic & Atmospheric U. S. Army Atmospheric
Georgia Institute of Technology Administration Sciences Laboratory

Atlanta, Georgia 30332 Wave Propagation Laboratory White Sands Missile Range
Boulder, Colorado 80302 New Mexico 88002

Introduction

Since 1983, Georgia Tech, NOAA and the The primary transmitter antenna is an
U.S. Army Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory offset paraboloid with an elliptical
have been engaged in a program whose aperture. This gives a fan beam filling
purpose is to measure fluctuations in the receiver array (which is much wider
millimeter wave signals due to atmospheric horizontally than vertically). The _%
turbulence, precipitation and fog [1,21. transmitter is mounted on a pedestal
Five measurement sessions have- been secured to a concrete pad in the ground
conducted that have sampled atmospheric and is housed in a small step-van truck.
conditions in a variety of seasons. This in turn was located on a berm that
Frequencies of particular interest for brought the transmitter height up to 3.5m,
their potential uses in higher precision the same as the center of the receiver
imaging systems have been studied; namely, array. The transmitter was aimed through .
116, 118, 142, 173 and 230 GHz. These span a high density polyethylene window in the
a range of situations including windows rear door, protected by an awning.
between lines and regions near line
centers. The measurements have been made Receiver System
over a 1.4 km path at a site near Urbana,
Illinois, chosen for its exceptional The receiver comprises four apertures with 1..
flatness. It is important that the path individual mixers and with separations
and surrounding terrain be flat, varying from 1.4 to 10 meters so that a
homogeneous, and free of trees or other wide range of atmospheric scale sizes can
obstructions, so that the turbulence will be considered in the determination of
not be perturbed by such irregularities, fluctuation effects. Local oscillator
During this ser-ies of experiments, power at nearly half the signal frequency
rigorous meteorological measurements have is distributed to the harmonic mixers via .1o
also been obtained. a low-loss optical beam waveguide system.

The receivers use double down-conversion, h
At a previous conference in this series, and the second IF signals from the six
the equipment used and preliminary results possible pairs of receivers in the array
were described [3,4]. The following are combined in such a way that the mutual
sections briefly review the experimental coherence function can be measured. Both
arrangements and focus on subsequent amplitude and angle of arrival
significant improvements in the experiment fluctuations are therefore determined.
and on progress in analyzing the data. These measurements are stored on magnetic

tape at a rate of 100 per second alongTransmitter System with readings from meteorological
instruments by the data acquisition

Phase-locked reflex klystrons are used as computer. In recent work, the ability to
both transmitters and receiver local- vary the polarization of the transmitted
oscillators, with the exception of the and received radiation has been added, of
recently added 230 GHz system which uses a possible intr-est during observations of
Phase-locked cw extended interaction falling snow.
Oscillator as the transmitter. Phase
locking of the sources is necessary for The receiver antennas are high density
three reasons: 1) it improves amplitude polyethylene lenses aimed by gimballedstability of the source so that the diagonal mirrors through high density
transmitter power variations are less than polyethylene windows. The four receivers
the smallest atmospherically induced and the optical beam waveguide are mounted V
fluctuations, 2) it narrows the bandwidth to a large I-beam secured to concrete pads
'"d therefore improves the detection in the ground by two pillars. The entire
7.ignal-to-noise ratio, and 3) it aids in receiver system is housed in a semitrailer
,Ystem calibration because the receiver that is insulated, heated and air2econd intermediate frequency (IF) output conditioned for all-weather operation. The13 a very stable sine wave. Recent mounting to the ground, rather than to the
Improvements in this system are described floor of the trailer, was intended to give

':lSewhere in this conference [51. the sensitive array isolation from
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vibrations. However, in recent analyses, Conclusions
some oscillations in the phase between
antennas characteristic of vibrations in In any program of measurements of
the ground have been identified. atmospheric effects on propagation, the

question must be asked whether system
Meteorological Instrumentation performance is seriously affected by what

is observed. On the basis of the results
The parameters measured simultaneously obtained thus far, it may be concluded
with the millimeter wave data have been that turbulence induced fluctuations and
temperature, humidity, 3-dimensional wind short term fluctuations due to
velocity, temperature and humidity precipitation are probably not very
structure, and particl e size spectra, serious. Intensity fluctuations affect
These have been sampled at or near the signal detection probability, but only at
same height as the millimeter wave beam near maximum ranges where detection may be
and at three locations along the path. marginal in any case. Angle of arrival
In addition, near infrared optical fluctuations cause angular errors, but
fluctuations were observed from which this effect is most severe in clear
structure functions and path averaged wind wea'her where sighting methods other than
values were determined. Most of this data millimeter wave systems could be used.
has been relayed to the computer in the Nevertheless, system designers will want
receiver trailer by a fiber optic link. to consider the results of this study to
The results are being used to facilitate verify whether fluctuations can be
comparisons between the millimeter neglected. Of interest for the future is
wave measurements and theory (11. the possible use of millimeter wave beams

in probing atmospheric structure. Their
Results sensitivity to water vapor will be

complementary to studies with infrared or
Analysis of the massive amounts of visible light which are more sensitive to
propagation and meteorological data is the temperature structure.
still underway but several significant
results can be reported. Intensity
fluctuation range from near zero in fog to Acknowledgments
about 50% (peak to peak) of the nominal
signal intensity on a hot day with moist The authors wish to thank many colleayues
ground. Short term fluctuations in rain who have contributed to the success of
and snow fall somewhere in between these this program. This work has been supported
two extremes. in part by the U.S. Army Research Office

under contract DAAG29-81-K-0173.
Phase fluctuations between the most widely
spaced antennas have been observed up as
high as plus and minus pi radians on warm, References
humid days, corresponding to angle of
arrival fluctuations of about 200 1. R. J. Hill, S. F. Clifford and R. S.
microradians peak to peak. Lawrence, JOSA ID, 1192 (1980

It appears that the log amplitude variance 2. R. W. McMillan, R. A. Bohlander, G.
of the fluctuations increases with R. Ochs, R. J. Hill and S. F.
frequency as the 7/6 power, as predicted Clifford, Opt.Eng. 22, 32 (1983)
by theory. No striking changes in this
have yet been noted at frequencies near 3. R. A. Bohlander et al. 8th Int. Conf.
absorption line centers. The distribution on IR and MMW, Miami Beach, FL (1983)
of intensity fluctuations appears to be
log-normal, and that of phase 4. R. W. McMillan et al., 8th Int. Conf.
fluctuations, normal, also predicted by on IR and MMW, Miami Beach, FL (1983)
theory.

5. D. M. Guillory and R. W. McMillan,
It has been verified that water vapor in "Phase and Frequency Control of MMW
the atmosphere has a strong effect, Sources', this conference.
frequently causing the millimeter wave
index of refraction structure parameters
to be a few orders of magnitude larger
than those in the visible and infrared.
Some preliminary comparisons between the
observed millimeter wave structure and
that predicted from the meteorological
measurements and theory will be discussed
in the presentation. Comparisons will
also be made between the phase and
amplitude fluctuations in clear air and
precipitation.

%,.,','... •, ", •, .. , .. . . .... ".. •- .... -.'...-.. , "..'. .". .. ' ..... . ... ... • ... . .-.. . .-.- ..... . ..... .'
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As the use of the millimeter wave
(1MW) bands incteases, the need for better 9 2 I il
spectral control of sources also increases
becaus' of widening application of this A twsi tque fmploying digital
spectrum to Doppler radar, communication, circuits y Piet usad f has e
and measurement systems. As the millimeter locking by Pickett , and has recently been
bands become more crowded, better extensively used at Georgia Tech. Figure !
frequency control will become necessary to is a block diagram of this phase-lock
avoid interference. There in also a real circuit. The front end of this circuit is
advantage to be gained in source power an emitter-coupled logic (ECL)
stability by phase-locking; locked sources limiter/prescaler that divides the
typically exhibit output power stabilities frequency of the incoming IF signal, which
of a few tenths of one percent. Phase is typically several hundred Mz. p

locking of NN4W sources to a frequency Following this stage is an CCL counter
standard also provides the basis for fre- which further divides the frequency to the
quency measurements which are perhaps the operating range of the digital
most accurate measurements of any physical phase/frequency detector, generally about
quanttty ever made, with accuracies of 1 X 10 MHz. This detector compares the phase
10 "1 being attainable. Phase-Lock cir- and frequency of the divided IF signal to
cuits using both linear and digital tech- that of a crystal reference oscillator and
niques are available to the NNW system outputs two pulse width modulated signals
designer, and both types are discussed in whose duty cycle is proportional to the
this paper along with some typical results phase error. These signixl are fed into a
obtained. differential integrator which serves as an

active filter for loop compensation in '2-

LinaMl IZhMsL" UsLkHA addition to smoothing the phase detector
output. The phase-frequency detector also

Linear phase-lock circuits use a serves as a discriminator, since its out-
mixer for phase detection. tven though the put will be at a maximum duty-cycle limit
mixer is a nonlinear device, its output as if the source is unlocked, and the sense
a phase detector is a voltage proportional of this limit is determined by whether the
to the sine or cosine of the phase frequency error is positive or negative.
difference between two signals, hence it
is considered linear. The pbase error This digital phase-locking technique
voltage output is amplified by an has several advantages over the older
operational amplifier with some desired analog techniques, namely: (1) since a
compensation function and applied to the limiter is used, the gain of the phase
frequency control electrode of the voltage detector is independent of source (IF)
controlled oscillator (VCO) to be locked, power within the dynamic range of the
thus closing the phase-lock loop and limiter, typically 25 dB, (2) the digital
locking the VCO. system is easier to compensate, and (3) a

convenient lower frequency cr stal
One of the most successful linear reference is used in the digital lock.

phase-locking circuits vailable is that
devised by P. S. Henry f, who combined a 1ALAULIM LZ Al" rLsa"A LA*z
discriminator loop with a phase control
loop to give the circuit a wide frequency The frequency control grid of most
capture range. The discriminator is a NNW tubes is at high potential. Some means
frequency control loop, and as such does must be used to sum the phase ock si'jna.
not give spectral purity as good as that with the high voltage from the t..e ixiwe:
attainable with phase control. The phase supply. An optoisolat- ,: -i si .7a.
loop gives excellent spectral purity, but transformer are -n .suai tecnn.,Ies
generally has a narrow frequency capture employed.
range. Henry's circuit combines these two
functions, so that the phase locking going a linear optoisolator with the
system ha the broad capture range of the output floating at high voltage, the phase
discriminator and the spectral purity of error signal can be superimposed )n the
the phase loop. The circuit is designed so control grid. The freluency response f
that the phase loop is disabled when the the optoIsolator U'Sually mJSt be -aK r
discriminator operates and vice versa. into account in the loop ,compensatimn.

C.22n4-.'R4 . .- . 1y, ' i o ,.. .1"

%t . .. .. '. .9 . n*.*.*.*



Khen signal tzmwforusrs are employed M5 .1
the ZF signal is coupled across to the 1. ,. . -eny. Rev. Sl. Inettu-., Val.
high voltage. Zn this case, the entire 47, pp. 1020-1025, Sept. 1976.

phase-lock circuit must float at high z. gcirla L. Rohde, aqI&ew ILLIULL JUIJJ I glewood

potential requiring a substantial Isolated ciism. m, hret~c .. 1943.
power supply. ?Us technique, while being 3. 5. X. PiCkett, ev.. .,...,
more complicated, does have an important Vol. 40, pp. 7 707, June, 1977.
advantage; the bandwidth can be much ,. 24u A "oo, Ise.
higher. apt .r 7. 1983.

. . Roseebrq. R. V. NeNilla. end
RA SA Y. P. Ready, "neanugeoents of Phase

NoSe gratee of selected NillI eetet
wave Ilystco , presented at the 9th

Zn spite of the ease of fabrication let. co, g. an La.ed ,-d xhllnetelwaves, Piauil beach, ft. Dec. 19$3,

and the better reliability of the digital pepo-Mh.4.

phase-lock, the linear phase-lock system
appears to perform better from the point
of view of phase noise. Figure 2 is a
photograph of the spectrum of a klystron %
opera tigg at 116 G~x locked with the Henry
circuit . The graticle lines at* obscured,
but the horizontal and vertical scales are
2 NHf/cm and 10 dB/cm, respectively, in
the original photograph, which has bas
reduced for this proceedings. Figure S
shows the near-carrier spectrum of the
same source, and the scales in this case
are 5 Us/cm and 10 da/c., with the
photograph similarly reduced. Figure 4 Figure "1
shows the measured phase noise in the

range 10 Es to 1 kte of a klystron
oscillating at 173 GQs locked by the PsK-OD-OCA&W91 SPOOM
digital system. Since these digital
systems have been in use at Georgia Tech
for only a abort time, measured results of
their performance are limited.

L
Conclusions

It Is possible to phase-lock a NNW
source so that its line width is less than
one Rz, and it is also possible to tune Figure 2 I
and modulate such sources while locked. -4
NNW frequency synthesizers have been built
at frequencies up to 110 G~z and a full RAN-Lomm oaeom
waveguide band synthesizer for the 40-60
Gis range has been fabricated at Georgia
tech. Linear phase-locking systems
apparently give better phase noise
performance, but are Nore difficult to
implement and less reliable than the
digital circuits. It should be emphasised
that many applications of phase-locked
sources do not require the level of phase
noise performance shown in Figures 2 and
3. In particular, applications requiring a Figure 3.
narrow band signal for reduction of
receiver signal-to-noise would not require
such performance. For the large majority I
of applications, the digital phase-lock is I
the system of choice because of its
simplicity, ease of implementation, and
rel Lability.

I1

This work was supported by the U.S.
Army Research tffice Under Contract DAAG29-41-R-017
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789 SPECTRA OF AIILLTUDE AND PtflAE DIFFERENCE FLUCTUATIONS OF
MILLIMETER WAVES PROPAGATING IN CLEAR AIR

S.F. Clifford, R. J. Hill, and J. T. Priestley

NOAA/ERL/Wave Propagation Laboratory
325 Broadway

Boulder, CO 80303

R. A. Rohlander, and R. W. McMillan
Georgia Institute of Technology

Atlanta, GA 30332

ABSTRACT extensive measurements of the meteorology allowed

detailed comparisons of the propagation effects

We report on the initial results of the with the state of the atmosphere.

Flatville experiment where several millimeter wave
frequencies in the range 116 to 230 GHz were pro- The details of the experiment layout and data

pagated over a 1.4 km path. Extensive documen- processing are contained in Reference 1. Figure I

tation of the site meteorology allowed simul- illustrates the propagation geometry. The beam

taneous, detailed comparisons of the propagation propagated 1.4 ka - 4 meters above an extremely

phenomena with the state of the atmosphere. The flat terrain, chosen for its uniform fetch in

theory for amplitude and phase difference in the al wind directions. The intensity fluctuations

single scatter approximation is used to explain were measured at each of the four horizontally
the observed spectra. The agreement with obeer- spaced antennas and phase differences were

vations is very close, measured among all possible antenna pairs with
spacings from 1.43 m to a 10 m maximum. A fifth
antenna was used intermittently to test the

INTRODUCTION Isotropy of the different wave parameter fluc-
tuations. The phase-difference and amplitude

Over the past four years a team of scientists spectra described below were taken at 142 Gz

from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis- during the Sumer of 1984. Other data being ana-

tration and the Georgia Institute of Technology lyzed ware taken during two winter and one fall
conducted an extensive set of millimeter-wave pro- sessions. This afforded us data during rain, fog,

pagation measurements. In five, thirty-day ses- snow, and ground blizzards.

stone, chosen for the widest variety of weather PHASE AND AMPLITUDE SPECTRA
conditions, we propagated millimeter wave frequen-
cies from 116 to 230 GHz over our 1.4 km horizon- Using the spherical-wave theory for propag -

tat path in Flatville, Illinois. Simultaneous, tion through refractive turbulence, Clifford

S0''.,

y Vo ,." - - - - /J WoighI -g Betor,

la~Run Geugos" "

VI,,re I. The Instrum._nt positions at the expertment site. The dashed .0-

and ,lotted line denotes mw-wave propagation path (1.4 kin).-;

.0.5

.41'' I N.'\. o



6.1.2

shown that the temporal power spectrum of log- -
amplitude fluctuations in the single scattering or

weak turbulence limit has the form shown labeled .

theory" in Fig. 2. In addition Fig. 2 contains a --

log-log plot of (f/f) times the log-amplitude

spectrum W versus normalized frequency (f/f)" -. -

The spectruL W is normalized to the log-amplitade L /"

variance such Xthat the area under.. he curve is -

Unity. The frequency f 0- v/(2irXL) , where v is Z
the cross-path component of windapeed, X is the '0
wavelength, and L - 1.4 ka is the millimeter-wave . - -

path length. The dotted (solid) fluctuating curve
represents the low (high) frequency Fourier trans-

form of 35 min of log-amplitude data taken at 142 -5

GHz. The solid "theory" curve fits the data quite

well until the high frequency tail beyond log -6 -- - K

(f/fe) 0 1, where aperture averaging effects are -4 -3 -2 -1 0i 1

important. The dashed curve is a plot of the Log(M

theory including aperture averaging effects;

overall, the fit to the data is excellent. De- Figure 3. Theotrtical power spectra of phase dif-
viation at low frequencies above the "theory" ference fluctuations as a function of the ratio of
curve are most likely due to receiver amplifier spacing to the outer scale p/L_ and characteristic
drift. it is possible from the theory to estimate frequency f v/p where is the cross-path wind.
the cross-path velocity from the location of the
peak. The peak is predicted at log(f/f ) - 0.43.

In the case shown the cross-path velocity estimate
from the millimeter wave scintillations agrees From our knowledge of the wind speed and the
with the propeller vane to within a few percent. dependence of the spectra on p/L0 , we can estimate
(Note, the data were plotted with f calculated L from a spectrum measured at a known separation,

from propeller vane-measured cro:swinf.) e-g., 0 2 -1.43 m, and use that derived value
0- 2.W for all further comparisons.

Figures 4 and 5 show the theoretical curves
superimposed over t e phase-difference spectra
from the data for antenna pairs (1,2) separated by

2p 12 - 1.43 a and antenna pair (1,4) separated by

:P~g
= 

1
0 

a. We used the value L - 2.8 m and

setected our curves from Fig. 3 to fit the data
i based on the ratios p12 /L = 0.51 and p 14/L - 3.5

- I appropriate to each antenna pair. The resulting
Z. - fit is quite good. We could also estimate

2 crosswind from the peak of the spectrum if we knew
Z the accurate L from other independent measure-

- Cb..ry ments.,,o.,0 
%

-3.

- LL ... 1J. 2 ' .o  2.83 --

-' -3 -2 -1 0 1 2

Figure 2. Theoretical and experimental power
spectra of amplitude fluctuations. A

Figure 3 illustrates the theoretical spectra .
for phase difference fluctuations. In contrast to
the log-amplitude result phase-difference is very

semeitive to the "outer scale" L of the refrac- -/ ro
tie index fluctuations. Consequently, se have a
family of curves for different values of the
spacing p normalized to L . (L is the size of - - -- _ - -,-"

the largest eddy for which te assumption of lot/)

Isotropy holds, so L0 in the order of the height

above the ground). The theoretical curves are Figure 4. Comparison of theoretical and measured
plotted versus normalized frequency f/f1  where spectra of phase difference for spacing 012 -

l v/p and v is the cross-path wind component. 1.43 a.

4.9

or e,
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'E'

I -- ': 5 ..

L09(tl£1

Figure S. Comparison of theoretical and measured
spectra of phase difference for spacing )i
10 M.14

CONCLUSIlONS

Initial processing of the Platville data get
has yielded results that Agree quite closely with "
clear-air sing~le scatter propag~ation theory for
the turbulent atmosphere. We InLnd to make such

more extensive comparisons in the future. We will
also analyze severe weather data and compare with
existing theories of sm wav propaation In snow,
fog and rain.
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INSTRUMENTATION, DATA VALIDATION AND ANALYSIS, AND RESULTS OF THE
NOAA-GIT MILLIMETER-WAVE PROPAGATION EXPERIMgNT

R. J. Hill, J. T. Priestley and S. P.,Clifford
NOAA/ERL/Wave Propagation Laboratory

325 Broadway
Boulder, Colorado 80303

W. P. Schoenfeld
CIRES/University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado 80302

R. W. McMillan and R. A. Bohlander
Georgia Institute of Technology

Atlanta, Georgia 30332

Introduction We graph every datum. This alloys us to remove
any instrument failures, even those consisting of a %

We describe the micrometeorological instrumen- single bad datum in the time series, from sub-
tation and optical scintillation instrumentation sequent analysis. Data averaged to 20 s bins is
deployed during the NOAA-';IT Experiment in Flat- also graphed over the roughly 38 min duration of
vylle, Illinois. We describe the data validation our data tapes so that trends can be identified.
procedures and data processing techniques for the
micromet, optical, and rm-wave data. Results of The data processing scheme is shown in Fig. 1.
the data reduction are shown. The body of the FLATCOPY makes a Cyber-compatible data tape,
paper consists of graphs with self-explanatory extracts all quantities sampled at 2.56 a rate to a
captions. The experiment set-up is shown in the disk file, and vrites the location of any Raps in
first figure of the companion paper by Clifford et the data to the PEDIGREE FILE. Graphs of the
al. in this volume. The m-wave instrumentation 2.56-s data base are made to check the performance
has been discussed elsewhere. Details of the of the instruments; Figs. 5 to 7 show a few of
data reduction, the micromet instruments, and these graphs. METAPE extracts all the 100 Hz and
quantities calculated are available. 4  25 Ha micromet date, calibrates it in engineering

units and writes it to the MET TAPE. The strip-
The two overlapping optical propagation paths chart programs graph the full time series over the

are I km each; these give the path-averaged ?pti- duration of each data tape; times of bad data, such
cal z-fractLve-itde% structuTs parameter (C ) as as phase-lok-los, are then entered Into the
well as the cross-path component of the wind. Two PARAMETERS FILE using MODPARM so that subsequent
instrumented towers were positioned at one-third programs can skip over bad data. The stripcharts
and two-thirds the distance between the m-wave are illustrated in Figs. 2 to 4. The METFFT and .5

receivers and transmitter. Each tower has a prop- MILFFT programs produce power and cross spectra
vans, 4 three-axis sonic anemometer, a Lyman-a which are graphed and also entered in the ANSWERS
hygrometer and two platinum, resistance-wire ther- FILE. The MILDRV program skips bad data, low-pass
mometers, one of which is in the Lyman-a gap and and high-pass filters the rm-wave data to coupen-
the other is in the center of the sonic anemo- sate for HF noise and instrumental drift, and wri-
Vster. All the instruments were at a height of tes 25.6-s statistics to MILSUMS. METDRV does a
1.6 m on a boom that could be rotated into the similar task for the micromet data, bur filtering
wind. is unnecessary. The 25.6 s mr-wave and microset

statistics are graphed over the 2400 a exent of
The sonic measures the three fluctuating com- each data tape so that data quality and eta-

Donents of the wind, thus we obtain the variances tionarity are checked; Fig. 9 shows examples of
,)f these components, and correlation of the fluc- 25.0-s micromet statistics. 4ETRDR and MILRnR then
tijatinne of the streamwtse-component with those of accumulate the statistics of a chosen stationary
the vertical component which gives the vertical interval and enter the resuirt in the ANSWER FILE.
fi1,2 of horigontat momentum. The time series from
'.he r-sistAnce wire and Lymsn-. give us such *ta- The research was supported by the U.S. Arm..
tlqtiis as temperature and humidity variance and Research Office under Contracts DAAC.9-AI-K-(U73,
If"Pe correlation. the structur. par,.tor, of .AAGZ9-77-C-0026 and MIPR 122-A5.
''-fm-ir,,rp and humidity (CT and C-) and the

"p'rt,,r.-humldity cross-structure parameter I-3. McMillan, R.W., et at. opt. Eng. 'l, 1F11,
In atddttInn. correlating the temperat,,re 4nd Proc . qth tnt '. ronf . on !n f rre and

Vtti the verriral velocity fluctuations gives the tillimeter Waves. 463, 1494; and SPIF Tech. Svmp.
"'w"rT fijx of heat, and a similar correlation of East '5., 1995.

tho humidity fluctuations with those of vertical
Ilorlt 4tveq the humidity flux. Each met. eta- 4. Rohlander, R.4., ot i. Prr. of 5th Intl*

had n 4pirated psvyhro oeter at a height of Cnnf. in Infrared %nd M1111met-r Wav. 19R1.

f,r aman 4nd lnns-term flictiattins of to%-
'"'t'r. 1n h'sit ti. %tatleon 2 had a harnm tr . M111, R. 1, et 41. NO4AA Toh. Tep. rRl. 4. 9-

,r t, -ressure 4nd an all-sky pvrannmeter for wP'ho) 19"S. AvAitafhip ft',m the authrrq.
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GRAP 2S$s MI
OAT& am TAP

WIL Df -- tR

L05AILM

Fig. 1. This data processing
scheme is discussed in the

P'I introduction.

%.

.. JJ~* . ,' f

-w,1

,lft 14 CO%Os ~Ct EOO
Fig. 2. Ton seconds of 100 Re mo-wave data from Fig. l. Twenty seconds of 25 Hz sonic and propvane
Tape 24 ot Session 1. From bottom to top the anemometer data from Tape 24 of Session 1. The
traces are the six phase differences from antenna bottom and top set of five curves are from met.
pair 14&2, 14&3. 16 4 , 2 & 3, 2 & 4 , 3 & 4, sta. I 4nd 2, respectively. From bottom to top
followed by the intensities at antennas 1. 2, 3, within each set, the traces are from the two hort-
and 4. resectively. sontal arma of the sonic with the smoother prop-

vane-dlerived components overplotted; the vertical
component from the sonic is the uppermost of each
set.

~ '~ ~ ~ %' two bottoma t rA(-eq are from the wi re therqksot.tqf

xart me. %to. 1. t he tuitlit ty trare t I Ia lai ng
t.e atise the Lyman-% was inoperable.
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i.. 1  i

" 1
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-

0. aa '~ ''o - - -. .0 40.0 UO.0 .0. --' . 2o.o

TIME IN SEC0 TIM' IN 5CCONDS

Fig. 5. The cross-path wind component from the I Fig. 7. The absolute humidity in g/m 3 
obtained

km optical path nearest the transmitter. The from the aspirated psychrometer at met. sta. I for

negative values mean that the wind is from the all of Tape 24 of Session 1. Sample rate was

west. Data are from the entirety of Tape 24 of 2.56 a.

Session 1. The data is sampled every 2.56 a.

TEMPERATURE FLUXES

* ) * LCQEND

3 .

-£ $

I / s ,ie e Ii I

t System Time in Seconds for Tape I T*Z51

~~ '* TIPJELAGGCED TEMPERATURE STRUCTURE PAU)AMR '

Fig. 6. 'The optical C n2, sampled every 2.56 a, Fig- 8. 25.6-0 averages of the temperature flux
from the I km optical propagation path nearest the <T'w') and the tiaa-laggd temperature structure ,
rfeialer. The value of 16510 C n  . nsnisU 1 parsmeter; both are from set. eta. I for all of ,

is shown. Data are from. all of Tape 24 of Session Topes 25 of Session I. One <T'w'> to obtained from
I. the resistance wire within the sonic while the

other <Tl'>' is from. the wire in the Lysnen-a gap. %Three .. are plotted corresponding to three df-
fhe rnt t hme lags; their agreement demonstrates

onert ial-ringe turbulence. i-

.... ....re are .-. p .otte corr-sponding to three dif-. .... ... ," i "" """ f"re""t time lags;' thi agreemen demons-trates"
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fg9.Poaiiydensity function of intensity

for antenna 1, Session 1, Tape 24, July 1983. 0.021I
Gaussian and lognormal PDFs are also shown. 1. 2. 5. 10.
Normalized intensity is scaled to unit mean value.

The PD? is normalized to unit area under the Receiver Separation (Meters)
histograum. Fig. 11. The structure function of phase. The

solid line represents a theoretical prediction for
the 6:50 p.m. data, assuming a 2..--m horizontal
outer scale.
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Fig. 10. Probability density of phase difference Fig. 12. The normalized variance of intensity
in radians for antenna pair 4, Session 1, Tape 24, versus its inertial-range formula. The qtr,-xtvht pp

July 1983. A Gaussian PDF is also sho%.n. This line shows theoretical calculations.
PD i normalized to unit area under the histo- "-.
gram.
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Spectral Density and Distributions of Intensity and Phase of Millimeta; Wave Signa]7
Propagated through Rain, Fog, and Snow

E. M. Patterson, R. A. Bohiander, R. W. McMillan, and R. L. Mandock
Georgia Tech Research Institute, Georgia Institute of Technology

Atlanta, GA 30332

R. J3. Hill, J. T. Priestley, and S. F. Clifford
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Wave Propagation Laboratory '.

Boulder, CO 80303

B. E. Rishel
Physical Sciences Laboratory, New Mexico State University

Las Cruces, NM 88001

R. Olsen
Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory

White Sands Missile Range, NM 88002

ABSTRACT MEASUREMENT AND ANALYSIS PROCEDURES
Spectral densities, structure func- The millimeter-wave data consists of

tions, and distributions of intensity and intensity and phase data in the frequencyphase fluctuations of millimeter-wave range of 116 to 230 GHz across a propaga-
signals propagated through rain, fog, and tion length of 1.4 km. Only one
snow have been calculated. These calcu- feunywsue tatmads o

latins re bsedon aseres o mili- all atmospheric conditions were studiedmeter-wave measurements made in the fre- at all frequencies. MMW data were%
quency range 116-230 G~z over a 1.4 km sampled at a rate of 100 Hz. For each
path near Flatville, Illinois, during data run, MMW data were collected for
several measurement sessions conducted each of four antennas, designated by a .
during the period 19a3-1985.nubrfo Ito4adfr6atea

An extensive array of meteorological nubrfo 1to4adfr6atea
instrumentation and particle size spec- pairs, each with different spacing.
trometers were used to characterize the These data were used to determine phase
atmospheric transmission path in these difference statistics for the different
experiments, and this data is available antenna pairs, intensity statistics for
to aid in the interpretation of the each antenna, mixed intensity and phase
millimeter-wave data. The fluctuation difference statistics, moments of the
spectra will be studied carefully to field, probability distribution functions
investigate differences between the clear for intensities and phase differences,
air spectra and those affected by preci- and Fourier transforms of the temporal
pitation and to determine which features data for intensities and phase
are uniquely related to the presence of differences.
rain, snow, and fog. The power spectra are calculated for

each of the four intensities and six
phase differences. The computer programs
also allow the calculation of cross spec-
tra between two quantities. The power

INTRODUCTION spectra are calculated by means of a fast
Clear air problems in the propaga- Fourier transform algorithm on a 4096-

t ion of mill imeter-waves are of point time series, corresponding to 40.96
considerable interest, but for a full seconds of data. A number of these
understanding of the limitations imposed transforms (10 to 20) are averaged
by the atmosphere on millimeter-wave together to increase the statistical
system performance, it is necessary to reliability. The resulting transforms
have an understanding of the fluctuations are combined to produce the power and
caused by turbulence and by hydrometeor cross-spectra, which are averaged to 36
turbidity. The series of millimeter-wave spectral values in 36 approximately ioga-
measurements at Flatville, Illinois bet- rithmically spaced frequency bins.

ween 1983 and 1985 provided the Fourier components of lower fre-
Opportunity for measurements of milli- quency are obtained by block averagingI
meter wave transmission in a wide variety the time series to 4096 points per data
of weather conditions that included rain, tape (or tine stationary interval duringZflow, and fog. Supporting meteorological which conditions were roughly uniform).data and particle microphysical data were The data tapes are roughly 2400 s inAlso available to characterize the atmos- duration, so averages of roughly 0.6 sec
pheric transmission path. suffice. These block averaged Fourier

.0 J% ~%* * %. %
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6.5.2

transforms are also averaged to 36 loga- significantly more large particles pre-
rithmically spaced frequency bins in a sent during the Tl4 data run than during
lower frequency range than the first set the T9 period. Although there is some
described. uncertainty in the T9 particle size data,

NOAA micrometeorological data were this uncertainty is not expected to alter
obtained at two locations along the the basic conclusions of the size diffe-
transmission path, whereas US Army Atmos- rences in the data. It does appear in
pheric Sciences Laboratory(ASL) particle this preliminary analysis that the larger
data were obtained at one location. A particles are associated with the greater
complete description of the data analysis power in the higher fluctuation fre- p.

for the millimeter-wave data and the quencies.
micrometeorological data is given in [11; We are aware that models of fluctua.

the results of the ASL analysis are given tions in millimeter wave signals due to

in a series of reports [21. rain [4] have a similar shape to that
which we observed in the T14 data. We %
will be working on modifying the rain

MEASUREMENT RESULTS models to model the fluctuations expected %
Although turbulence in clear air in for sn(w conditions. We will also

humid conditions can produce the largest continue the analysis to determine tne %
fluctuations yet observed, we have previ- spectrum of phase fluctuations, structure
ously commented [31 that precipitation functions and distributions of intensi.ty
induced fluctuations in millimeter-wave and phase for the data considered above
signals can be significant. Fog, because and for other millimeter-wave data.
it occurs when the atmosphere is very
quiet, produces the least fluctuations of REFERENCES
all. 1. R. J. Hill, W. P. Schoenfeld, J. P.

The data collected during precipita- Riley, J. T. Priestley, S. F. IN
tion events is still in an early stage of Clifford, S. P. Eckes, R. A.
analysis. We will concentrate here on a Bohlander, and R. W. McMillan, "Data
consideration of power spectra determined Analysis of the NOAA-GIT Millimeter- %
from millimeter-wave data measured on Wave Propagation Experiment near
February 10 and 11, 1985 in the Tape 9 to Flatville, Illinois', NOAA Technical
15 data runs of Session 5. (For this Report ERL 429-WPL, 60, August,
data set the Tape or T numbers refer to 1985.
particular data runs). During this time
there was a range of precipitation 2. R. 0. Olsen, R. Okrasinski, B.
encountered that included mixed drizzle Rishel, R. Valdez, and T. Chavez,
and snow, snow, and blowing snow. "ARO MMW Field Program Flatvilhe

Two examples of intensity power Particle Datao, Vcl 1-5, Unpublished
spectra calculated from the millimeter- report U. S. Army Atmospheric
wave data of this time period are shown Sciences Laboratory, 1985
in Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1, T9 data,
shows the power spectrum for 230 GHz 3. R. A. Bohlander, R. W. McMillan, 0.
transmission calculated for antenna 3 M. Guillory, R. H. Platt, R. J.
using the individual data points (solid Hill, S. F. Clifford, J. T.
line) and the block averaged data (dashed Priestley, R. E. Cupp, R. Olsen, B.
line). The two lines diverge at lower E. Rishel, and R. Okrasinsk1,
frequencies, but the dashed line makes "Millimeter wave transmiss.n f..-
use of more of the data and is more tuations due to snow.' Proceedings
significant statistically. The statis- of Snow Symposium IV, '.. S. Ar..'
tical significance of each increases with Corps of Engineers, CRREL Special
increasing frequency, and the two curves Report 84-35, December, 1984.
do converge.

T14 data are shown in Figure 2. As 4. H. T. Yura, K. G. Barthel, and W.

before the two curves represent indivi- Buchtemann, *Rainfall nduced Opt.-
dual(solid line) and block averaged cal Phase Fluctuations in the Atmos-
(dashed line) data. The T14 data differs phere", J. Dpt. Soc. Am., '3,
from the T9 data in that there is signi- 1574-1580, 1983.
ficantly more power associated with the
high frequency fluctuations in T14 than
in T9.

For comparison, T9 and T14 ASL
particle size data are shown in Figures 3
and 4. The particle size spectra showed
little variation during the individual
data runs, and so the data shown in these
figures are representative of the entire
data periods. These particle size spec-
tra, measured with the Ground Based Pre-
cipitation Probe, show that there were

%i
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Figure 3. Particle size spectra determined from ASL -

GroundsesoBased Preciptation Probe 
data for-
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Correlation of the Attenuation of Millimeter Wave Signals
with Rain Rate

E. M. Patterson, R. L. Mandock, R. W. McMillan,
and R. A. Bohlander

Georgia Tech Research Institute
Georgia Institute of Technology

Atlanta, GA 30332

R. J. Hill, J. T. Priestley
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

Wave Propagation Laboratory
Boulder, CO 80303

B. E. Rishel
Physical Sciences Laboratory
New Mexico State University

-Las Cruces, NM 88001

R. Olsen
Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory

White Sands Missile Range, NM 88002

ABSTRACT
Measurements were made of the could be determined. This attenuation

attenuation of millimeter-wave (MMW) could then be related to measured
signals by hydrometeors during an precipitation parameters, including rain
extensive study of atmospheric MMW rate data, determined by in situ and by
transmission properties between 1983 and gravimetric techniques, and particle e
1985 at an instrumented site near concentration data.
Flatville, IL. Data collected during
this study showed a marked correlation ATTENUATION DUE TO PRECIPITATION IN
between the attenuation of MMW signals RELATION TO PRECIPITATION PARAMETERS
and the rain rate. The purpose of this The attenuation or extinction
report is to discuss quantitatively the coefficient ae is related to the
relation between the attenuation of MMW particle size distribution by the
signals and the rainfall parameters, equation "
including rain rate, volume mixing r 2 44

ratios and precipitation particle size i J r 0 (r) N(r)dr
distributions. e •

INTRODUCTION with r the particle radilis, N(r) the
Although clear air problems are of number concentration of the particles as

considerable interest, it is recognized a function of radius, and Qe the
that the development of millimeter wave efficiency factor for extinction. Qe is
'!IMW) systems is presently motivated determined by Mie scattering theory and
largely by their capabilities in adverse is dependent on the ratio of partice
weather. It is essential, then to have size to incident wavelength and the
I quantitative understanding of the complex rpfractive index of the
tffects of precipitation on the MMW particles. A similaL equation may be
si-nal. This w ill include an used to describe the extinction of snow
n'erstanding of the fluctuations caused particles, but snow is not composed of
7i the hydrometeor turbidity as well as spherical particles and so the Mie IN
-i inderstanding of the attenuation of calculations will be only approximately
*-he MMW signal due to the presence of correct. A more exact treatment must
" nydumoeteors. A study of the consider the effects of the shape of the
' ~~ ion of MMW signals by rain and snow particles as well as of refractive
W was not an original goal of the indices that differ from those of pure
'*'ille experiments. In particular, ice.

a.ibraticn of the instrumentation The volume concentration of the
t statie over long periods making water in the precipitation is given by
-qitable fer measuring long term the equation

- t In changes. However,
.,ari-n events were often shortr

I .ration that the relative Vol 4 r N(r) dr
' . n due to the hydrometeors J

%
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The volume concentration may be _-

expressed as the mixing ratio of the 0 9 t ,,.
volume of the hydrometeors in a given IQ.
volume of air. Multiplication by the
density of water or the effective
density of the snov will give the mass
of precipitation per volume of air. The
rain rate, 3, ezpressed in terms of
millimeters of water per hour or some
other convenient length units, Is
proportional to

4 3

3 v r N(r)C,(r)dr

with C5 (r) the settling velocity of the V
hydrometeors. em

If the size distribution is
constant, the NMW attenuation will be
proportional to both the volume
concentration of the water and the
rainf all rate. The ratio of NNW -~
attenuation to rainfall rate or to the '
volume concentration will also change
with changes in the particle sixe
'distribution.

In order to estimate the magnitude
of the effects of varying hydrometeor --

Sige on. NNW transmission at 230 Ga, we r -P
have calculated the expected attenuation

for several representative monodisperse VftV. n
particle sizes. The results of these ri" r, . .ttemeattea C ictep, Lc d ".
calculations are shown as the solid pahei.d .,ai. tog ,attle .f, q ,0e.. f.e ..-

lines in Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 water to air. LAnes et pLtted for )o .6.

show s the expected extinction at 230 G 14 (solid _______a" ____Q0& _1660"d ___

as a function of th1  volume
consentration of water (cm of water 4 u -, Gas
/cm of air) for droplet sizes of 0.5 o.81 low soon#
1m, 1 so, 2 mm and 4 mm diameter; rigure too
2 shows the comparable NNW attenuation
as a function of rain rate (expressed in
mm/h rain) for the same dcrplet sizes.
For comparison, the comparable
calculations for 35 GHx are also shown. .,
While there are significant differences
in the slopes of the lines for the lawn %
smaller droplets, there appears to be 0.4
much less difference in the calculated
slopes for particles in the 2 to 4 mm
diameter range. Similar calculations *-
for integrated size distributions such ' ' /
as the Marshall-Palmer distribution are, /
of course, planned as part of future , / U/
efforts./,,

M4EASUREMENTS AT FLATVILLE .//,/
The measurement program for the

Flatville experiments included
millimeter wave propagation measurements . ''7
in the frequency range 116-230 GHz over ,,'
a path length of 1.4 km, as well as -
measurements of a variety of f', -.
micrometeorological parameters and ofr-
particle size spectra for aerosols and "
for hydrometeors. Since the data did 30

allow the determination of the RAM ....t tra,,
attenuation due to hydrometeors, one of Vi",, 1. Atten.etion coeff1cIent c.Ic.ted forthe eftelsomicso toga patil¢eso O .S. 1. 2, end 60,
the goals of our analysis is the "a,41 "t Colnrate- Lie are, lotted fo,
comparison of observed values with ones (gelld lin.) and G. (dashd. IIn.

.1PW
0 or Ip
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calculated frgoo modelsa of Cain ef facts T§AM DTAUMJN )
1ll. Of particular Interest ago the - WgN A4Um*Y
high NNW frequency range, for which sa II
there are few previous meamsaeaents, and
the availability of detailed hydremeteor
characterisations. Nore complete
discussions of the experimental
measurements ate given in Sill ot al.
121 and lohiander et al. 131.

Rain rate was measured In two
independent sets of measurements.
Weighing buckets were set up to collect
the precipitation and to record the
increase in weight on a chart record.
main rate was also Measured by metans of
a laser rain guaqe in which the sizes 5
and fall rates of the particles &reto
determined LJA &JLa with the rain rate
determined fro* these data. For our
initial analysis, data f rom a qingl*
weighing bucket as used. There is _

alIw a ys a question o f theo
representativeness of the data when any
one precipitation guage is used, and so
additienal data from the lease probes
and additional rain bucket data will be
4sed in subsequent analyses.

Particle sizes were measured by
U.S. Army Atmospheric Sciences
Laboratory personnel using several
different Particle Measurement Systems
probes, Including a CSASP probe for
aerosol particles, a 2D-C probe for GIE "M inmb
sizing particles up to .64 me diameter, ~. . p10ealelaeun am ttefeteao date icr &066100

A pitted .aaet lla oe date 4 . Lines of *he
and a Ground-Baset. Precipitation Probe P@ttaa1 eaea~ far I *ad I so diasetef
and a 2D-P Array Spectrometer for sizing drel at* etea abacK to the riqeCe.
particles up to 6.4 an diameter. The Tll, T51, and T52 and Session 4 T76

*data output from these probes is iqthe data. (Tape or T numbers designate
form of particle counts per meter per individual data runs.) It appears fromt
Siz* interval from which total particle this admittedly small sample that, while
volume and volume mixing ratios can be there is some scatter in the data, there

*calculated. Given hydrometeor fall is also a reasonable correlation between
velocities as a function of size, the the attenuation coefficient and the rain
rainfall rate can also be determined rate. We have also included in the
f rom the data, In addition, the figure, lines that show the relations
Ittenuation properties o f the* expected for monodisperse l and 2 mml
nydrometeor@ can be calculated by means p ar t iclesa, i nd ic a t ing t h at the
4 Mis theory as discussed above, given observated variation is consistent with
ippropriate optical constants. that expected for 1 to 2 mm particles.

Z~CUSSON OFAn example of the particle size
7 5uso rRtSULTS data in shown is Figure 4 in which

There were several cases during Ground-Based Precipitation Probe data
"aasuremont Series 3, 4, and 5 in which from the T9 period of Session 5 are

"Ariation in the intensity of the plotted. Attenuation coefficients
ranzmitted millimeter waves was calculated from the M14W data for this
*-lacrved that could be related to period are plotted against volume mixing
"Ariation in theo r atea of theo ratios calculated fromt the particle data

oec iP it a t ion o r t he Sizeo in Figure 5. For comparison, the line
raractearistics of the hydrometeors. expected for monodisperse 1 mm particles
*~analysis is still in progress, so we0 is also shown on the f igure. Again, we
I1not present final data. We will can say that the data are consistent

'Ltntfl some preliminary data relating with expectations.
"i" attenuation to rain rate and to the At the present point in our.1lM mixing ratios and will indicate analysis we can say that the attenuation
*la4nned future work, coefficients are correlated with both

WAn example of the relation of the rainfall rate and with volume mixing
Sattenuation to the rain data is r at iosa and that the va r ia t ion in

~'llfln in Figure 3. In this figure the attenuation is consistent w.ith that
"tttnuation coefficient is plotted expected on the basis of the particle

'11,Lnst the rain rate for Session 5 T9, size distributions. in future efforts

W' C -F *: % % ! R ~ ".% % .. '



6.6.4

?ING " ris a ce, MAIN DATA

230 014*
j5.4i -- EXPECTED LIKE I an PARTICLE$

L..
IL Sei one 48.0 -.-- 4

111ng 4. A hydroetoor @is* distribution determined from 49
Ground-based Pr=1 ptat ion probe data collected .~44
dug ing the " puact of Bassion S.

we plan to look at the NNW data in
relation to data from the laser rain
quage which has higher time resolution. .00
We will also examine the variation of .00 10 2030
NNW attenuation with variation in rain VOLUME MIXING RATIO Isle)
rate and in hydrometeor volume ratios. PIlr 5. INN Attenuatiorn data at 230 Gas measured during 4

We will use Hie theory to calculate the "saeln 5 plttem ahgans *vouemixing
0

rtio %
expected attenuation from the measured Prob data. The attenuation expected for 1
size distributions as well as standard diametdr particles as also shown as a dashed C
distributions and will use this data tolie
attempt to account for variations in the
observed attenuations. Ne will also
attempt to relate the attenuation
measured during show episodes to snow 1
microphysical parameters and differences
between the liquid droplet data and the
snow data in terms of the differing
properties of the snow and the liquid
precipitation.
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LINE-OF-SIGHT MILLIMETER WAVE PROPACATIOM CHARACTERISTICS
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ABSTRACT

From 1983 to 1985 a team of scientists from NOAA's Wave Propagation Laboratory and
Georgia Institute of Technology conducted an extensive set of millimeter wave propaga-
tion measurements. In five, thirty-day sessions, chosen for the widest variety of
weather conditions, we propagated millimeter wave frequencies from 116 to 230 GHz over a
1.4 km horizontal path in Flatville, Illinois. Simultaneous, extensive measurements of
the meteorology allowed a detailed. comparison of the propagation characteristics with
the current state of the atmosphere. We report on the observations of millimeter wave
propagation characteristics during clear air and severe weather. Amplitude and phase
spectra for propagation in clear air are compared with theory derived using the weak
refractive turbulence approximation. Excellent agreement is found. Further, probabi-
lity density functions appear to be; respectively, lognormal (amplitude) and Gaussian
(phase difference), as expected from application of the central limit theorem.
Interesting meteorological observations and their millimeter wave signatures will also
be presented.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past five years a team of scientists from the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration and the Georgia Institute of Technology conductd an extensive
set of millimeter-wave propagation measurements. In five, thirty-day sessions, chosen
for the widest variety of weather conditions, we propagated millimeter wave frequencies
from 116 to 230 GHz over our 1.4 km horizontal path in Flatville, Illinois. Simulta-
neous, extensive measurements of the meteorology allowed detailed comparisons of the
propagation effects with the state of the atmosphere.

The details of the experiment layout and data processing are contained in Reference
1. (Table 1 nd Figs. 1-6 of this paper are extracted from Reference 1.) Figure 1
illustrates the propagation geometry. The beam propagated 1.4 km - 4 meters above an
extremely flat terrain, chosen for its outstanding fetch in all wind directions. This
enabled 6s to characterize the site micrometeorology with two instrumented towers using
Monin-Obukov surface-layer similarity theory. The intensity fluctuations were measured
at each of the four horizontally spaced antennas and phase differences were measured
among all possible antenna pairs with spacings from 1.43 to a 10 m maximum. The fifth f.

antenna was used in a limited way to test the isotropy of the different wave parameter

variety of meteorological measurements were obtained simultaneously with the %
millimeter-wave data. Figure 1 shows the optical propagation paths which give optical
refractive-index structure parameter Cn2 as well as the cross-path component of the .
wind. Figure I also shows the optical rain gauge, optical drop size disdrometers, and ,
the weighing bucket rain gauges. Two micrometeorological stations are shown on Fig. 1;
these are 4 m high instrumented towers. At these stations the mean temperature and
humidity were recorded, a prop-vane gave wind speed and direction, a three-axis sonic
anemometer gave the fluctuating components of the wind vector, platinum resistance-wire
thermometers gave the fluctua 4.ng temperature, and Lyman-a hygrometers recorded the
humidity fluctuations. The millimeter-wave signals, resistance-wire temperature, and
Lyean-a humidity were digitized at 100 Hz. The sonic anemometers were digitized at 25
Hz. The other instrument's signals were digitized at 0.39 Hz. Table 1 shows the great
variety of clear-air micrometeorological statistics available from our instrumentation.

Figure 2 shows a probability density function (PDF) of the measured intensity; it is
compared with lognormal and Gaussian PDFs. At such small intensity variances (0.02)
there is little difference between lognormal and Gaussian PDFs, but the data definitely
favors the lognormal PDF. Figure 3 shows the PDF of phase difference obtained from
antennas 2 and 3, which"have a separation of 2.9 m. This PDF is clearly Gaussian. Inaddition, we find that intensity and phase difference are uncorrelated.

Figure 4 shows the structure function of phase for each of our antenna pairs
(separations). The structure function is definitely less steep than the slope of 5/3that would be predicted by a Kolmogorov intertial-subrange model. This is caused by the

outer scale. A very simple prediction that includes the effects of the outer scale is
Shown as a solid curve for a horizontal outer scale of 2.2 m. The mutual coherence
function (second moment of the field) is shown in Fig. 5. Since the log-intensity and
Phase difference are both Gaussian and uncorrelated it follows from the weak turbulence

0 w
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theory that the mutual coherence function should be equal to expl-.5(u + uJ I wher..
and DS are the log-amplitude and phase structure functions. We find 1hat thin
predicts the values in Fig. 5 to within 0.51.

In Fig. 6 we show the normalized variance of jntensity versus the inert r,,
prediction for a spherical wave. Here the radio Cn i s obtained from the mI:r m..,,
logical data. We see that the intensity variance is somewhat underestimatet ry .
inertial-range prediction but consistent with the phase structure function show,i , h
4. This discrepancy is most probably because of difficulties in Calibrating the *.€,

hygrometer.

PHASE AND AMPLITUDE SPECTRA

Usigg the spherical-wave theory for propagation through refractive tur!, ..
Clifford shows that the temporal power spectrum of log-amplitude fiJctuationsi
single scattering or weak turbulence limit has the form shown labeled "theOr)y"
7. In addition Fig. 7 contains a log-log plot of (f/fo) times the lo(g-amp.P,
spectrum Wx versus normalized frequency (f/fo). The spectrum W Is n 'malitzed * *

log-amplitude variance such that the area under the curve is unity. The Irf, ..
fO a v//2,AL,, where v is the cross-path component of windspeed, X is the wavelen,
and L - 1.4 km is the millimeter-wave path length. The dotted (solid) tluctuata,,,
represents the low (high) frequency Fourier transform of 35 min of log-ampltu ..
taken at 142 GHz. The solid "theory* curve fits the data quite well until the high .

quency tail beyond log (f/fo) a 1, where aperture averaging effects are important.
dashed curve is a plot of the theory including aperture averaging effects; overall, ,,. "
fit to the data is excellent. Deviations at low frequencies above the "theory* Curv.
are moat likely due to receiver antenna drift. It is possible from the theory Lu . r
mate the cross-path velocity from the location of the peak. The peak is predicte..
log(f/f o ) - 0.43. In the case shown the cross-path velocity estimate from the miL'
meter wave scintillations agrees with the prop vane to within a few percent. (Notv,
data were plotted with fo calculated from prop vane-measured crosswind.)

Figure 8 illustrates the theoretical spectra for phase difference fluctuations.
contrast to the log-amplitude result phase-difference is very sensitive to the "mt.-
scale Lo of the refractive index fluctuations. Consequently, we have a family ;.
curves for different values of the spacing p normalized to Lo . (LQ is the size ot tt.
largest eddy for which the assumption of isotropy holds, so L0 is the order of ti.,
height above the ground). The theoretical curves are plotted versus normalized It.-
quency f/fl where f, a v/p and v is the cross-path wind component. From our know>!.-
of the wind speed and the dependence of the spectra on p/Lo, we can estimate L. trn %
spectrum measured at a known separation, e.g., 012 - 1.43 m, and use that derived isi;.
Lo - 2.8 a for all further comparisons. %

Figures 9 and 10 show the theoretical curves superimposed over the phase-ditfr ---.. -

spectra from the data for antenna pairs (1,2) separated by P1 2 - 1.43 m and antenna L).11
(1,4) separated by 014 a 10 m. We used the value LO - 2.5 m and selected our curv-,
from Fig. 8 to fit the data based on the ratios 0 1 2/Lo - 0.51 and 01 4 /L0 = !.
appropriate to each antenna pair. The resulting fit is quite good. We could also es -
mate crosswind from the peak of the spectrum if we knew the accurate Lo from other in i-
pendent measurement.

MILLIMETER PROPAGATION THROUGH RAIN

Figures 11 and 12 illustrate a unique measurement of a rain event where the effects
of oscillations in rain rate were observed simultaneously by the millimeter wave lI 0
and two laser-beam rain gauges, deployed as shown in Fig. 1. An oscillating rain 0
rate, probably caused by a convective instability in the cloud cover, could explain tne
observed temporal pattern of the rain. In Fig. 12 the rain fluctuations are comparel
with the simultaneously measured attenuation fluctuations. As expected, a very high
correlation between the two is observed. The lowest curve in Fig. 12, illustrates
simulated attenuation time curve that would result by assuming a sinusoidal convecti.-
disturbance propagating along the millimeter path. A more detailed description i-
available in Reference 3.

CONCLUSIONS

The Flatville data set has been analyzed to show the effects of clear air and rain
on millimeter wave systems. We have reported only a minute amount of the available data
and show that the results agree quite closely with the clear-air single-scatter theory
for propagation in the turbulent atmosphere. We intend to make much more extensive com-
parisons in the future for propagation in clear air, rain, fog, and snow. We made a
deliberate choice to forgo analysis of other segments of the data in order to complete a
readily accessible data base for study by both NOAA/GIT and other researchers. The
completed data base should be available for study in 1987.
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Table 1.--Summary of micrometenorological data from tape 24,
taken at 11030 RDT July 1963

Average Values

Humidity 19 g/m 3

Temperature 320C
Wind speed S.3 m/s
Wind angle 100
Pressure 993 ab
Solar flux 941 of fl u
Wind stress -0.14 2s
Humidity flux 0.1 )gm /a
Temperature flux 0-031C s/s
Stability -0.03

Square Roots of Variances

Humidity 0.72 /
Temperature 0.3SOC
Wind speed 1.2 rn/s
Wind angle lie
Streamwise wind component 1.1 U/C
Cross-stream wind component 1.0 m/s j

Vertical wind component 0.54 rn/s

Structure Parameters

C n2 from optical scintillometers 2 a 10-13 M-2/3

C T 2 from optical C n2 0.030C2 M-/

C 2 from resistance wires 0.036C2 m- 2/
T

C q2 from Lyman-a~ hygrometers 0.2 (g/mn3 )2 m- 2/3

C Tqfrom resistance wires and 0.075*C (g/n3 ) M-2/3 1

TqLyman-% hygrometers

C n 2 for radio frequenci 5.9 X 10'- 12m_2/3

*Obtained from Eq. (79) of Ref. 1, using C 2 , C 2 , and C from the resistance
wire thermometer and Lyman-s hygrometer w~th In 3tqe fo h
radio refractive-index equadation.e fomth
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Figure 1. The instrument positions at the experiment site. The dashed and dotted line r
denotes mm-vave propagation path (1.4 ku); the long-dashed lines, the optical propaga-
tion paths (I km each)l and the short-dashed lines, the optical rain gauge paths (50 m
each). Solid lines show the flow of micrometeorological data to the data acquisition
syste in the receiver trailer. Antennas are numbered 1 to 5 in the receiver trailer.
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Effects of Tbulence and Inclo t Wa ther on
Millimeter Wa~ve Propagation

R. W. McMillan, I A. Bohlander, and E. M. Patterson
Georgia Institute of TechnologyGeorgia Tech Reeac Institute ;e

Atlanta, Georgia 30332

R. J. Hill and S. F. Clifford
National Onic and Atmospheric Administration

Wave Propagation Laboratory
Boulder, Colorado 80303

The effects of atmospheric turbulence on the propagation of millimeter
wave (MMW) radiation have been less well quantified than corresponding
effects on the propagation of radiation at visible and near-infrared
wavelength, although the general theory of propagation of electro mitic
radiation through turbulence is well understood. The basic differencebw 1mW and IR/visible radiation with regard to propagation throu h
turbulence is caused by the effects of water vapor on the longer
wavelontheI Otherwise, turbulence would came minimal degradation of MMW
system per fozman,:

This paper presents some of the results of a series of experiments
designed to characterize the atmosphere from the point of view of MMW
propagation, with emphasis on turbulence effects and the comparison of
these effects to experiment. These experiments used MMW frequencies in
four different bands and were conducted in all types of weather. Although
the emphasis is on propagation through turbulence, much data were also
obtained on propagation through inclement weather. These results are of
special interest because they were obtained at the higher MMW frequencies,
in the range 116-230 GQz. 7he results of analyzing early data from these
experiments indicate that agreement with the turbulence theory is good; the
inclement weather data also agree well in those areas where appropriate
P gtion theory is available.

1. Introduction
During the period 1983-1985, Georgia Tech and NOAA have been engaged

in a joint program which has as its purpose the measurement of the effects
of atmospheric trbulence on the propagation of millimeter-wave radiation.
A series of experiments have been conducted at a site near Urbana,
Illinois, chosen for its exceptional flatness and resultant freedom from
effects which might perturb the atmospheric effects to be observed. The
choice of such a site enables the designers of the meteorological
instrumentation part of the experiment to effectively characterize the
atmosphere with minimal instrumentation. During the five different
measurement sessions conducted for this program, results have been obtained
in clear air, rain, fog, and snow, at frequencies of 116, 118, 142, 173,
and 230 GIz; although not all frequencies were used under all conditions.
These frequencies were chosen for the purpose of characterizing propagation
on all of the atmospheric features of interest in the range 116-230 GHz,
including the 94 (Gz window, the 118.7 GQz oxygen line, the 140 GHz window,
the 183 c z water line, and the 230 (Gz window.

The next section of this paper briefly reviews the experimental
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ax-axvemera and Section 3 gives represntati.ve -esu. t' -,,-'*

types of weatber condt~ons. Sction 4 c1e
reconmends the design of a sYstem for tLe -"
to that used for determination of the vxsiie-wave.e'r:

2. Dqer imnt
The apparatus used for makinq the MMW t'rr' o .*-.- *

dincriJbed in this paper (=prise transmitter, re'lVer. 1. -..- -- _
pisinIg system, and meteorological Lnstrumentato . -j--.
layout of the propagation path, includixm the lcAt ons "t;.i ,:"
ment iolu aboyve andi the direction of the prv..rn ..-,* :
the experimental arrangement has been published eise.w- .. -
al., 1983, 1985: Bohlander, et al., 1983'.

Phase-locked reflex klystron oscillator- .vere used :: -.
sources and as receiver local oscillators, with the ×'e"
GHz measurement system which used a phase-locked es->die"
oscillator transmitter source. Phase lockn was neces a:- ,  .
provided amplitude stability for bettper resci t:on c tu'u.e-'. "
and frmicy stability for narrow-band operation and ease of calibration.
The transmitter antenna was an offset paraboloid with ar elipt_--i, stiaf*,
desigred to approximtely spre the bam over the ext ert -f the :-cxe .er
trailer with minimum spill over in both horizontal and 'ertlca i rec--.
The transmitter was mounted on a steel pedestal set on a :oncrete pad,
irjxeperent of the suspension system of the truck in which it was housed.

Threciver has four apertures, each of which is pumped by the same
local oscillator through an r e of beam waveguides. The receiver
spacings vary from 1.4 to 10 meters to account for different atmospheric
scale sizes. Harmonic mixers are used, so that the local osc;l'ater
operates at approximately one-half of the signal frequery result.x !n 1"
local oscillator range of about 58-115 GHz. The beam waveguiJe LA.
distribution system was found to work very well over this ramqe. Re-eiver
lenses were made of high-density polyethylene, and their aperture w,;as
chosen to be 30 cm. The receivers were double-conversion types, with the
first intermediate frequency at 930 MHz and the second at 30 MHz. This
latter frequency was chosen because of the good availability of signal
processing components such as phase shifters and attenuators, and because
it can be easily observed on a high-frequency oscilloscope for calibration
purposes.

Initial data processing is done in the signal combiner at a frequency
of 30 MHz, where each of the four antenna returns is split into 0, 90, 180,
and 270 degree phase components, and combined in such a way that the real
and imaginary parts of the mutual coherence function result when the proper
combinations of them are made (McMillan, et al., 1983). These signals are
collected and stored by the data processing computer, which also collects
and stores data from each of the meteorological instrumentation channels.
This computer also has the capability of performing limited data reduction
functions, both on- and off-line, and of supplying real-time information to
chart recorders which are used to monitor system performance during data
runs.

The propagation range was well characterized by meteorological
instrumentation, including devices for measuring temperature, humidity,
wind speed and direction, solar flux, rain rate, and particle size
distribution. Turbulence related instrumentation included optical Cn 2
measuring devices, CT probes, and Lyman-Alpha hygrometers for
determination of the humidity structure parameter CQ2. All of these met
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payr&meters were recorded simultaneously with MMW data on magnetic tape by
the computer system.

* 3. Results
As mentioned earlier, results have been obtained under all weather

cnditions of interest for most of the frequencies for which measurements
have been made during this experiment- It is generally true that results
for a given frequency can be applied to any other frequency that is
reasonably close by using the scaling law which states that the log
amplitude variance for turbulence fluctuations varies as v'/6 . This
relationship has been shown to be true for clear-air fluctuations,
(McMillan, et al., 1983) but may not be true for fluctuations in inclement
weather. This section presents some of the results obtained, including
those obtained under both clear-air and inclement weather conditions.

Perhaps the most interesting results obtained during this series of
measurements have been obtained under clear air conditiQns, because
fluctuations are, perhaps surprisingly, largest in clear air. Furthermore,
the results obtained agree well with theory, whereas the theory of
fluctuations under turbid weather conditions is not well developed. Figure
2 shows a typical result obtained in clear air under hot, humid conditions
at a frequency of 173 Gz. An examination of the distribution of power in
such a trace shows that it is log-normal, with a standard deviation of
about 10% of the mean. At the time that these measurements were made, the
temperature was 320 C, and the absolute humidity was 19 g/m3.

Fluctuations in intensity observed in rain, fog, and snow were smaller
than those observed in clear air. When hydrometeors are present in the
atmosphere, it is not possible to distinguish intensity fluctuations due to
changes in the index of refraction from those due to changes in the density
of these hydrometeors. Fluctuations observed in fog are of interest
because they are very small - almost undistinguishable from instrumental
variations, although different types of fog may give different results.
Figure 3 is a copy of a recorder trace obtained in fog at a frequency of
142 GHz.

Intensity fiuctuations observed in rain are primarily due to changes
in rain rate over the propagation path, although small-scale variations in
intensity may be caused by refractive index changes. Figure 4 shows
signals received from two of the four receivers during a heavy rainfall,
measured at a frequency of 173 GHz. During the heaviest part of this
storm, the rainfall rate was 60 mm/hr. Attempts have been made to
correlate the attenuation of MMW signals with rain rate (Patterson, et al.,
1986).

Figure 5 shows the fluctuations in intensity observed during a
snowstorm at a frequency of 116 GHz. The storm during which thesc
observations were made was fairly violent, and much of the snow in the ai r
during its latter part was due to ground blizzards. It is in-:erest.na
compare this figure to Figure 2, obtained for clear air. Despite t.c
amount of snow in the air during the storm, and the fact. that the .t:
of snow particles was obviously fluctuating, the MMW signal f Iuctu.s -
in clear air. If one considers that MMW fluctuations are due ma.n- "
humidity changes, it is reasonable to expect that fluctuat .

greater during conditions of high temperature and correspr':. 
humidity. Similarly, large signal variations have beer.
propagating over a field in which water from melting sr c.,
even though the temperature was much lower for these neasur-

The spectra of MMW fluctuations under various at~cspt,': .
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are also of great interest. it is generally true that the MMW spectra
observed do not agree as well with theory as the corresponding spectra 0
observed at visible and near-infrared wavelengths, and the reasons for this
discrepancy are not well understood. One expected feature that does not
appear in the spectra measured in rain and snow is a small bump at high
frequencies that one might expect from small scale fluctuations in the
density of these hydrometeors. Figure 6 is a spectrum computed from
measurements made at 230 GHz during a snowfall. The two curves are a
result of different methods of low-pass filtering the results.

4. Conclusions
Perhaps the most important conclusion that can be reached as a result

of these measurements is that the clear-air turbulence theory agrees well
with experimental results. It is also interesting to observe that the
magnitudes of variations observed under turbid weather conditions are
smaller than those observed under hot, humid summertime conditions.
Fluctuations measured in fog are especially small for the fog conditions
observed during this series of measurements, while rain and snow variations
fall between these two extremes. The main effect of rain is to attenuate%
MMW radiation, and the degree of attenuation appears to be well correlated
with the rain rate. Attenuation is of less importance under other
atmospheric conditions than in rain, a conclusion that seems to be verified
by the data obtained during these measurements. The results of this series
of measurements also seem to verify that 14MW systems should perform well in
inclement weather, although rain attenuation appears to be significant. It
will be recalled that rain attenuation is essentially constant with
frequency over a wide range beginning at about 100 G{z in accordance with
Mie scattering theory.

The largest value of the MMW index of refraction structure ~rmtr
2n observed during this series of measurements was 5.9 x 10 m',

an observation made und~er hot, humid summer time conditions. Under these
conditions, the fluctuations in intensity and phiase observed were about 1
dB and 1 radian, respectively, levels which probably would marginally
af fect the performance of MMW systems. It is interesting to question
whether or not larger values of Cn than those observed in Illinois exist
under other atmospheric conditi 5 , and how prevalent are these elevated

4 Slevels. If the levels of Cn observed in Illinois cause marginal
degradation of system performance, then higher levels might cause
significant degradation to the extent of making such systems useless under
certain conditions. To assess the prevalence of high levels of Cn2 , a
system for measuring this parameter that is similar to a system already
developed for the visible wavelength range is proposed. Such an instrument
would comprise transmitter, receiver, and data processor, and could be
configured for automatic operation. In this way, values of Cn 2 could be
measured in places which may be of interest to the MMW system designer, but
at which this parameter might not ordinarily be measured, such as in the
tropics, desert, or Arctic regions. Such measurements, when combined with
other atmospheric studies, would also add to our understanding of the
atmosphere.
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Fig. 1. layout of experiment showing Fig. 2. Intensity fluctuations

transmitter, receiver, and meteoro- observed on a hot, humid sunmer
logical intuettion stations. day at 173 GHz.
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